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The topic assigned to us for discussion is Social Work in Tax 
Supported Hospitals. Perhaps we may take an instant to develop 
this theme. We refer usually to public or private hospitals, a public 
hospital being one which is owned and operated by the state or its 
subsidiaries, a private hospital being one owned and operated by a 
limited group of people, thus a church society or a group of private 
individuals as the Presbyterian Hospital Corporation. To encourage 
the development of hospitals millions of dollars have been diverted to 
their buildings and service, thus some are built and maintained by 
public funds; some are tax exempt; some receive public subsidy as 
in the case of tuberculosis units; some are supported by a direct tax 
(hospital tax for erection) ; by contract or location some deal with 
the business of the city, county or state, local or federal—either the 
entire business or some part thereof. We could say in a sense that 
sickness is a tax on the patient, the patient contributing his portion 
to the expense of the hospital is paying a tax for care just as you pay 
a property tax to the government for police protection. The private 
hospital which by contract, grant in aid, or tax exemption, license, or 
inspection receives the equivalent of public support or supervision is 
not a public hospital in the sense that it is owned and operated by the 
government. It remains a private institution although by its use it is 
public in character. The determining factor in the designation of 
the public hospital is whether the control or management is entirely 
within the hands of government authorities. If it is originally by 
its charter and organization a private institution, it so remains.

The status and functions of a public hospital are determined pri
marily by the legislation or special acts creating it. These are the
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2 The Public Hospital

equivalent of the articles of incorporation. This means not only 
the enabling act creating the institution but further acts designating 
the care, reception and treatment of certain groups of patients: men 
or women, cases of tuberculosis, crippled children, the insane, the 
feeble-minded or other groups. The usual legislative term is medical 
care and treatment for such groups. In recent years we have had 
the state concerned with the care of the sick poor just as with other 
wards or dependents. Many states still care for this group through 
local agencies, hospital facilities and governments. Thus we find 
the city hospital chartered to care for the sick poor found or residing 
within the city limits as: Cincinnati General; Detroit Receiving; 
Boston City. On the other hand, many communities have private 
benevolent institutions making the existence or erection of a city or 
county unit unnecessary. Barnes Hospital of St. Louis has a con
tract with St. Louis County by which “indigent county patients re
ferred to the Hospital by the County Health officers are to be paid 
for by the county at regular ward rates.” The City of Chicago is 
served by St. Lukes and other private hospitals and the distinct 
municipal unit serves contagious cases only. Cook County, a public 
hospital created by county officials, serves the County of Cook which 
includes the City of Chicago just as the Robert Long, Riley and 
Coleman Hospitals created by the State of Indiana and administered 
by its University through the Medical School serve the State of In
diana, the County of Marion, the City of Indianapolis along with 
the rest of the state. Vanderbilt University Hospital and the Lane 
and Stanford University Hospitals are private units, teaching centers, 
giving service to the patients of the state.

The status and function of the state hospital is determined by the 
charter or enabling act creating it. This act or statement may be 
general in character or quite limited. Every activity undertaken by 
the State Hospital must have some basis in one of these acts. Up to 
a recent period the care of the sick particularly the indigent sick was 
considered first of all as a personal expense and secondly as primarily 
a local (county or city) responsibility. Any expense or activity by 
governmental agencies is recognized but must be strictly delimited 
and censured. Thus the California Code (1915 sec. 4307) states 
that the following are county charges; sub-sec. 7. The necessary ex
penses incurred in the support of the county hospitals, almshouses, 
and the indigent sick and otherwise dependent poor, whose support is 
chargeable to the county. Florida states in its constitution:
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The respective counties of the state shall provide in manner pre
scribed by law for those of the inhabitants that, by reason of age, 
infirmity or misfortune, may have claims upon the aid and sympathy 
of society.1
Mississippi provides that:

It shall be the duty of the legislature to provide by law for the 
treatment and care of the insane; and the legislature may provide for 
the care of the indigent sick in the hospitals of the state.2

In Idaho the board of county commissioners in their respective 
counties have the jurisdiction and power “to provide for the care 
and maintenance of the indigent sick or otherwise dependent poor 
of the county—and to levy a tax therefore.” 3

According to a Massachusetts provision “Any person resident 
two years and afflicted with any incurable disease except mental de
fect or leprosy, may be admitted to a state institution or infirmary 
under the supervision of the State Board of Charity as may be desig
nated by the Board for that purpose; provided that this admission 
shall be only upon the certificate of the Board of Health of the city 
or town for which he is sent.” The expense of maintenance is to be 
provided by the kindred or city or town.4

In Ohio the county commissioners may enter into an agreement 
for the care of the indigent sick, except those afflicted with tuber
culosis.6

In some respects the care of the sick has progressed along similar 
lines to the care of the insane. Perhaps the possibility of the destruc
tion to life and property by this group has tended to emphasize the 
importance of state control and state care for the mentally ill. The 
care of the indigent sick is still considered in most states the function 
of the local group as shown in the Mississippi provision. There have 
been and are certain exceptions as in the care of the tuberculous 
where state institutions for care may be provided. State care for 
the sick may be usually traced to some particular group or interest; 
the tuberculosis association; the Rotary Club and its crippled children 
program, the Kiwanis Club or some other group.

State activity may take the form of a licensing and supervision as 
in the case of maternity hospitals and private units for the insane; 
b. subsidies or grants in aid to encourage the development and super
vision of local units as in county hospitals for the tuberculous where 
the state pays a dollar a day for patients cared for in certain institu
tions approved by the State Board of Health. Pennsylvania has had
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a wide discussion of this method, its advantages and abuses. Lastly 
we find a small group of distinct state units owned, operated and 
managed by the state more or less as any state institution is operated, 
caring for the sick poor. There is of course in addition the possibility 
of contracted care for given groups, e.g. certain soldiers, etc.

This state activity offering care for individuals is a recent de
velopment. It may be significant to note that many institutions pro
viding care for the persons of the state have been associated with 
teaching centers and perhaps the necessity for clinical material for 
university medical schools has encouraged this development both 
public and private. Certain states Michigan, Iowa, Kansas, Oregon, 
Nebraska and others have quite similar legal provisions for the public 
institution while Vanderbilt of Tennessee, Lane and Stanford Hos
pitals of California exemplify the private unit public in use. Missouri, 
Oklahoma and New York have recently introduced provision for care 
of crippled children.

Perhaps it would be just as well to trace briefly some of the de
velopments more or less exemplifying the general trend. Our earliest 
provision in Michigan, a territorial law of 1805 permitted the grant 
to the pauper of a certificate approving such person becoming a pub
lic charge under certain conditions. This enactment was taken bodily 
from New Jersey and is typical. In all probability most of the care 
given the sick poor was on the basis of private philanthropy rather 
than governmental grant, seeking a place for the care of the individual 
rather than a matured policy of care for a given group. Benjamin 
Franklin drew a very graphic picture of Philadelphia’s need for a 
hospital in 1750 and the generous support of physicians and citizens 
of the cause. The objective was to secure care for individuals in 
an institution removing them from public observation rather than the 
securing of continuous and constructive care for return to activity. 
We see glimpses of the care proffered from time to time in the estab
lishment of the local hospitals, city hospitals particularly where an 
increasing group of the sick or accident cases required public atten
tion or county hospitals giving a similar type of service to a wider 
area.

In 1811 the Massachusetts General Hospital was incorporated, 
the state reserving the right to send there thirty lunatics chargeable 
to the Commonwealth. The Massachusetts Charitable Eye and Ear 
Infirmary was established in 1834 to serve a limited group needing 
particular care.

/
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In 1846 in Michigan a provision was made that any person who 
was “blind, old, lame, impotent or decrepit (a loose terminology) so 
as to be unable to maintain himself ” shall be maintained by his 
family as approved by the directors of the poor and when the family 
failed to provide, the circuit court was to issue an order compelling 
relief. The law of 1869 marked another step when the sick were 
added to those to be maintained by relatives or “shall be maintained 
in the county in which he may be.” This provision was in the hands 
of the Superintendent of the Poor, the usual administrative officer. 
It is noted that maintenance only is required, medical care is not noted.

In 1875 the Michigan Legislature granted $8,000 for the erection 
and equipment of a hospital on the condition that the city of Ann 
Arbor would grant $4,000 for the same purpose. All medical treat
ment was gratuitous; the only fees required being for board and 
medicine at their actual cost. No contagious diseases were to be 
admitted and patients were received from all parts of the country.6 
The need for clinical material in connection with the establishment 
and development of the medical school determined the designation 
of a hospital and was the probable basis of the original request but 
the annals of the University show repeatedly that the number of 
individuals needing and requesting care exceeded the facilities avail
able so that constant growth took place. Thus the number of patients 
registered grew from 594 in 1876 to 28,048 in 1930. The growth of 
the school and the general population growth of the state with the 
increased demand for care were at least two factors interacting to 
increase the service given, just as there were constant counter
balancing factors seeking to reduce costs and standards, deflect care 
to local units, etc.

The first state law governing the reception and care of patients at 
state expense was enacted in 18817 and provided for the medical 
and surgical treatment of certain dependent children at “the hospital 
of the Michigan University.” Institutional cases, wards of the state 
school, the school for the deaf, the blind, and the feeble-minded and 
epileptic were to receive care at state expense. Transportation was 
not to be furnished.

A provision of 1897 provided for the surgical care of indigent 
children with congenital deformities, treatment, nursing and trans
portation to be provided and paid for by the state. “Persons in their 
respective counties who by reason of any severe physical injury may 
have become county charges and who are liable to remain county
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charges unless special skill and facilities are employed in their treat
ment, also all persons who are county charges because of acute dis
ease—” etc.,8 were to be treated at the hospital. The expense of trans
portation and care was to be paid by the county sending the case and 
it was further provided that obstetrical service could be contracted 
for.

A discussion of county agents in 1887 took up this matter of medi
cal care for the poor concluding that immediate surgical care when 
indicated should be given to clear the infirmaries and their adjacent 
hospitals of some of their patients. A report to the New York Legis
lature on the Laws of relief and settlement of the poor in 1824 which 
Miss Breckenridge quotes shows, “The expenses for physicians and 
nurses, in attending paupers, in towns where there are no poor houses, 
form a very prominent article in the amount of taxation/’9 The 
cost of medical service has constantly been a subject of discussion. 
The constantly increasing group requesting care is always a matter of 
concern.

The poor officials may have some interest in this care, not so much 
in relief to the individual, although that is a consideration, but to 
secure a speedy return to health and productivity, which in point 
of fact may or may not be possible. Where such expense can be 
paid for from general state funds we have one policy, but where the 
expense comes from local county funds the standard of care, the 
selection of patients, institutions, length of treatment may be mate
rially influenced. In the city hospital where by appropriation the 
hospital needs are met, residence requirments, length of stay may 
not be so significant.

The form of our law of 1881 appears in many respects in the 
present law of 1913, Act 274, which provides medical and surgical 
care for children who can be benefitted by such care and whose 
parents are unable to provide the same.

Kansas in 191110 enacted a law somewhat similar in character 
where:

“Inmates of county or city almshouses or indigent poor in need 
of hospital treatment may apply to the Board of County Commission
ers and the county health officer who constitute the board of health 
of such county, or if after the recommendation of any reputable 
physician in the judgment of said county board of health, hospital 
treatment would be a benefit to said person, then the county board of 
health shall issue a certificate stating this fact to the Superintendent
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of the hospital conducted by the Regents of the University of Kan
sas who shall receive such patient. The county or city shall provide 
transportation for such patient to the hospital.

On admission, the dean or person in charge of the medical school 
shall assign the patient for treatment and such surgeons or physicians 
shall proceed to give the proper attention for such time as in their 
judgment such patient can be benefited until cured.”

The cost of medicines and maintenance is to be recorded and 
such traveling expenses as are actually necessary to return the pa
tient from said hospital. The statement is to be filed with the secre
tary and purchasing agent of the University of Kansas.

When approved the voucher is to be drawn on the city or county 
from which the patient was sent and to authorities authorized by law 
to allow claims. The amount is to be paid the Regents of the Uni
versity of Kansas and to reimburse the funds used.

No compensation is to be paid attendants in the hospital execept 
their salary.

A very significant provision “Whenever any person receiving 
treatment under this act shall be possessed or shall become possessed 
of any property, real or personal, the city or county may recover 
from such person or his estate, such amounts as have been expended 
by it for his benefit under this act.”

A Kansas law of the same year provides for the hospital treat
ment of indigent children, application being through the county board 
of health.11 The children from reform schools and state institutions 
may be treated also.

According to a letter from the Dean of the Medical School, the 
Kansas law has been greatly limited by lack of funds and facilities 
for care.

The Iowa law and the Michigan laws are much the same. There 
was a provision in the Code of 1913 which was changed in 1919. In 
the powers of the Juvenile Court of Iowa we find:

“The Court may, when the health or condition of the child (de
pendent or neglected) may require it, cause the child to be placed in 
a public hospital or institution for treatment and special care, or in a 
private hospital or institution which will receive it for like purposes 
without charge ”12

The later statute provides for the care of adults and children at 
the University Hospital through the local Juvenile Court for children; 
the State Board of Control of State Institutes, for inmates of state
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institutions; Judge of the district or superior court in the case of 
adults. Notice, hearing, commitment, etc., are provided by law.

As the number of persons so treated has increased in the various 
states more problems of patient difficulty and general administration 
have been forced into the situation. The admission and refusal of 
cases, the discharge and transportation of the sick and of children; 
the availability of beds; quarantine; the designation and payment of 
attendants; the application of non residents for care and the securing 
of their care; their return to the place of residence (auto accidents) 
(migrant tuberculous) ; the frequent returns of some and the failure 
to return of others; the securing of appliances; the interest and coop
eration of local authorities; the attempt to secure accurate and reliable 
information; mounting costs to the state; extended care and convales
cence ; a thousand points face the hospital in its program. Sometimes 
these things are ignored and sometimes circumvented. As the insti
tution grows in size the individual patient and members of the per
sonnel recede in importance. Standards and routines are introduced 
to avoid personal concessions and adjustments. Civil service limits 
political considerations, tenure and personnel. Salaries are stabilized 
or reduced, personnel sterotyped, functions institutionalized to over
come the consideration of the individual. On the other hand we see 
many efforts at good work, many good things done, attempts to meet 
and to emphasize the patient’s problems and patient’s need. Some 
of this effort originally privately financed, may be eventually incorpo
rated in the institutional program. Much good work is done with 
individuals lost perhaps in the multiplicity of persons receiving care 
so far as the institution is concerned but recognized by the patients’ 
community group. It is one thing to provide hundreds of dollars for 
medical care which is lost through the failure of completed treatment. 
The mounting costs on the other hand cause increasing scrutiny of 
any activity. A program is limited by funds, legal terms, public 
opinion, etc. The hospital cannot exceed to any extent the general 
standard of the state group.

The President of the American Hospital Association said some 
years ago: “A university exists with a single object—to educate. The 
role of a university hospital in a broad program of education is to 
teach people the means of protecting and restoring health and pre
venting disease both directly and through those who by their prepara
tion and calling are fitted to serve in this field.” On the other hand
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it is stated that the cost of medical and nursing education now charged 
to patient care is not defensible.

The university hospital then has a responsibility of service to 
patients beyond medication and treatment on one hand and the fur
nishing of education and experience to doctors, nurses, dietitians, and 
others. The patient himself, his satisfaction, his problem is of 
greater importance to him and his confreres than the entire uni
versity. And yet he is the most inarticulate one concerned whether 
in understanding the problem, the institution and its methods or his 
adjustment to his own group. The Social Service Departments have 
been introduced into many of the university hospitals. Their func
tions and activity vary in each unit and from time to time. The 
organization of the hospital, responsibility, training, affiliation may 
determine the plan of work as well as the assignment of funds. 
Friendly visiting, relief in various forms, recreation, case work, edu
cation and a thousand activities take place. Sometimes the work is 
privately financed, sometimes by community funds. Frequently the 
cost is divided perhaps between the hospital, the medical school, the 
university, with special activities for private clubs. It would seem 
that the departments have developed much as in private hospitals 
except that external and political circumstances determine finally 
many activities. Thus as the patient group increases and the institu
tion grows in size it becomes more and more an object of public com
ment and interest. Its concern can no longer be only of the selection 
of the clinical material, but costs of service, length of stay as well as 
results in particular situations become of increased interest. The 
Rotary Club, the Kiwanis, the Ladies Auxiliary all have friends who 
are or have been in the hospital and with what result ? What do you 
do? Why? Is it of value? Can we do without it?

As a clearing agent for many patient difficulties, dealing con
stantly with agencies and groups, the social worker sees many things 
that can and should be done. The great problem which faces the 
institution is costs. How can this thing be done more economically ? 
Can some one else do it better ? As well ?

Each hospital has its problems and ways of meeting them de
termined by its laws and the group it serves, many problems are the 
same here and elsewhere. The problems raised in reply to our ques
tionnaire seem primarily administrative in character.

One worker says “We have recently had the opinion expressed 
to us that our department ought to be doing some child placement.”
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We feel that this is a very unwise policy to adopt and that any child 
placing which is done could be done by a child caring agency. (In 
diana. ) The care of the unmarried pregnant g irl; the release of her 
child; the boarding care of convalescent children are considerations 
here.

What about a medical advisory committee or any other type of 
advisory committee ? Seeking to integrate medical and social policies. 
(Indiana, Minnesota.)

What methods are utilized by the departments in explaining their 
functions to the changing medical staff such as internes and residents 
when institutions have the latter for a period of only a year or so? 
(Indiana.)

Community relationships and problems. What about field work, 
home visiting, the use of local agencies? (Indiana.)

How do you develop local resources? (Minnesota.)
Suppose there are no agencies. (Minnesota, Iowa.)
Have you considered the problem of the social service exchange, 

for the exchange of information, registration, records, cooperative 
action, etc.? How can this be financed? Is this a hospital problem? 
What part does the Department of Public Welfare play?

Extent of hospitalization: (Massachusetts).
Are appliances and medicines a part of hospitalization ? (Tennes

see, Minnesota.)
Does the Social Service and its funds pay for these? Why? 

(Oklahoma.)
“Glasses apparatus, special diets and other medical needs are 

recommended by the doctors but not supplied by the hospital. We 
are able to take care of this for the most part when the need is for a 
ward patient and the patient is certified by the county commissioner 
or lives in—where we can secure assistance from the local agencies. 
For out-patient cases from rural communities it is very hard to 
secure the money because the county commissioners do not assume 
responsibility for ambulatory cases.” (Minnesota.)

Follow-up and social treatment in rural communities. (Minne
sota, Indiana, Massachusetts, Maryland.)

The release of information medical in character. Is patient’s 
signed permission essential? (Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota.)

What about steering cases for local agencies?
“Our hospital does receive state aid as do a great many hospitals 

in the state—. As far as I know, there is no particular difficulty
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with these patients other than the difficulty which sometimes arises 
when their local physician or local senator simply puts them on the 
train with a note to the university hospital expecting them to have 
immediate admission when frequently we have no vacant beds, and 
the patients must either be sent home, or a frantic effort made to get 
them into some other hospital.” (Pennsylvania).

“Our hospital has a credit worker who interviews all patients 
who are to receive state aid. This is not under Social Service and I 
act in an advisory capacity.” (Pennsylvania.)

Correspondence as a method of dealing with local agencies, 
judges, physicians, patient families, etc.

What is the basis for referring cases to the hospital ?
Residence requirements.
Financial.

Character of illness f c^ron ĉ
[acute, etc.

What is the basis of retaining cases over periods of time? Dur
ing convalescence.

What continuing critique of work do you have ?
What constant study of costs do you make ?
What effect on the family and the patient does this extensive 

medical relief expenditure have ?
What consideration or contribution do you have from community 

funds and agencies ?
What use have you made of the leisure or idle time for patients— 

adults and children—preparing them for a more effective return to 
the community?

Do we over-emphasize the health considerations because of our 
close contact therewith ?

These are some of the questions referred for our discussion. 
Most of them certainly we will not be able to settle but the constant 
consideration of what we do and why we do it is very important. 
We are associated with the expenditure of public funds. Good 
health is as important as good roads or good schools, all an important 
part of the general community scheme. This last year has seen vast 
unemployment, the break-down of certain important industries for 
months. Are you considering this in your programs? Still more 
important are we merely giving care because it can be given. What 
is the standard of selection, of retaining, of releasing, of supervising
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care ? Where do your patients come from and why ? Are you strik
ing at any of the causes of sickness and cost ?

The term institution is synonymous with rigidity. The public 
institution is the conservative wing. We see here the prisons, the 
institutions for the insane and dependent groups. Shall the program 
for the sick, chronic as well as acute, be articulated into a general 
sound program for the reduction of numbers or shall we do as many 
have done namely—“Go public” meaning the integrating of public 
interests and conflicts with delay and conservativeness or may we 
have a skilled disposal of individual needs building for an ultimate 
reduction of causes.
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THE MEDICAL PLACEMENT OF THE CHILD 
OUTSIDE HIS OWN HOME*

MABEL R. W ILSON

Director of Social Service, The Children’s Hospital, Boston, Mass.

For all groups of social workers home care for the child, when 
adequate, is always the first choice. Child placing, however, for one 
social reason or another is inevitable. Medical-social work by the 
nature of things has the problem of social placement in preventive 
treatment or after-care of the sick child.

Preventive medicine is constantly advancing and for those of us 
who are doing social case work in hospitals it is imperative to keep 
abreast of medical trends,—particularly where there is a question of 
the placement of the child outside his own home for medical reasons. 
Do we wish to see more convalescent homes of specialized types 
established ?—or do we wish people to use those already in ex
istence,—not more freely perhaps,—but with more discrimination? 
Do we wish the child placing agencies to define more clearly and 
more carefully what types of convalescent child need they are in a 
position to meet adequately? Should the hospital social worker try 
to make clearer,—why, from her point of view, there is a need for 
flexibility in any child placing program which involves medical place
ment?

For purposes of discussion the present paper excludes children 
who are receiving adequate care in their homes,—about 66 per cent, 
of the children dealt with socially at the Children’s Hospital during 
the year 1929 and concerns itself only with children for whom other 
care must be provided,—in 1929 the other 34 per cent.

The problem is not one of placement in foster homes versus 
special convalescent institutions but rather it seems to me it is a 
question of the suitability of certain medical and social types for one 
or the other disposition and a more intelligent discrimination in

* Read before the National Conference of Social Work, Boston, Mass.,
June 1930
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dealing with these types,—in other words the present difficulty con
fronting both children’s agencies and hospital social service depart
ments is the shifting of emphasis from certain medical types to 
others in cases where special placement is advised. If the hospital 
social worker can clearly define and present this situation it should 
be a challenge to the children’s agencies in formulating the portion 
of their program dealing with plans for placement of medical 
children.

The reasons why these changes in emphasis have come about are 
several:

1. Changes in medical recommendations.
Pediatricians no longer recommend vague “convalescence at a nice 

home in the country.” They are more aware of the finer distinctions 
and have seen end results obtained from various resources over a 
long enough period to feel that certain of these resources are better 
than others for certain medical conditions.

For example, a physician may now say to the hospital social 
worker—-“This boy has asthma of a bacteriological type. He is, 
however, a well developed child in good nutritional condition,—and 
I should advise placement in a well chosen foster home for a period 
covering six months to a year. The end result will be good.”

Or, he may say,—“This child with asthma is underweight and 
undersized. He needs expansion exercises—heliotheraphy and rest. 
I should advise three months in a special convalescent home 
where these three requirements are easily met—followed by a place
ment of five or six months in a foster home to permanently establish 
the gain made in the first period.”

2. Over the last decade workers with children in hospitals and 
dispensaries have seen that the best medical-social results have fol
lowed a clear cut scientific medical recommendation for convalescent 
care. They too have learned to differentiate under what organiza
tional or social conditions this or that medical advice can be carried 
out and can help the physician or surgeon to make a decision as to 
the proper resource with far more confident authority than formerly.

Hospital social workers and children’s workers must bear in mind 
that medical advance is rapid and that their policies must move with 
the advance.

As a result of this:—
3. Economic efficiency has tended to govern certain decisions, 

i. e.,—it is more effective to care for a group of children needing
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intensive progressive heliotherapy in a solarium which is properly 
equipped for sun exposure or with lamps.

4. Longer after-care in bed for cardiac children is recommended 
with the need of educational and occupational activities along with 
the treatment.

5. Difficulty in finding adequate foster homes within possible 
price range. Increased specialized demands increase the cost of care. 
The subsidization of these homes is undoubtedly a heavy burden on 
the children’s agencies who so freely bear the financial responsibility 
if parents cannot pay. (Even so the expense incurred is probably 
less than care at a children’s hospital at $6.00 a day,—or at a conva
lescent home at $3.33 a day,—a fact which might be borne in mind 
by social agencies when they ask a hospital to hold a child in the 
wards for a day or two for minor reasons.)

Institutions for normal children are surely very questionable as 
balanced against foster home care, but it has, perhaps, not been 
clearly recognized that modern institutions for convalescence or semi
medical care have taken on a very new aspect. They should not be 
confused with old-time institutional facilities. These modern special 
institutions through their well-established educational program and 
very personal individual attention contribute to the character building 
side of the child’s life as well as providing specialized medical care, 
a feature which children’s agencies have always quite rightly stressed. 
In my opinion the contention that children become neurotic or institu
tionalized when placed for a long period in a convalescent institution 
has been greatly exaggerated. It is perfectly true that a few children 
do not adjust well in either a hospital or a convalescent home, but 
for the most part it has been my experience that the majority preserve 
a normal outlook and respond physically and mentally. The self- 
centered child is quite as likely to present a mental hygiene problem 
in its own or a foster home.

Where should the emphasis now be placed ? If the ideal thing for 
a child,—care in its own home,—cannot be realized, it is obvious that 
placement is necessitated because of the combination of medical and 
social factors constituting what we are in the habit of referring to as 
a medical-social problem. I t may be a major medical problem with 
a minor social involvement—a minor medical with a major social,— 
or an equal balance of medical and social. For example, one might 
have the cardiac child whose home is physically and economically 
entirely suitable save for the fact that the presence of several normal
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active younger brothers and sisters would militate against a program 
of complete rest and strain the endurance of the mother should she 
try to enforce it.

Or one may have the infant ready for discharge from a hospital 
in good condition after a period of regulation of feeding, whose 
mother meanwhile has been admitted to a general hospital with 
pneumonia and for whom after-care by relatives is impossible or not 
advisable.

Or one may be confronted with a mother living with her two 
tuberculous children in one room at her place of employment in a 
country home—unwilling to part with her children and afraid lest the 
knowledge of the probable diagnosis should cost her the position. At 
all events there is a medical basis. We speak now only of children 
specially placed by hospital social service departments,—not the child 
taken ill in a foster home of some children’s agency,—nor the child 
already in the care of the agency who may need medical attention in 
some Out-Patient Department.

Out of 1,420 cases handled socially at the Children’s Hospital in 
1929, 560 children were placed,—500 in special medical or convales
cent institutions and 60 in foster homes. The differentiation was 
made from a careful consideration of medical and social data with 
resulting recommendations.

The cases dealt with fell in general into two divisions:
1. W ard cases for which after-care supplemented hospital 

care for acute illness, and which was of a curative nature.
2. Out-Patient Department cases where special placement was 

preventive rather than curative.
A further analysis of specially placed cases, covering a period of 

12 years, has brought forth some interesting distinctions in place
ment recommendations. This analysis, I again wish to emphasize, 
deals only with children who, for medical-social reasons, had to 
be placed. The recommendations made were not purely medical 
nor purely social, but a combination of the two interwoven elements. 
I realize that in different parts of the country resources vary greatly 
in number and in quality but regardless of this fact the following 
analysis indicates what the ideal medical-social procedure might be 
from the standpoint of a children’s hospital.

For cardiac children and children with chorea the length of time 
when activity must be restricted is of necessity long. Our first choice 
in after-care is in a special institution such as the House of the Good
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Samaritan in Boston which takes our children for prolonged care 
covering six months to a year,—getting them back gradually to a 
less restricted activity until they are ambulatory for six hours a day 
or more,—and providing educational and occupational facilities during 
the period.

Our second choice for this group needing bed care, is a small 
nursing unit carefully supervised by a child placing agency. In such a 
unit, the foster mother should be a graduate nurse, whose home has 
a quiet, open situation while at the same time it is accessible to clinic 
facilities. Foster home placement is preferable for ambulatory pa
tients or for children who are ambulatory for at least six hours a 
day,—in many instances supplementing still further the care given 
by the special institution or the nursing unit. The medical control 
of these foster home cases should be, I believe, whenever feasible, 
centered in a cardiac or pediatric clinic connected with the hospital 
which referred the case. This ensures continuity of medical care, 
the advantage of a cardiologist and the apparatus used in connection 
with the examination,—the opportunity of consultation service in 
other clinics if necessary, and the advantages of readmission for 
ward care in case of an acute exacerbation.

The weakness in the nursing unit at the present time and one 
which makes it a less desirable substitute for the special institution, 
is the lack of educational facilities for children placed over a long 
period,—and this criticism applies also to foster home care where 
school is not yet medically advised. It is conceivable that children’s 
agencies may be able to remedy this defect where it exists. It is to 
be assumed that thus far the expense of employing a teacher and the 
difficulty in securing a trained volunteer teacher for scattered foster 
homes or nursing units, have proved very real obstacles.

For medical infants whose own homes are temporarily impossible, 
foster home placement practically without exception is desirable. 
This has been demonstrated beyond any conceivable doubt during 
recent years by our private and public child placing organizations 
throughout the country.

Practically all medical infants by the time they are ready for 
foster home placement are well established in their feeding program 
or satisfactorily recovered from an attack of pneumonia. They are 
therefore ready to lead a normal home existence,—and respond 
quickly to its atmosphere, when it is joined with intelligent interested 
individual attention on the part of the foster mother, who must of
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course, be of the type ready to accept and follow the instructions 
given in modern infant feeding and hygiene.

For the infant with tuberculosis resources in this part of the 
country are scarce, but for the older child with hilum tuberculosis or 
mesenteric T. B. extremely good results have been obtained through 
placement in preventoria or the special sanatoria of the State.

The child with diabetes formerly was considered a poor medical 
and social risk. Under modern methods of treatment the picture has 
changed and during the last ten years the outlook has become far 
more favorable. Insulin and a wider knowledge of diet and hygiene 
have tended to give children a chance to develop normally. At the 
Children’s Hospital last year the Social Service Department had the 
privilege of assisting Dr. Rachel Hardwick of the medical staff, and 
Miss Mary A. Clapp, Research Worker, in a study which covered the 
supervision of the home and school life of the diabetic child.* I have 
their permission to quote here some of their findings which have a 
very distinct bearing upon the question of the future medical-social 
care of these children.

“Visits were made both to the homes of 64 children and to their 
schools in an attempt to discover whether as a group they showed 
any deviation from the normal in the school or at the home,—or 
whether they manifested any special aptitude or peculiarities. The 
group showed great diversities of ages, economic levels, and types 
of schools attended. Their scholarship showed great variations,— 
some being above and some below the average. The percentage of 
retardation was not markedly greater than that of non-diabetics. 
They showed no special aptitudes either in school or at home, nor 
were they a difficult group to handle. On the whole they seemed to 
represent a typical cross section of American childhood.”

“The outstanding characteristic of the group was the ability to 
lead normal every day lives provided medical treatment was adhered 
to. Failure to carry it out usually resulted from a complicated situa
tion at home, or from a revolt against the monotony of a somewhat 
simple routine.”

“In making school visits it was found necessary to combat the 
opinion which was found to be generally held by the teachers that 
diabetic children should be leniently handled and accorded special 
privileges.”

* The Treatment of Diabetes Mellitus. A  Study of the Home and School 
Relationships by Mary A. Gapp, M.S., and Rachel Hardwick, M.D.
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“Although diabetes is a chronic disease the average total period 
of hospitalization required for the establishment of proper diet and 
insulin dosage is now a matter of a very few weeks,—in contrast to 
the months required in pre-insulin days. Thus the problem of treat
ment now presented is far different from that of the child suffering 
from such chronic conditions as heart disease or some forms of tuber
culosis, which entail long periods of semi-invalidism. Diabetic chil
dren under proper treatment are normally active, happy, growing 
children. However, at the same time they must be instilled with the 
courage and stamina to accustom themselves to the rigidly controlled 
regime which will make possible an efficient adult life ; hand in hand 
with improved medical care must go intelligent and sympathetic 
social and psychological treatment.”

“That it is possible to find suitable homes for these children, diffi
cult as the task may sometimes be, is illustrated by a little girl of six 
who was one of such a large family that her mother found it difficult 
to give her the adequate care. A neighbor living nearby who had no 
children took the child to board, and here she was given such excel
lent care that she made splendid progress. At the time when the 
visit was made the child was not in school for the village had a central 
school building in a town which was several miles from this home. 
She had not been able to stand the long rides in the school bus or 
the cold luncheon. For her the situation was aggravated by the fact 
that large quantities of candy were sold in the school lunch room. 
Fortunately the foster mother had been a school teacher and had 
been able by instruction at home to keep the child up with others of 
her age. For the rest she led a happy healthy outdoor life. Although 
this home—found by chance only—was exceptional it should be pos
sible for a person skilled in home finding to place diabetic children 
in suitable foster homes.”

Is it not obvious that one of the future challenges to the hospital 
social worker and to the worker in the children’s agency is the more 
effective and less apprehensive social treatment of the diabetic child ?

Another group of children whose medical treatment may be said 
to be still in the experimental stage and whose social treatment in 
the home and school is fraught with difficulty is the epileptic. Insti
tutional care, of course, must be recommended for those who show 
a definite degeneration, but foster home care might be tried more 
than it has been for children who—on special diet—show compara
tively little difficulty and no apparent degeneration. I have seen a child
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whose attacks have been reduced in the hospital from between two 
and three hundred a day,—to none,—or one or two momentary in 
nature. The individual supervision and planning of the diet brought 
this about, and leads us to look more hopefully to the ultimate results 
of the painstaking scientific study which is constantly going on in 
connection with these unfortunate children. It is still admittedly 
experimental but after all, should not the children’s agencies wish to 
have a part in the experiment—or at least in a few carefully selected 
cases ?

Children with malnutrition do equally well in a convalescent home 
such as that of the Children’s Hospital at Wellesley Hills or in foster 
homes. Heliotherapy in certain instances is better available and 
more practical from an economic standpoint in the convalescent home. 
Frequently this care can be supplemented by a period of foster home 
placement with excellent results.

We now come to the question of medical-social after-care of the 
large and important group of orthopedic cases.

For tuberculosis of the spine, sanatorium care is best. The care 
of the plaster is difficult and there is also need of heliotherapy and 
frequent X-ray examination. Transportation of the child back and 
forth from a clinic is not desirable and it is considered much better 
and safer to have the whole process of after-care centered in a special 
institution. This also applies to the other forms of bone tubercu
losis,—for tuberculosis of the hip a long spica or brace necessitates 
immobility,—and even with T. B. of the knees, ankles, fingers and 
toes the patients receive in addition to local treatment a general treat
ment along T. B. lines. In Massachusetts we are most forunate to be 
able to use the New England Peabody Home for Crippled Children 
for early cases. Like the cardiac children, these patients are able to 
get careful schooling along with their treatment.

With congenital dislocation of the hip or hips foster home care is 
desirable if the child’s own home cannot be utilized. Eventually these 
children need physiotherapy and consequently must be within reach 
of the clinic,—or at least placed in a locality where a community 
health or district nurse can visit to give treatment. Other than the 
care of the plaster there is no special difficulty except the time ele
ment. It is necessary for these children to be out of school for a 
year or so, but we have found that the condition is noted by parents 
and treated so early that there are few of school age. In the Chil
dren’s Hospital a closed reduction, i.e., a manual manipulation, is
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done first and the patient spends some time in a frog position. If 
this is not successful a shelf operation is performed. Transportation 
is safe and the child may live a perfectly normal life.

For cases of infantile paralysis foster home care is excellent if 
the home is near enough to the school. It must also be within reach 
of a clinic or a community health nurse because of the necessity of 
physiotherapy.

A child suffering from spastic paralysis who needs to be placed 
and who must have muscle training is much better handled in a 
special institution than in a foster home,—if an arrangement can be 
made whereby a physiotherapist can give treatment three days a 
week. It has been found that these children are easier to handle in a 
group. Furthermore transportation from the foster home to the 
clinic three times a week is difficult and expensive to arrange. The 
Community Health Association here is able to give treatment in foster 
homes if they are within greater Boston. These suggestions, of 
course, are for spastic children who are mentally normal,—those 
much below par mentally should be headed toward a special institu
tion for defective children.

With children who have the congenital defect known as club feet, 
care of the plaster, frequent visits to the clinic and later physiotherapy 
are the important things to consider when making a plan. Foster 
homes are perfectly adequate if they can be obtained. It is very 
essential to remember that physiotherapy for a child with club feet 
as with congenital hips can be done by a reasonably intelligent per
son,—whereas physiotherapy for infantile paralysis and for spastic 
children is a highly specialized treatment done by specially trained 
persons.

Cases of rickets find their best care in convalescent homes where 
heliotherapy can be secured. This is particularly true in winter for 
children with active or post-operative rickets.

Fractures should go straight to a convalescent home if after-care 
is necessary,—as should osteomyelitis cases or any other post-opera
tive surgical condition where the first step at least is continued bed 
care and need of dressings.

I have purposely omitted any discussion of the psychiatric prob
lems found in a general hospital for children, as opening up too much 
material for the scope of this paper. Let it suffice to say that these 
are practically all foster home problems, including the case of func
tional convulsions with the over-solicitous mother—behavior prob
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lems where change of enviroment and training are needed,—and 
certain minor habit difficulties which imply a need for improved 
mental hygiene.

Two great problems of placement whether in foster homes or 
special institutions have confronted both hospital social workers and 
children’s agency workers for years and still have not been worked 
out to satisfactory solutions.

1. The medical-social placement of the child outside his own home 
is doomed to medical and social failure unless some consistent social 
case work in the family can be done during his absence to prepare 
the home for his return. I feel that this educational preparation 
sometimes falls through because of the lack of conference between 
the two groups to settle in each individual case where the responsi
bility lies. The situation is even worse when it is a question of insti
tutional care. I fear that many hospital social workers send children 
to a sanatorium or other special hospital where there is no one to 
take social responsibility and promptly dismiss the case simply be
cause the individual patient is provided for, for a year or two, with
out taking into consideration his ultimate discharge to a still inade
quate environment. This is wasteful for the hospital, the patient, 
and the special institution.

How this problem of case work supervision of the family of the 
absentee patient can be handled, is worth considerable discussion. 
Should this be a part of the work of the hospital social worker?—or 
would it mean that her case work load would roll up to an impossible 
burden? Should the special institution or hospital have its own 
worker whose function would be the adjustment of these homes be
fore the child’s discharge? Is the new and eminently satisfactory 
service now given by the two social workers attached to the Division 
of Tuberculosis in the Massachusetts State Department of Public 
Health an indication of what a future policy might be ?

2. There is just as great need for the thoughtful study and dis
cussion of the question of what we should do in cases of children 
whose backgrounds are so poor and whose mothers are so ignorant 
that a return to the home marks a loss of all the gain made during the 
period of special placement.

I have in mind a case where a Hospital Social Service Depart
ment and a Children’s Agency struggled together for four years on a 
situation with a hopeful medical prognosis and a dubious social out
look. Hard work was put into this family, but none the less the
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placement and medical care were wasted, and no plan of permanent 
removal could be worked through. The cost of this failure amounted 
to $1,026.04 exclusive of the cost of time of the various workers, 
care in the South Department of the Boston City Hospital, meta
bolism tests at the Massachusetts General, and free admission, X-rays 
and medication at the Children’s Hospital.

Should we never have attacked the problem,—or having done so 
should there have been better coordination among the medical-social, 
placement and protective agencies? There was something radically 
wrong somewhere in that case.

In summing up:—
1. It might help if hospital social workers and children’s agency 

workers consider together more carefully what type of placement 
resource is the most effective for the patient,—most practical from 
an economic standpoint for the agencies,—and most permanently 
satisfactory in medical-social end results.

2. It might be well if workers in children’s agencies could acquire 
a little sounder background of medical information—not technical, but 
intelligently useful—and a little more accurate conception of the 
cost of hospital care and the complexities of a great medical organi
zation striving to the best of its ability to relate itself intelligently to 
a community of which it has now become conscious.

3. It would be of great value if hospital social workers on whom 
lies the responsibility of initiating the medical-social placement of 
the child outside his own home,—could train themselves to refer 
such placement problems only when they have thought through the 
situation socially and medically with the greatest care. This would 
make for greater confidence in the value of such placements in the 
minds of the children’s agencies and a tendency on their part toward 
flexibility in accepting cases, as well as an increasing willingness to 
participate occasionally in the frankly experimental program.
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It was Aristotle who observed that the true philosopher must in 
the end become a physician and the physician become a philosopher. 
It is in this spirit that I interpret my task to be not so much in the 
nature of an endeavor to persuade you on the desirableness of health 
education in the clinic, as to lay before you, in an historical pattern, 
the reasons for its desirability and its significance in the present-day 
practice of both therapeutic and preventive medicine. Health educa
tion in the clinic has become a pressing necessity engendered by our 
modem understanding of the nature of disease, its causation and 
treatment.

The history of medicine reveals the serial, and to some extent, 
contemporaneous prevalence of three major conceptions on the nature 
of disease. In early times, disease was conceived as a something be
gotten by supra-mundane agents, and inflicted upon mankind for dis
ciplinary and other reasons. Pestilence is one of the Four Horsemen 
of the Apocalypse; and a doting Jehovah, bent upon freeing his 
chosen children from the enslaving clutch of the Egyptians, afflicted 
the dwellers on the Nile with ten curses—not a few among them of a 
strictly pathologic nature. Job, who prospered both in health and 
wealth, was overnight rendered an ailing mortal by a Heavenly Power 
uncertain of his fidelity. Evil spirits peopled this earth, and at the 
behest of mortals with whom they made mysterious bargains afflicted 
this or that innocent victim.

♦Read before the National Conference of Social Work, Boston, Mass.,
June 1930.
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This early conception of the causation of morbidity strictly deter
mined contemporary prophylaxis and treatment. To keep on the good 
side of the Heavenly Forces, and at the same time on good terms with 
the powers in the Nether Regions, was a procedure of great prophy
lactic value. Prayer, incantation, and the casting of counter-charms 
and spells were the armamentarium of the then practicing physicians. 
Where the evil spirit (devil or otherwise) took possession of the 
physical form of the victim, it was considered but the quintessence 
of pure logic to apply directly to the person of the sufferer remedies 
calculated to drive the devil out. Not infrequently these remedies 
took the form of cruel tortures, and the vernacular of today still re
tains revealing vestiges of that ideology in, for example, the expres
sion “to beat the devil out of him.”

This conception of disease causation prevailed for a long time, and 
found its last stronghold in the backward psychiatry of the eighteenth 
century. Its gross form was abandoned when Philip Pinel freed the 
insane from their chains, and when the conception of modern psycho
pathology displaced the evil spirits and the devil. Though this earliest 
and probably most primitive of conceptions on disease causation has 
been abandoned in its cruder forms, it still prevails as a prominent 
ingredient in the dogmas of all the schools of faith-healing. Today, 
for example, Christian Science still leans heavily upon this ideology 
for support of its involved and supra-mundane system of pathology, 
therapy and prophylaxis.

The second major conception of the nature of disease was that 
spoken of in the history of medicine as the admixture of humors. 
Nascent human intelligence could not long be content with an explana
tion of disease that made it an expression of the arbitrary and uncer
tain whims of the powers that peopled unearthly regions. All too often 
this ideology was in dissonance with the certain realities that forced 
themselves upon the consciousness of even the casual observer. There 
arose a need then for a more appreciable and understandable hypo
thesis, and this was finally evolved in the humoral theory of human 
constitution and of disease causation. According to this conception, 
the human body was composed of certain elemental substances termed 
humors. Health depended on a delicate balance of ratios between 
these humors. Disease, on the other hand, resulted from a dearth of 
some, or a plethora of others. This conception was more rational 
than the first and also prevailed for a long time, almost to the end of 
the nineteenth century. It, too, left its stamp upon our language, for
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we still say that we are in a “good or bad humor,” and we still speak 
of melancholia, which originally meant a plethora of black bile. 
Based on such a conception of the nature of disease, therapy aimed at 
achieving a “balance of humors.” Efforts were made by the physi
cians practicing this system of medicine to extract from the body, by 
bleeding, purging, cupping and the like, the excess humors, and to 
add, through a primitive type of organotherapy, to those humors that 
were lacking.

These two fundamental conceptions of the nature of disease run 
through the entire history of medicine and appear and reappear from 
time to time in a variety of forms. Disease was conceived to be either 
the product of some evil spirit afflicting the victim, or else disease 
was begotten within the victim by a faulty admixture of the body’s 
elements.

With the growth of modern science these conceptions on the na
ture of disease lost currency. The epoch-marking works of such men 
as Harvey, Jenner, and later of du Jardin, Schleiden and Schwann 
gave us a new and clear understanding of the constitution and nature 
of living substance and of living processes. Still later, through the 
work of Pasteur, Koch, and Virchow, the modern conceptions of 
disease causation and of pathologic processes came into being. The 
theory of the humoral composition of the body was displaced by the 
demonstration of protoplasm and cells, and for the theory of the 
pathogenic power of malignant spirits and unbalanced humors there 
was substituted the theory of the germ causation of disease. The 
immediately brilliant results that followed the application of the germ 
theory to the problems of individual and community health led us to 
believe that in it we had the master key to the large problem of mor
bidity. In a short time we became as germ-minded (to an extent and 
with an exclusiveness toward all other hypotheses) as our forefathers 
were devil-minded.

In recent years, however, there has developed a reaction against 
the acceptance of the germ theory as a total explanation of the causa
tion of disease. Recent studies have led us to believe that other forces 
beside germs enter into the begetting of morbid processes. While 
germs are often the immediate causes of disease, there are certain 
other (shall we say catalytic) forces which contribute toward making 
germs effective. Modern science has busied itself with the determina
tion and definition of these catalytic agents. How they appear in the 
complex of a pathologic condition may be appreciated by reviewing
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an actual morbid process, such, for example as tuberculosis. The 
enthusiasm with which the world, in 1882, greeted the discovery by 
Robert Koch of the tubercle bacillus is well known. It appeared that 
by the discovery of the efficient agent of one of the great plagues of 
mankind, its murderous work could be stayed. By passing laws for
bidding spitting by isolating the tuberculous individuals; by destroy
ing the tuberculosis germs wherever they might be found, it was 
hoped that tuberculosis might be wiped from the face of the earth.

Time, however, proved the error, and demonstrated the fallacy of 
the reasoning. For as the knowledge of tuberculosis advanced it be
came evident that something more than the tubercle bacillus enters 
into the begetting of active tuberculosis. The von Pirquet test, for 
example, demonstrated that for every one sick with tuberculosis there 
were hundreds infected with the germ. Careful autopsies performed 
on persons who during life had never shown clinical signs of the 
disease disclosed tuberculosis lesions well-walled in. It became more 
and more evident that something more than the tuberculosis germ 
is required to engender active tuberculosis in adult man. What is the 
nature of that something? Modern medicine is giving an answer to 
this query, asked not only for tuberculosis but for scores of other 
pathologic conditions. The answer given also elaborates our defi
nition of disease, and makes it more inclusive than that encompassed 
in the germ theory.

In substance we now appreciate that disease is not an entity—but 
an essence. It is not the product of any one force, but is the end 
product of a number of forces, among which the environment (under
stood in its broadest sense) counts for most. The extensive epi
demiologic studies which have been carried on during the last fifty 
years have demonstrated this in a forceful manner. For disease, be 
it noted, is not democratic—it has special affinities for certain groups 
living in certain well-definable environments. Heredity, which in so 
large a measure is an expression in the offspring of parental environ
ment ; economic status, and all that it implies in terms of intelligence; 
education, occupation, and the like, largely determine the prevalence 
and gravity of disease conditions. How else can we account for the 
high prevalence of tuberculosis among Negroes ? Of diabetes among 
the Jews and the well-to-do classes? Of the high infant mortality 
among the poor ? And of the scores of other diseases that appear so 
selective in the choice of their victims ?

The Biblical parable of “the seed and the soil” holds as valid for
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physical as for moral ills, and the past two decades have supplied us 
with ample opportunities for studying the effect of environment on 
disease prevalence. Consider, first, that great cataclysm, the World 
War, and then, particularly in this country, the phenomenal economic 
advance that followed. How revealing it is to notice that with the 
tightening up of economic life incidental to the beginning of the 
World War, there was a distinct and appreciable decline in the dis
eases associated with what, in common parlance, is known as “rich 
l i v i n g t h e  marked decline, for example, in diabetes rates. How 
equally revealing was the rise in infant mortality, and in tuberculosis, 
when as the war progressed economic life became tragically exacting. 
It is a matter of speculative interest to contemplate the possible rela
tionship between the war and the severity of the devastating influenza 
epidemic which swept over the world in 1917.

Consider next the prosperity which, in the United States, followed 
in the wake of the war, and with it the marked decline in tuberculosis 
deaths—always a good index to the health of the community; the 
lowering of the general death rate; and the excellent progress in in
fant mortality. The value of these considerations lies in the strong 
evidence which they present on the relation of environment to disease 
causation. The simple and practical conclusion is that in the success
ful and effective treatment of disease not only the germ and its 
morbid effects, but the patient in his entirety, environment included, 
must be taken into consideration. Environment is subject to influ
ence by a multitude of forces—some, like heredity, are beyond our 
immediate influence; some, like economic prosperity, are only par
tially under our control; and some, like education, are markedly un
der our control. It is this latter force for environmental control that 
serves as the vital nucleus of our considerations. Centuries of ex
perience have demonstrated that the individual’s environment is sub
ject to influence through the agency of education. The exhortations 
of the prophets, the preachings of the priests, the pleadings of the 
reformers, and the expositions of the pedagogues, have been and are 
potent instruments for the control of the individual’s behavior and, 
in consequence, too, of his environment.

Our present-day knowledge of the nature of disease, therefore, 
indicates that to cure a patient we must also teach him. Preventive 
medicine, even more than curative, depends for effectiveness upon 
education. Dr. Lawrason Brown, recently speaking on the role of 
education in the treatment of tuberculosis, said that he looked upon
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the sanatorium as a sort of college where men and women were re
educated in a newer method of living. If  to be effective the sana
torium must serve as an educational institution, why not, too, the 
hospital and the clinic? If the tuberculosis patient needs to be re
educated to a newer method of life, why not the cardiac patient, the 
diabetic patient, the nephritic, the metabolic, or any of the patients 
suffering organic or functional disabilities. All of this is particularly 
pertinent to the clinic. For in the clinic one finds a selected group, a 
group usually below the prevailing economic level and in all that this 
condition implies. A very large percentage of clinical practice deals 
with functional disabilities. Those suffering from organic diseases 
are more liable to require ward service. The root of most functional 
disturbances reaches deeply into bad personal hygiene and exacting 
environment. There is no more potent agent for affecting these than 
education. Though our major emphasis at this time is upon the 
clinics, we must not lose sight of the value and importance of health 
education in ward or bed cases.

The philosophy of health education in the clinics (if I may be 
permitted to use so large a term) has been presented at such lengths 
because it is imperatively necessary that the reason and the objectives 
of this development be fully understood before the practical aspects 
of service are undertaken. Turning, then, to the actual practices, 
we must first appreciate that they vary according to the needs and 
the facilities which a clinic presents. It were foolish, for example, to 
advise all clinics to have a poster service in their waiting-rooms, 
when many a waiting-room offers no wall space for posters. A lobby 
which is crowded to capacity with benches for waiting patients can 
hardly afford to give up the space necessary for a literature table. It 
were profitless, then, to draw an ideal architectual plan to which, in 
actuality, but few clinics could conform. It will perhaps be more 
profitable to consider the various types of health education that 
might be conducted in the clinics.

The first type of health education aims to help the patient under
stand his condition, and facilitates the interpretation of the physi
cian’s orders and the prescribed modes of life and work. The second 
type of health education that can be properly promoted in the clinic 
aims to promote better health practices on the part of the patient. 
This education may be directly related to the individual’s condition, or 
may be of the “shotgun” type. Then there is the type of education 
that seeks to promote more efficient operation of the clinic,—the kind
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that urges the patient to turn to the clinic regularly, to come punc
tually for his appointments, and to follow instructions carefully. 
And, lastly, there is the type of health education which is prophylactic 
in character, which makes use of the clinic as an avenue for the dis
semination of health information of a preventive character.

Considering the instruments of education, it is easy to appreciate 
the usefulness of literature dealing with specific pathologic conditions. 
The tuberculosis clinic, cardiac clinic, diabetic clinic, venereal disease 
clinic and the various other general and specialty clinics, can each use, 
with great effectiveness, literature which, simply written, effectively 
addressed and carrying only the essential and incontrovertible facts, 
bolsters and clarifies the patient’s appreciation of his condition and 
his knowledge of what he needs to do to improve his condition and to 
avoid complications.

In certain of the specialty clinics we need not only the type of 
literature that deals with the general items, but also specific instruc
tions. The cardiac clinic, for example, needs the kind of literature 
that will tell the patient precisely what he may or may not attempt in 
the line of physical effort. The diabetic clinic needs the type of litera
ture that will help the patient to understand his condition and the 
dangers he is confronted by. The other general and specialty clinics 
also need the type of literature that tells exactly what the patient 
may or may not do.

In addition to literature, we can use in our clinics, posters, charts, 
diagrams, photographs, stereopticon views and motion-pictures. The 
individual who comes to our clinics, especially the one suffering from 
some chronic condition, is an individual who may be said to be sensi
tized to health education. His condition renders him particularly 
interested in the subject of health and he is particularly impression
able. We should exploit this predisposition on the part of our clinic 
patients to health education, and we should exploit it not only for 
their benefit but also in the interest of the community.

In a large number of our clinics a visiting patient is obliged to 
wait from five minutes to an hour before his turn comes. In the 
majority of clinics such a patient sits looking empty-eyed about him, 
or discussing his condition with his neighbor, or again, perhaps read
ing a newspaper or a frayed magazine. How much better it were if 
the waiting patient could spend his time reviewing posters, graphs, 
charts and photographs, or looking at stereopticon views or daylight 
motion-pictures. Instead of the frayed magazine, could we not supply
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him with attractive literature dealing with health? Could we not 
entertain him and render his wait less tiresome by showing him 
stereopticon views or motion-pictures ? The value of these proposals 
is too evident to require much exposition. Nor is this plan completely 
novel. In various places and to varying degrees it has been tried and 
the reports are universally in its favor.

In recent times we have been hearing a great deal about com
munity health work and about the importance of the health center. 
It appears to me that perhaps a logical development of the com
munity health center idea should include the clinic. The out-patient 
department of the hospital might be so operated that, in a manner, 
it would serve as a health center of the district. When clinics are 
not in operation, the out-patient department might be used for neigh
borhood group meetings, health lectures, motion-picture exhibits and 
the like. Certainly the out-patient department should render an in
formation service, perhaps on a limited scale, to the people of the 
neighborhood. In general, it seems indicated as a desirable develop
ment that the clinic instead of being only a place to which the lame 
and the halt go for cure, might also serve as a center where persons 
might be instructed on how to keep well.
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THE HUMAN COST OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN 
CHILD DEVELOPMENT*

OW EN LOVE JOY

Secretary, The Children’s Aid Society of New York,
New York, N. Y.

You have had such elaborate and accurate statements as to the 
causes and the conditions and extent of unemployment and as to the 
disastrous results on Society in general that I am sure you don’t 
care to have me go over any of that again.

I think one of the things we should keep in mind in discussions 
of this subject is that this is a topic all social minded people should 
be interested in continuously instead of simply during periods of 
unemployment.

When our speaker told us today that we have normally in this 
country from five to seven per cent, of our wage earners outside 
of agriculture unemployed we have laid upon our brains and con
sciences a problem that should have no rest until we have tried to 
solve it and when you people of Philadelphia are told not only that 
you have probably a hundred and twenty-five thousand unemployed 
at the present time, but in prosperous periods when industry is at 
its normal height you have something like fifty-seven thousand un
employed, then you have before you a subject that should not cease 
its vital interest as soon as business begins to pick up and people 
begin to get jobs. For as a matter of fact it is just about as hard and 
discouraging for one of the fifty-seven thousand to be out of a job, 
as it is for one of the hundred and twenty-five thousand to be out 
of a job and when there is an army of fifty-seven thousand out it 
does not mean that the children are less hungry or better equipped 
with health machinery to which every child is entitled, than when the 
army is one hundred and twenty-five thousand. It seems to me that 
we need to discuss this question, when it comes to the last analysis,

* Read before the Eighth All-Philadelphia Conference on Social Work, Phila
delphia, Pa., April, 1930.
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in terms of the individual human factor and keep in mind that we 
are dealing not with a thousand, with masses, with curves but we 
are dealing with people, with fathers of families and mothers of 
families and children in families.

You have already discussed the human cost of unemployment 
and I can imagine something of the wisdom of the addresses which 
I was not privileged to hear. You have discussed the health cost, 
the physical and mental hazards, the cost in human family relation
ship and so on and it is a little difficult to attempt a discussion of the 
specific topic which we have this afternoon without touching on all 
of these other topics, because as a matter of fact the children’s de
velopment is not an isolated factor; you can’t pull a child out of it and 
separate him from the other interests from which he suffers because 
of unemployment.

I think we are quite inclined in normal times to feel that the man 
is the one who suffers primarily from the chronic disaster of en
forced unemployment. I have no disposition to belittle the tragedy 
in the spirit of the man who finds himself day after day looking for 
a job and unable to find it, who comes home night after night to 
make the same report to his eager family and who goes back again 
the next day to stand outside the gates where he used to work, or 
where a friend has told him there was a possibility of finding em
ployment and waiting there all day perhaps to be turned away and 
told to come back again.

This is one of the anomalous factors of unemployment, it drags 
down the spirit, it jeopardizes the health, it tortures the physical 
man. But after all we don’t want to get carried away too far by 
our sympathy for the man who is unemployed. The children feel it 
still more, because they have no background of experience, no stand
ard of comparison, nothing by which they can philosophically judge 
of the validity of the situation in which they find themselves.

Dr. Billikopf and the Mayor spoke at the luncheon of the lack 
of health facilities at the very time when doctors and nursing care 
and remedies are most needed, and of the lack of proper food and 
clothing and other physical necessities for the protection and care of 
children.

That is the first, and perhaps the most immediate of all the ill 
effects that result from unemployment in relation to the child’s de
velopment. The second is in the various kinds of neglect because 
it is a curious fact that when the employment curve begins to go

O. Lovejoy
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down the employment of women increases. That is one of the first 
phenomena, I believe, of a tendency toward general unemployment 
(until both mother and father are out of a job) and it is quite com
mon that the mother will get the job her husband had or some other 
job which does not pay as well, but does eke out the family income for 
a time.

So the mother is away from home. In one of the districts where 
the Children’s Aid Society does considerable work in New York 
City 75 per cent, of the mothers are away from home working every 
day. The children are in school, those who are old enough, up to 
three o’clock in the afternoon and the mothers get home at six or 
seven in the evening. That has became a standardized situation in 
fairly prosperous times and one of my assistants a few years ago 
coined a word to describe the little children without domestic care 
from the time school closes until the mothers get home. He calls 
them the “nobohoes,” nobody home. This is accurate, nobody is 
home and the children fall out of their high chairs and get into the 
fire, or turn on the gas burners, or something of that sort and in 
many cases they are permanently injured and there are disasters by 
the enforced neglect of the family.

That is the second of the group of evils from which the children 
suffer from unemployment, and the third is the disastrous effect of a 
spiritual disorganization—perhaps that is not a good phrase to use— 
but what I mean is th is:

After the father has come home a few nights with the report that 
he could not get a job and on some occasions has a slight aroma on 
his breath, it is not at all impossible that the mother may suggest that 
if he showed a little more diligence in his search, if he had prepared 
himself by a little more technical knowledge, or if he had been a 
little more faithful at his job when he did have one their position 
at this time would be different and you can see what would happen. 
Under ordinary circumstances we expect to have our wives tell us 
our faults, that they would never think of mentioning in other wives’ 
husbands because they don’t have to live with them. But they do 
have to live with our faults and shortcomings and having taken us 
for better or worse, with the expectation that it is all going to be 
better, and discovering one fault in the godlike idol to whom they 
bound themselves, they feel it their privilege to mention the fault.

Now when a remark is made in the family circle, when the father 
comes home discouraged, with his gloveless hands cold and with his
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shabby clothing, (it does have a way of wearing out even when not 
at work,) with his feet tired, more tired than they would be standing 
at the job in the factory or store all day, it just takes one little hint 
of criticism to get him on the raw and, of course, he has some fitting 
words in reply. She is not going to leave it right there, she will rub 
it in a little harder, or apologize for having made the remark and in 
either case it is equally irritating to him and the irritation gets worse 
and by and by it is a diseased spot in the tamily body and the little 
children are the witnesses of this pulling apart of the family. They 
share in the apparent lack of understanding and harmony and I think 
our modern psychologists are giving us ample evidence that the 
worst disasters in the development of the child are the disasters that 
grow out of emotional disharmony in the family circle.

Going a little beyond these evils that influence and affect the 
children of unemployment in the family, coming onto the school 
period we find another type of injury from which they suffer. Our 
American children do not like to go to school poorly clad, poorly 
shod, poorly nourished, and it is difficult for us adults always to ap
preciate how tender their sensibilities are regarding the things which, 
when they are a little older they pass over and know that the neigh
bors would make allowance.

Children are curiously unwilling to recognize that their play
mates and schoolmates will make allowances for unusual and sub
normal conditions. As a matter of fact most children are little 
savages and they don’t make very kindly allowance and then we have 
the development of a sense of subordination, of inferiority, of lack 
of self-confidence and self-respect, the inability on the part of the 
child to stand on his own feet and face the world with wide open 
eyes and feel that he has just as good a right as anyone else.

That may run all through the educational period and I have no 
doubt that there are many children in the schools today who are suf
fering agonies upon which they will look back in adult years as 
among the emotional tragedies of their childhood.

Then it goes a little further. I mentioned a few moments ago 
that in the early stages of unemployment the mother is likely to take 
the job which the father loses, or another job. As things go on the 
down grade the child goes out and takes the job from the father and 
mother. This is the exact operation of Gresham’s Law applied to 
our industrial currency. When the lower standard is in free circula
tion it drives the better currency out of the market and that is true
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in industry. When times are slack of course everyone wants to 
economize and one of the first steps in our traditional American in
dustries is to attempt to economize by cutting wages, by employing 
someone who takes the job at a little less, by continuing to reduce 
the standard until there is a wave of unemployment such as now 
and it means that a large percentage of people are thrown out of their 
employment.

I sometimes wonder if it would not be wise to try to visualize 
a few of the inaccurate and rather guessed at statistics. The federal 
government has had the intelligent curiosity to try to find out the 
most essential facts about our population. We have to guess at the 
census, we know it is not accurate but we think the errors on this 
side will about balance the errors on that side so we will arrive at 
a normal average of facts, so in normal times we are told that there 
are approximately three million people unemployed.

Those who are interested in child labor in this country know that 
we have about two million children laborers and I think if we can 
imagine ourselves for the moment a part of this army of three mil
lion unemployed, but I hope to God none of you are, but suppose we 
are all in this army of three million, or to be conservative two million 
in normal times, we are standing just outside the factory or store 
entrance looking in through the windows to watch the two million 
little children doing the job you and I ought to have. I should like 
to suggest that one of the remedies is to take that army of children 
and have it demobolized and sent to school and while some of the 
jobs are not what adults would care to take, it is not at all impossible 
that a great many adults would rather take one of the jobs than to 
take the job he has now, the job of walking the streets looking for 
a job.

There is another suggestion I should like to offer. I have not 
been asked to suggest a remedy and you have had so many remedies 
suggested, and all apparently equally good that I would not be dog
matic in suggesting any more. But it seems to me that we may help 
by doing in all the cities the kind of thing Mr. Leeds and his asso
ciates have done in preparing the splendid report of the situation 
in this city. It was a revelation to me and I knew nothing about it 
until a few months ago when, as a member of the National Unem
ployment League, I received a copy of that report from the President 
of the League and I studied it with the deepest interest and concern.

I am not very much interested in what seems to be a gentle war
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fare between those who think the government through national and 
local agencies could solve the problem on the one hand and those 
who think the big boys in industry and commerce should solve it on 
the other. It seems to me that there is no room for a quarrel as there 
is enough for both the agencies in working hand in hand, the private 
activities and the public agencies working together to try to meet this 
chronic condition.

As far as the agencies operating through the government are con
cerned I would like to suggest, that the United States is spending 
millions and millions of dollars every year on new methods of trans
portation, automobiles, palatial busses and so forth, with its won
derful parks scattered all over the country, but up to the present 
time it has not had the enterprise to build one perfectly constructed 
hard surfaced highway from the Atlantic to the Pacific and we ought 
to have at least one as a beginning of eight or ten.

Road building is a thing which, under modern methods of con
struction can be stopped in 48 hours. If business revives and these 
men can get employment it can be stopped and then started again 
when necessary so that when employment is slack in industries men 
can be put on the job of road building and this network of highways 
would not only furnish employment to a multitude of men but would 
enrich the country.

There is also the building of public buildings, reforestization, 
the development of water power and the building and equipping 
of parks and playgrounds. So many of these things need to 
be done and would not be an expense to the people of the coun
try but on the other hand would be an investment and would add to 
the wealth of the American people. I should like to offer that as the 
second of my suggestions.

I believe that we all understand that today with the development 
of our improved mechanical devices the individual worker can pro
duce much more than formerly and we are in a position to produce 
more than we have the means to consume, not that I believe there is 
any such thing as a general overproduction but what is wrong with 
us in general is that we are afflicted with almost chronic undercon
sumption. All of the children who need them have not had woolen 
stockings, or good shoes, or ample clothing, or plenty of good food 
and until we furnish these elementary necessities for the protection
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and culture of the physical life of our children I think it is very stupid 
and shortsighted for us to talk about overproduction.

One of the factors that is going to lead us as never before to an 
attempt to solve the chronic condition of unemployment is the fact 
that almost for the first time it has dawned upon the great indus
trialists that it is an expense to industry to have this condition exist.

O f course, that is partly taken care of by the method which 
appealed so much to a former occupant of the White House, the 
system of instalment buying. We are trying to teach our children 
that they should live within their means and never buy anything they 
cannot pay for. Yet many are living on the instalment plan a dollar 
down and a dollar a minute and whatever is left the undertaker gets. 
But since we have this underconsumption and are producing more 
than we can normally use with our purchasing ability, which is de
creased by the period of unemployment why would it not be a good 
plan to start out on a campaign in Pennsylvania, which, of course, 
can be the foremost State in the Union as it has all the natural re
sources and has also the people, a national campaign, initiated in 
Philadelphia, to have a forty-hour week, making two days for free
dom and rest and recreation and worship and we could still produce 
all we can pay for.

My third suggestion is that we take this army of working chil
dren out of the ranks and replace them with the seasoned industrial 
soldiers. One of the first steps toward this is to fix an absolute 
minimum age limit for wage earners at sixteen, nothing below that. 
Those of you who are fathers and mothers and have children four
teen or fifteen years of age know how immature they are. When 
we talk about child labor we usually think of other people’s children 
and think they are almost grown up and not like our children. This 
will give them a wider area of growth before they are sent out to be 
harnessed to a machine of industrial life.

Why not make that the minimum age limit for employment? I 
know the answer that somebody has in mind right now. I think it 
is either the Bible, Aesop, I forget which one of those sacred docu
ments that says “Satan finds work for idle hands to do.” That has 
come back to me right now from the silent voices, “what are you 
going to do with the fourteen and fifteen year old children who are 
thrown out of a job?” There are two parts to the answer which I 
should like to give you.
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The first is to put them in school and if the school which we 
have now will not interest them let us build one that will interest 
them. If the curriculum is so absolutely unattractive that it does not 
appeal to them then let let us make it attractive to them and make it 
lead somewhere instead of always leading nowhere.

I ’m not criticizing the schools, I am saying if it does not appeal 
let us make it appeal to these children. That is the first part of my 
answer and the second is I think the Yankee answer. I will answer 
it by asking a question. Which is more serious, for Satan to find 
mischief still for the idle hands of the fourteen and fifteen year old 
children, or for Satan to find mischief for the hands of the children 
of eighteen to twenty-one years of age. Today as a matter of fact 
the part of the population that suffers most from the induction of 
youth into industry is that part known as the youth of the adolescent 
stage, the youth of eighteen. They are the ones who are kept out of 
a job which is being taken by the little brother or sister and I think 
it is far less injurious for the child of fourteen to sixteen years of 
age to be idle and to spend all of the time loafing and playing and 
getting into mischief than it is for the boys of eighteen to twenty- 
one, those children whose feet are so big they cannot get them inside 
a school house door. They are awkward and retarded in their educa
tional development and are ashamed to face the younger ones in 
their classes and it is more dangerous to have them looking for mis
chief because the play of the fourteen to sixteen year old child is, 
for the most part, pretty innocent. But the play of the youth of 
sixteen or seventeen to twenty-one in many of our cities today is 
carrying a blackjack to use on the pedestrians on dark streets, or 
breaking into houses or shops and holding up automobiles and popu
lating our reformitories and prisons.

So if we are going to be concerned with the idleness of children 
let us be concerned with the idleness of the children from sixteen to 
twenty-one years of age.

The thought I want to leave with you is that in American indus
trial life unemployment is a chronic condition. It needs attention 
and it needs constructive statesmanship. It needs study of causes 
and remedies before we can cure the disease because at the present 
rate of our development transportation and manufactures and mer
chandising, promoted by high pressure salesmanship, we are running 
the thing beyond our capacity. Unless we recognize that there is a 
chronic condition which must be studied and fought until the disease
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is cured we are in danger of facing the situation that has become 
very disastrous in some of the older industrial civilizations.

Perhaps I have wandered from the specific topic but I would like 
to say in self-defence that I don’t think I have. As a matter of fact 
all the evils touched upon in this informal discussion are evils from 
which the children suffer most keenly and they have the largest num
ber of years in which to harvest the disastrous results of the condition 
which we face today.

I hope this discussion is going to be so bare-handed that those 
who speak will feel perfectly free to punch holes in what I have 
said because I am not here to be dogmatic, I am here to learn. When 
I come over to Philadelphia I don’t come to sleep but to find people 
who are wide awake and I want to take back a message to New York 
in the hope that I can help the Three Wise Men of Gotham, if there 
are that many left.



THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEDICAL SOCIAL 
SERVICE AND PUBLIC HEALTH NURSING*

BESS H. MEDARY

Social Service, Rhode Island Hospital, Providence, R. I.

Before we consider the present or look into the future, let us 
turn backward thirty years and see these two professions; one, at that 
time a mere infant, the other a small, apathetic child who had just 
begun to look around and get acquainted with herself.

In thinking about the relationship between these groups and, too, 
their differences they began to take on personalities and I found my
self thinking in terms of individuals. For that reason I decided to 
consider them as such and let my audience turn back with me to scan 
the hereditary, the developmental, the environmental, and the ado
lescent factors, all of which have had a direct bearing on the person
alities of these two professions which we have before us for 
consideration this morning and which have before them in years to 
come possibilities of expression through service which is not sur
passed in any other groups.

Public Health Nursing and Medical Social Service are first 
cousins. They are about the same age; Public Health Nursing being 
slightly the older by five years or so. They were children together, 
however, and grew up under much the same environmental influence 
with several of the same noble ancestors. The ancestral history of 
Public Health Nursing has been very definitely traced for two genera
tions back and we find such names as Florence Nightingale and Mr. 
William Rathbone, who organized the first District Nursing Associa
tion mentioned and further back as we scan the genealogy were men 
and women who belonged to the Military Nursing Orders, The St. 
Vincent de Paul, and deaconesses, widows, and nuns, all of whom 
left their definite imprint and influence on this young, apathetic child 
who made her appearance early in the twentieth century. She was

* Read before the National Conference of Social Work, Boston, Mass., June 1930.
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born of self-sacrificing parents in whom had been the driving power 
of inspiration, but who were not literarily inclined. They, however, 
had vision, and, although lacking in skill, laid a foundation which 
was vital and a tremendous factor in the growth and development 
of both these young cousins.

Medical Social Service had much the same heritage. There were 
early Christian women and simple villagers who, undoubtedly, were 
social workers in the truest sense, but whose names, since there were 
no social organizations, will never be known. This branch of the 
family, apparently, live in England, for English names in the 
genealogy and the English influence was very strong during the 
nineteenth century. We find members of the Society for the After
Care of Insane Patients and Sir Charles Locke with his group of 
Lady Almoners all in the list as we trace back the family history of 
Medical Social Service. From these forbears who had been asso
ciated and linked up with the self-same nursing orders, hospitals and 
communities as were the forbears of Public Health Nursing was 
born Medical Social Service in whom had also been instilled from 
generations of ancestors, the spirit of self-sacrifice, sympathy, neigh
borliness and brotherly love. Her parents recognized the relation 
between disease and poverty and saw that large institutions were 
becoming unduly self-centered and complacent.

The parents of these children could all remember hearing in
credible tales about the care given the sick both in their homes and 
in hospitals during the middle of the nineteenth century when nurs
ing was just emerging from one of the darkest periods of its history 
and just before the dawn of charity and individual responsibility. 
But almost simultaneously this medical and social consciousness swept 
through the communities; nursing schools were established and coin
cident with the reforms in nursing came marvelous changes in medical 
science, all of which we might term as prenatal influences.

During the first few years of its life, Public Health Nursing 
developed very slowly. It was difficult to find the right source of 
nourishment and the child was passed from charitable organizations 
to settlements, to churches and guilds. Although somewhat retarded 
physically she did show an early interest in a great variety of activi
ties. She played with such pets as school nursing, contagious work 
and tuberculosis. Once the right food for growth was decided upon 
with the municipal nursing associations, she began to grow in 
strength, size and ability. This early tendency to broaden her
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interests and activities and seek new lines of specialization is a trait 
that continued to developed as she grew. It was early discovered 
that she used her hands, easily, quickly and well, was obedient and 
mentally alert, but as her parents realized was not inclined to be 
socially minded. In looking at this child and in planning for her 
education, the parents had to take what school facilities were at hand. 
And while they had vision they could not see the tremendous need 
of emphasizing this social side. They did instead, in choosing for 
their daughter Public Health Nursing, put her into schools where 
the discipline was severe and semi-militaristic and where all of her 
energy and vitality was used up on twelve-hour duty. During her 
early school days, while the discipline may have been good for her, 
she had very little time to develop the power of expression or the 
literary and cultural side. In fact, she showed a tendency to lose 
some of her responsiveness. Emphasis was put on technical skill, and 
dependability and willingness were developed to a great degree.

Let us leave Public Health Nursing for just a moment and con
sider the pre-school days of Medical Social Service, who although 
younger was a good playmate, in fact, Medical Social Service like 
tuberculosis, school nursing and contagious work was one of the 
early pets or specializations of Public Health Nursing. Public Health 
Nursing used to like to be taken by her parents to the hospital to 
see this young scrawny cousin, who was considered rather a nuisance 
by some of the doctors, nurses and staff, but who lived there in the 
hospital since her father was a physician. Her problem of early 
development and nourishment was not so difficult since she lived in a 
hospital. She was a tiny baby, however, but even before she could 
remember, the doctors and particularly her father used to tell her 
stories about “early diagnosis and more effective treatment” so that 
this expression came to be a household saying and almost a motto of 
her life.

Medical Social Service was a friendly imaginative child, she loved 
people but she did not like to do things around the home as well as 
did Public Health Nursing. Instead, you would find her exploring 
the neighborhood and playing as peace-maker in her playmates’ 
quarrels. She craved contacts with people and while she took joy 
in the deep rooted conventions of the hospital, in its technical effi
ciency and its well ordered routine, yet she wanted to know why all 
this existed and why people were poor and sick and discouraged and 
unhappy. Therefore, in planning for her school, her parents first
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thought of something quite similar to what Public Health Nursing 
was attending for there were many of that type of schools at that 
time. But after looking about and thinking of the child’s tendencies 
and desires they finally decided to let her have her way and develop 
her social contacts since she already had, as background, the hospital 
routine. They realized early that what Medical Social Service wanted 
as primary training, Public Health Nursing had wanted and gotten 
as background and vice versa. And so the school days of Medical 
Social Service were filled with many trips of exploration, some re
search, much expression through contacts, much reading and writing 
of records and letters. This freedom and lack of restraint developed 
her imagination and her initiative, her self-reliance and her sense of 
responsibility. But the parents used to say, as they talked together 
and compared notes on the two daughters that after all, Public Health 
Nursing was the better worker of the two; one knew just where to 
find her when she was wanted. She had been taught to do well and 
thoroughly so many things and knew how to carry out orders and 
suggestions. Public Health Nursing was the quiet, contented type, 
constantly growing in dependability and developing in stature and 
physique. In other words, she was admired and looked up to even 
in these early days both by the institutions whom she was serving 
and by the communities who liked her quiet friendliness. Many of 
them liked her better than they did her cousin whom they thought at 
that time was a bit inquisitive and asked a great many questions.

Thus in 1914 we find Public Health Nursing out of school and 
ready to meet the emergency of the war. She had found her place in 
the homes, both in the rural sections and the cities, in industrial 
work, court work and hospital work. She had increased amazingly 
in numbers and was in great demand from coast to coast. In fact, 
she had grown so fast in popularity that there was danger of her 
losing her stability. She needed standardization, needed wise guid
ance and direction, needed a restraining and, at the same time, a 
stimulating power. This is apt to be true of adolescence. The Na
tional Organization for Public Health Nursing, which came into her 
life at this time, filled this need. But with the war to quote Miss 
Mary Gardiner “The nurse rose gallantly to her part, accepting new 
responsibilities, entering new fields and herself growing with the 
necessity of growth.” Her technical skill, her dependability and her 
gradually acquired home and social contacts, which she had made
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since she left school, put her in good stead at this time; she was ready 
for the crises of the war in 1914.

Medical Social Service being younger, was still four or five years 
behind in development. She was not ready to take her place to any 
degree until 1917, but then we see her at the time of her fullest and 
richest development. She was ready for her debut. Her school had 
given her a knowledge of community resources and programs, her 
training had given her the requisite medical background and had 
taught her to intrepret one to the other. While Public Health Nurs
ing had been taught the very skilful and gentle art of bedside nursing 
and later had been taught to be a teacher of health in the home, 
Medical Social Service had been studying the reaction of patients and 
families to continued ill health, the relation of disease and poverty, 
how to interview patients skilfully at the bedside and in the home, 
how to approach families in case of chronic illness, how to adjust the 
cardiac patient in industry and how to make a careful social diagnosis 
while the medical data was being studied and diagnosed, and what 
social agency in the community to call in at a critical time. Thus 
when the Armistice was signed and the train loads of sick and injured 
service men were returned to the government hospitals before they 
were discharged or before their medical care was completed we find 
Medical Social Service in the hospitals, under the Red Cross, in 
Bureaus of the Public Health Service as the liaison officer, the inter
preter of the patient’s past life, family history, environment, and 
personality to the doctors; the interpreter of the hospitals, the routine, 
the endless red tape to the patient and his family. The art of inter
viewing, of interpreting, of writing understanding letters of weighing 
medical data and re-interpreting it to the community workers and the 
Public Health Nurses, was developed to an amazing degree. Never 
before nor since had Medical Social Service had an opportunity to 
perfect her truest function, to develop the rare ability to weigh and 
balance material, and pass it over at just the right moment to some 
other worker in the community to carry it one step further. Medical 
Social Service rose to her responsibility, she grew in personality, she 
was still young and enthusiastic and still growing. Her imagination, 
resourcefulness and executive ability all came into full play. She 
was in increasing demand in all government and civilian hospitals.

But standing shoulder to shoulder with her and still very much 
her good friend was Public Health Nursing again proving herself 
to be at hand when needed. Although in their school days they had
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drifted somewhat apart, they still understood each other’s positions 
and had an appreciation of each other’s interests. Not in the hospital 
now, but out in the communities, in the glorious mountain sections, 
in the dusty sand-baked deserts, in the prairie villages and cities was 
Public Health Nursing. She was doing a marvelous piece of work, 
steady, persevering, willing and ready to take suggestions and carry 
through the treatment which was only begun in the hospitals and in 
most instances had to be completed after the patients were discharged 
to their own communities. Here we find her, not only developing her 
first and truest function of bedside nursing, but carrying to the 
highest degree her newer function of health teaching in the home. 
She not only cared for the patient, but taught the families how to 
share the responsibility of care, and how to protect themselves from 
infection and contagion. There was no question as to where Medical 
Social Service work began and Public Health Nursing work left off. 
Both worked willingly, uncomplainingly through this whole emer
gency of the aftermath of the war.

And then we see them as full-grown individuals both taking life 
seriously and both somewhat fatigued by the excitement, new ven
tures and increasing demands of the post-war years. They were 
both anxious to have a breathing time; time in which to get acquainted 
with themselves and with each other; time to consider some further 
education and time to look ahead and plan for the future. Medical 
Social Service had much in common with her other friends—Family 
Welfare, Department of Public Aid, Children’s Aid, etc., and spent 
much of her time strengthening their friendships by conferring, 
analyzing and comparing experiences. They were childhood friends 
and it is easy to understand why she enjoyed conferencing and build
ing with them. These same friends gradually, however, as they saw 
Public Health Nursing develop, came to have a new interest in and a 
new appreciation of her. Medical Social Service was busy so much 
of the time in hospitals, clarifying her position there and making 
herself known to the American Medical Association and the American 
Association of Physicians and Surgeons. For while she had been 
establishing herself, analyzing her functions and developing her 
technique, the age of curative medicine had passed and the age of 
preventive medicine had come and had revolutionized both community 
and institutional work; hospitals had changed from institutions to 
health centers. They were no longer places in which to get well, 
but places in which to learn to keep well. The old idea of dispen
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saries had passed with the coming of preventive medicine and the 
age of specialization. These changes had made her increasingly 
necessary in the hospitals and, at the same time, had produced a tre
mendous field of activity for Public Health Nursing in the com
munity.

The cousins suddenly realized, however, that their lives and 
interests had come to be, in many respects, very similar; that they 
were working with the same communities; with the same patients, 
but that they were approaching their work in quite a different way 
and working by different methods. Occasionally there was a feeling 
of encroachment and overlapping, for while Public Health Nursing 
had as her primary function bedside nursing and Medical Social 
Service had as her primary function social case work, yet there was 
that tremendous field of health education in which both were big 
participants. Medical Social Service resented the fact that nurses 
with no public health education or training in social work were being 
assigned to Medical Social Service positions. She was glad that the 
curriculum for Public Health Nursing was appreciating more and 
more the necessity of including the social sciences.

They were both anxious not to have this feeling of encroachment 
and professional jealousy grow and knew that if they could think 
the thing through together they could arrive at a reasonable and sensi
ble conclusion. The very nature of their task made it necessary that 
they clasp hands and work out some desirable inter-professional 
relationship.

They did get together very briefly in 1928 in Boston when a 
study of the Inter-relations of Hospital Social Service Departments 
and the Community Health Association was made by a committee 
representing both health groups. This study made Medical Social 
Service realize that she was not keeping abreast of what Public 
Health Nursing was doing and that Public Health Nursing did not 
realize or appreciate the functions and limitations of Medical Social 
Service. Medical Social Service had not expanded numerically; 
her energy had been concentrated. She knew that she would never 
have the strength and power of Public Health Nursing who had 
increased numerically. What was to be the solution ? Medical Social 
Service after thinking the problem through wondered if it would not 
be wise for her to retrench somewhat and strengthen her fortifica
tions from within. She wondered if, after all, she was as much a 
health teacher as an interpreter. She thought of her earlier desires
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and ambitions, her training and the years in the government hos
pitals when she had been the happiest; she thought of the possibilities 
of hqr work there; the heights of achievement she had reached in 
interpretation. She longed to have time to develop just those quali
ties in her work that made her distinctive, made her such a tre
mendous asset. Those rare qualities that made the patients turn to 
her; that brought comfort to the families and made her put her 
finger on just the right thing in the social background that was helpful 
to the physicians. Those qualities that drew out of the workers in 
the community the data which she needed to understand the social 
situation and then pass back to them helpful, workable, medical data. 
That she knew was interpreting and if she could only measure up, it 
would be better to let Public Health Nursing develop the technique 
of a health teacher and a community worker, looking to Medical 
Social Service for consultant and advisory service. Public Health 
Nursing had been taught to take suggestions and carry them out. 
Why was it not logical now to see her in her new community rela
tionships, keeping her health work paramount, but turning to Medical 
Social Service and her new friends, Family Welfare, Children’s Aid, 
etc., for frequent consultation and advice and help in working out 
situations which socially were too difficult for her to handle.

Medical Social Service thought, too, of the opportunities that 
would be hers in extending her service as an adjunct in state public 
health work. She looked with interest at the Massachusetts State 
Department of Health and accepted willingly a part in their program. 
But there again she came face to face with Public Health Nursing. 
She knew that it was significant that there was an “Advisory Com
mittee in Public Health Nursing and Social Service.” She read, 
too, the article that Miss Katherine D. Hardwick had written in the 
March issue of “The Public Health Nurse”—“Trail Blazing in So
cial Work.” She heard and recognized, too, the challenge Miss 
Elizabeth Fox, R.N., National Headquarters, American Red Cross, 
sounded at the New England Health Institute in April, 1930. She 
repeated the challenge to herself again—what was Social Service 
going to do about helping the rural Public Health Nurses? She 
knew that she could be of assistance, to the other social forces in 
building up an educational program and knew that with her knowl
edge of both health and social problems that she could be a strong 
factor in breaking down the rural community’s attitude toward social 
work. As Miss Fox pointed out, the nursing program has always
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sold more easily because the country areas were afraid of Social 
Service and had instinctively put up a difficult attitude. But in the 
program of the State Department of Health they needed her, because 
her contribution is distinctive; needed her to do interpreting and 
social diagnosing; needed her for highly specialized, consultant and 
advisory service. She recalled a quotation she had once heard from 
Florence Nightingale:

“A nurse cannot be a cook, a relieving officer, district 
visitor, letter writer, upholsterer, almoner, purveyor, Lady 
Bountiful. Where these things are needed for recovery she 
or her chief know where to apply for them.”

That advise was good for her as well as for Public Health Nurs
ing, because Medical Social Service knew if she were to continue to 
develop she must relinguish some of the health work in the homes, 
she must save her time and energy toward strengthening her ap
proach and preparing for her great office of consultant and adviser.
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Some little time ago, Miss Rose Macaulay delighted the reading 
world by her clever and amusing book “Dangerous Ages.” The con
clusion that she came to was, I believe, that every age was potentially 
dangerous in this most dangerous world. Although there is no doubt 
an element of truth in this, it would, I think, be generally admitted 
that no period of life presents more difficulties and problems than 
that of adolescence.

Adolescence may be defined in general terms as that period of 
development which marks the transition from childhood to adult life. 
The actual age at which adolescence occurs shows a very marked 
individual, racial and climatic variation. Those races with a highly 
developed civilization “adolesce,” if I may use the term, later than 
those which are more primitive. Those peoples inhabiting the Arctic 
Regions have a slower development than those which inhabit the 
more temperate zones and these in turn are slower than the sub
tropical and tropical peoples. The more Western nations develop 
later than the Eastern, and the Nordic stock more slowly than the 
Latin. Thus, the people of the British Isles have a comparatively 
late and long adolescence and this is an important factor in modifying 
the relations between the developing child and its home.

Although some children begin to develop early, as early as ten or 
eleven, and others do not complete their development until very late, 
as late as twenty-five, it would be generally accepted that the normal

* Read before the Portsmouth Congress of the Royal Institute of Public
Health, June 1930.
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period is from thirteen to eighteen and that earlier development than 
this may be regarded as precocious and later as retarded.

What are the changes which essentially characterize adolescence? 
They may be considered under four main headings. First of all, the 
actual lapse of time. This includes some five or six years and coin
cides with the period of leaving school and becoming a wage-earning 
member of the community, or, in the case of the wealthier child, of 
passing from the lower school to the upper and possibly from school 
to college.

Then secondly, the bodily changes. These are very marked and 
are both anatomical and physiological, changes both of growth and of 
functioning. During these years, there is a “spurt” of bodily growth. 
Every one is familiar with the clumsy lad or the tomboy girl who 
knock over and upset everything and seem to be all arms and legs. 
There is a development, moreover, of the chemical bodily secretions, 
which lead to the production of the secondary sex characteristics and 
which necessitate extensive readjustment of all bodily mechanisms to 
insure their harmonious functioning.

Thirdly, the intellectual changes. These also are profound, the 
most important being the development of the capacity for abstract 
thinking. This is the age of ideals when every boy becomes a paladin 
and every girl a princess. Now begins that groping after a philosophy 
of life, a reaching out towards religion in the highest and widest 
sense, the desire for service and the demand for a love object. In 
the early part of adolescence the love object is usually of the same 
sex: in the later part it tends to be of the opposite sex.

Lastly, adolescence marks the first real appearance of the social 
sense. The developing human being begins to enter upon its heritage 
and to appreciate its rights and duties in relation to the community. 
The desire for service referred to above is associated with this in 
some ways; this social sense is the expression of the highest capacity 
for development. Thus in the mental defective, even with a relatively 
high intellectual capacity, the sense of social responsibility is more 
than correspondingly deficient.

It is obvious that in the developing individual there are many 
factors which may lead to grave internal disharmony apart from any 
outside influences. It is therefore very important that during these 
years the child should be placed in an environment which is as 
favorable as possible, and those stresses especially avoided which act 
upon the developing personality in its plane of least resistance, that is
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to say, the plane of interaction between the emotional and the intel
lectual levels.

The individual has not as yet learned to command and control his 
powerful, primitive, instinctive urges. The personality is not as yet 
completely integrated and stabilized. He has not as yet evolved a 
definite standard of values. The capacity for abstract thought is too 
newly acquired to be a weapon ready to his hand and he constantly 
cuts himself against its sharpness. The ego has not yet struck a bal
ance between the community on one hand and its own primitive urges 
on the other. It has been vividly described as a baby riding on an 
elephant over which it has little or no control and threatened with a 
whip if it lets the beast misbehave.

The lack of harmony between these two parts of the personality 
leads to the manifestations of nervous and emotional instability which 
are so common in adolescence and which we characterize as hysteria, 
neurasthenia, nervous breakdown, etc. and which in certain types of 
individual may lead to that most terrible of all mental illnesses, ado
lescent insanity, which is technically known as “dementia praecox” 
or “schizophrenia,” and which as the name suggests involves a com
plete splitting up and disintegration of the whole personality.

This brings us to the consideration of the other aspect of our 
subject, that is to say, the relation of the adolescent to the home; 
and this must be considered from two angles, firstly, the child’s 
attitude to the home and, secondly, that of the home towards the 
child. It must be realized that by the time adolescence is reached the 
child’s character is already partially formed, and the adjustments that 
the child will make to new conditions will depend to a very large ex
tent on the attitude that it has already learned to adopt towards its 
family circle and its family relationships. The apparent character 
changes which sometimes appear during adolescence, to the astonish
ment of friends, teachers and relatives, are really only the overt ex
pression of tendencies hitherto repressed or latent. Adolescence is 
essentially the time when personality tends to “boil over.”

To the child the home stands preeminently for two things, pro
tection and authority. Clearly these two things appeal to quite 
opposite aspects of the child’s needs, aspects which are definitely 
incompatible. On one hand are all the child’s natural fears of facing 
up to the responsibilities and problems of life, fears which are evaded 
by falling back on the protection of the home and by the perpetuation 
of the attitude of dependence on the parents; on the other hand are
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the child’s powerful primitive urges towards self-expression and self
fulfilment, which can only be gratified by the breaking away from 
home authority and the establishment of complete independence.

The child will certainly enter upon adolescence with its attitude 
towards the family already largely predetermined. During the earliest 
years of life when the child is utterly helpless and depends for its 
very existence upon the adults who form its environment, it appears 
to be endowed with what is almost a sixth sense, that of appreciating 
even the finest shades of variation in the temper and temperament of 
those about it. It may be described as an “emotional barometer.” 
It is common knowledge that the slightest emotional upset to the nurs
ing mother reacts violently on the physical and emotional balance of 
the infant, the effects being far greater than can be accounted for by 
the slight chemical changes in the maternal milk, and a little considera
tion will show that this is equally true all through the earliest years of 
the child’s life. “Baby is always most troublesome on washing- 
day,” says Mrs. Working Class. “Baby is always extra tiresome 
when we are having someone to dinner,” says Mrs. Suburban Villa, 
and the reason is quite obvious. It is because Mrs. Working Class is 
more tired and irritable on washing-day and because Mrs. Suburban 
Villa, who has not much domestic help, is more fussed and bothered 
when she has to prepare for guests. What a baby or young child 
needs above all is emotional calm and a protected environment, and 
these they can only have if there is peace in the home.

The child of a mother of a calm and balanced temperament has 
an infinitely better chance of growing up as a stable individual. The 
worst possible thing for a child is to have a constant bickering between 
the parents. The integrity of the family unit, mother, father, baby, 
is essential for the normal development and psychological growth of 
any child. If the relations between the parents are not happy, the 
child from its earliest years will have a conflict of loyalties. If  you 
ask a child which parents it loves best, there is nearly always a silence 
and then the child murmurs, with every sign of embarrassment, that 
it loves both parents equally. The child itself is perfectly aware that 
this is not true and that there is one parent for whom it has a prefer
ence, but its sense of loyalty and fairness are even stronger than its 
desire to tell the truth and it is easy to see a conflict being fought out 
in the baby mind. Unfortunately, it is no uncommon thing for the 
child to be used as the battle ground of two warring parental person
alities. x
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If the father is obviously not satisfactory, the child will grow up 
with a distorted view of all fathers and, as the father stands primarily 
for authority and the mother for protection, will usually tend to 
develop an undesirable attitude towards all authority, either unduly 
fearing it or unduly resenting it.

If the mother is unsatisfactory, the child will tend to adopt a 
regressive attitude towards life, since the failure comes from the pro
tective side of the family unit.

In any case, where one parent is either unsatisfactory or early lost 
through separation or death, there will be an inevitable loss of balance. 
And this is no less true for the unloved or unwanted child, or the child 
who does not satisfy his parents’ requirements because it is of the 
wrong sex, or who is temperamentally different from its parents— 
“Not a bit like our family!”—or who does not satisfy their ambitions, 
or who is less gifted or less good looking than brothers or sisters, 
such a child is deprived of some of its rightful heritage of parental 
love and sympathy and will almost certainly grow up psychologically 
lame.

When we consider the attitude of the parent towards the ado
lescent child, we find that one of the strongest sources of conflict lies 
in the incompatiblity already referred to—and which exists in the 
minds of the parents no less than in those of the children,—between 
the desire that the child should grow up into an independent indi
vidual and the desire that it should remain in a condition of de
pendence. It is usually a very painful thing for parents, whether they 
realize it or not, to find that their little, clinging, dependent children 
are growing up into adults with their own opinions, ambitions and de
sires, preferring the society of their contemporaries to that of the 
older generation and, in fact, relegating that older generation to a 
secondary position in the scheme of things. There can be no doubt 
that father gets an unpleasant shock when one of his political or 
ethical dicta is questioned by the piping voice of his baby son who 
counters him with, “Teacher says.” But it is positively intolerable 
when his cherished beliefs and shibboleths are ruthlessly demolished 
by the half pitying, half contemptuous comment of an adolescent son 
or daughter, “Oh! we’ve changed all that since your day!” To the 
mother also who finds herself in early middle age no longer wanted, 
this business of her children’s adolescence is a very painful one.

And so it constantly occurs that those privileges which are given 
with the one hand tend to be withdrawn with the other and the grow
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ing child finds itself utterly at sea, never knowing what attitude its 
parents will take towards its demands for freedom. Parents con
stantly shield themselves under the pretense that they are trying to 
save their children from dangers or disappointments, but this is 
only a rationalization, a case of the wish being father to the thought. 
The child is all the better for facing up to life as soon as it feels 
the desire to do so and if it has had wise guidance from its parents 
in its earliest years nothing that it will be likely to meet should pre
sent any insuperable danger or difficulty.

Possessiveness, the assertion of authority qua authority, lack of 
sympathetic understanding and above all sarcasm or ridicule, these 
are parental deadly sins and if committed during their children’s 
adolescence will certainly prevent the development of that sense of 
comradeship and true understanding between parent and child which 
is so precious and necessary to both.

So far no definite reference has been made to the question which 
undoubtedly is at the bottom of many of the difficulties underlying 
the relation of the adolescent to the home. That is the question of 
sex education. We have become to a great extent intellectual snobs 
and have learned to push poor old vulgar Mother Nature into the 
background as something not quite fit to acknowledge, instead of 
giving her the place of honor and reverence to which she is entitled. 
That being so, it is perhaps not altogether surprising that she occa
sionally becomes vindictive and asserts her power over us when we 
least desire her to do so. You will remember the words of Horace, 
“Quam naturam furca expellas tamen usque recurret,” which can 
be best translated by an Americanism, “You may drive nature out 
with a pitch-fork, but she comes right back.” The great bio
physiological urges, nature’s whole interest in us, centre in two things, 
self-preservation and the reproduction of our kind. All the higher 
intellectual development to which we have attained is, it would appear, 
of quite secondary importance in the eyes of nature.

It is however only through the development of restraint by the 
establishment of “tabus” that civilization is attained, and, since I take 
it we should all feel that the tendency of the world has been towards 
progress and that civilization is a good thing, we must acknowledge 
that these restraints are good and necessary for the well-being of the 
community and in the best interests of the race. But it would seem 
that we have gone too far in this respect, possibly because we have 
not yet reached that stage of civilization when we dare to trust our
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selves. Just as the man who fears he may drink too much rigidly 
refuses to drink a drop of alcohol and even becomes a violent sup
porter of prohibition, so it may be that we in our fear have come to 
stigmatize all things relating to the natural demands of the body as 
wrong and tainted with guilt.

We in this country suffer particularly from that unfortunate 
puritan streak which leads to the distrust of all that is pleasing, or 
beautiful, or that affords any gratification to the senses, to the desire 
for the mortification of the flesh and to the failure to realize that the 
spiritual side of man must largely find expression through the physical. 
Instead of identifying the great power of transmitting life with the 
most divine and godlike that is in humanity, we have debased it and 
associated it with a feeling of guilt and uncleanness.

Thus, when our children begin to ask us about the great ques
tions of life and death—“Where do babies come from?” “Where 
were we before we came here?”—we cannot answer them freely and 
frankly with an innocence equal to their own. Our own inhibitions, 
our own sense of shame and guilt almost inevitably are conveyed to 
the child by that sixth sense to which we have already referred, and 
so from its early days the whole subject is tainted for it with this 
stain of shame and guilt. Thus are sown the seeds of fear and 
distrust both of life and of self, and, in adolescence, at the time when 
the sex urge is awakening, what should be the most beautiful and 
wonderful mystery of life is inevitably spoiled from the outset, and, 
instead of being the first, the parents are usually the last people to 
whom the children will turn for any help or information about the 
problems of their emotional life.

Happily, there is a strong feeling nowadays towards a saner and 
healthier outlook in regard to questions of sex and a much greater 
desire on the part of parents to understand their growing children 
and to meet them half way. Youth has something to teach age, just 
as age has something to teach youth. The inevitable changes of 
adolescence must always make that period a time of psychological 
“stiirm und drang,” but an ultimate happy issue and the develop
ment of a completely adjusted adult personality will certainly de
pend upon the existence of a right relationship between the adoles
cent and the home.
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Probably the first and most fundamental objective of the medical 
social worker is to make the period of the patient’s illness as construc
tive a thing as possible. We use the word constructive with a good 
deal of care. What we really mean is that the period of illness shall 
be as little destructive as it is possible for the social worker to make 
it. It should be difficult for us to say, “I have done a constructive 
piece of work in that case” and it is right that it should be difficult. 
What we mean is that we have tried to keep intact those parts of the 
patient’s life which are acceptable to him and to those with whom he 
lives, and that the things in his life which have been revealed by his 
illness to be in need of alteration, we have either altered or we have 
set in motion the machinery for their alteration; and that the things 
in his life which need changing or elimination but which must remain 
fixed because of some impasse, we have attempted to explain to the 
patient, to assist him in the process of reconciling himself to an 
unyielding set of circumstances by helping him to face frankly his 
own reactions to them and by explaining the legitimacy of these 
reactions. This is a part of the process of sending the patient back 
into as nearly normal a setting as he can handle after his illness. 
This may mean reduced activity for the patient or it may mean a new 
understanding of his reactions to the old environment. At any rate 
wherever the illness and recovery allow a return to activities that 
approximate his former life there is an opening for the medical 
social worker to stabilize the return by selecting the elements in the 
patient’s setting and personality that require strengthening.

* Read before the California District of the American Association of Hospital 
Social Workers, California Conference of Social Work, Santa Barbara, 
Cal., May 1930.
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It is perhaps in the cases where the illness results in a real loss 
to the patient that the most challenging work awaits us. A real 
loss of earning power and continued incapacity is quite a different 
problem than even a long and serious illness from which there is 
eventual real recovery. Here we can resort to nothing so simple as a 
new or different job but we have to consider the picture of a life 
with some of its tools permanently out of use.

And so, a part of our objective must be in a larger way to work 
toward a comprehension of human behavior which will enable us to 
make wise judgments and to explain these judgments to an unbeliev
ing world and a skeptical community. It is important in the first 
place to recognize how few of our cases can have what we call con
structive work done on them. Not only is it important to learn the 
truth of this generalization but we must be aware of its application 
to our particular cases. We must be willing to admit and to predict 
when we have an unpromising case. These are not only the cases 
where the medical prognosis is poor. They are the great group for 
whom the business of living will always be precarious because of 
some inadequacy either in themselves or in their finances; who are 
not prepared and can never be prepared to deal with life in its present 
social patterns. The recognition of these cases is something to work 
toward. In itself that certainty can come only from a thoughtful and 
tireless scrutiny of the cases we are working with. This student-like 
approach is a legitimate objective in itself. Beyond it lies a mind 
freed of illusions and pleasant assumptions. What we personally 
would like to see the patient do cannot then outweigh the fact of his 
right to trial and error. With this absence of a determined optimism 
we have liberated ourselves for an objective point of view about his 
life and its plans. We can then understand that given his personality, 
given his physical handicap he will act in certain predictable ways to 
the only environment that is possible for him. We can then turn our 
attention to two things: (1) to interpreting these facts to family, 
friends and employer (if he is lucky enough to have one), and (2) to 
securing for this inadequate person as many as possible of the de
sirable things of life which the healthy person is able to get for 
himself: comfort, relaxation, security and a certain amount of free
dom of action and thought.

Without an objective acceptance of the compromises of life at its 
best we cannot hope to have a conception of the complexities and 
causes of human behavior. Without insight into the causes of be
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havior we cannot expect to make the brief period in which we work 
with a patient anything but a means of expression for ourselves. The 
plans we make for him then are too apt to be a set of hopelessly 
idealistic utopias which a well man would have the strength to reject.

And then to perfect our tools for this work. Porter Lee has 
given three essentials as the equipment for a social worker: a definite 
philosophy of life, both personal and social, a skill in handling special 
situations and a knowledge of social resources. It is the middle one 
of these three that I feel deserves to be a special objective of the 
medical social worker and which can quite rightly be considered 
coordinate with those we have just been considering. In discussing 
this aim recently with a thoughtful and experienced executive 
social worker, her comment was “Though this perfecting of your 
tools is not what you are hired for it is a legitimate aim and it may be 
a legitimate part of your concept of your job.” My own feeling is 
that too little attention is given to the development of a skilled use of 
the media in which we work.

Over and above everything else is the necessity for a real under
standing of medical diagnoses. By this is meant not only an under
standing based on observation and contact with patients but a com
prehension resulting from the study of medical literature on the 
special diseases with which your work is bringing you in contact. 
It is too often thought that medical literature is not for the lay mind, 
that it is too specialized, too scientific and too profound for anyone 
but the profession to absorb and understand. For the medical social 
worker this is a false point of view and one which is bound to limit her 
as an effective worker. Given the clinical array of pathology which 
her job presents, it is easy to be satisfied with the superficial informa
tion which her observation gives. A familiarity with symptoms, 
expressions of disease conditions and behavior reactions is born of 
long contact with patients in clinic and hospital and results in a 
treacherous satisfaction with that much knowledge and nothing more. 
This first hand knowledge should serve as our first stepping stone. 
Beyond it lies the written material on the subject, the research and 
conclusions of doctors who are both studying and practising, the 
description of the beginnings and progress of the disease with the 
reasons for the clinical picture which is before us. Without this 
background our grasp of the case can only be superficial and our 
information but the sketchiest. We will have missed besides an 
opportunity for a fund of absorbing material which is as open to us
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as to the young medical student. After several years of seeing cases 
of post-encephalitis the attitude and expression of these patients was 
as familiar to one medical social worker as to a doctor. She also 
knew thoroughly the particular handicaps with which the patient is 
often left and knew that in the cases which reach the hospital and 
clinic a radical readjustment of their lives is usually necessary be
cause of either a complete inability to work or a permanent reduction 
of working capacity. Yet how much more meaningful was the 
disease and its residuals when a group of references which described 
the various types of the disease and its definite reaction on a specific 
brain center had been read.

In a case of muscular atrophy of the arms and chest it was 
obvious that the man would never again be able to carry on his trade 
of welder because of the lack of strength in his arms resulting from 
a shrinkage of the muscles. What causes the shrinkage ? Will it be 
progressive ? Has it gone over a period of years ? A discussion with 
the doctor who was treating the case followed by reading on the 
muscular dystrophies made the case an example of a rather rare and 
extremely interesting diagnosis.

Besides the satisfaction of the social worker there are the demands 
of the doctor to be thought of. As the necessity for medical social 
work is more completely accepted, more specialized knowledge will be 
expected of her. The tuberculosis specialist automatically expects 
the person in charge of his clinic to know the significance of the 
clinical symptoms of a patient as well as of the laboratory findings. 
Half the interest and instructiveness of a clinic is lost to a worker 
who is uninformed on the meaning of the X-ray reading, the tempera
ture record, the sputum examination and the general medical exami
nation of the patient. Moreover the time has passed when a careful 
physician cares to entrust the social adjustment of a patient who has 
just recovered from the shock of a diagnosis of tuberculosis to a social 
worker who may herself reveal an emotional reaction to the patient’s 
problem because of insufficient information on the diagnosis and 
prognosis of tuberculosis.

Then we need this thorough understanding in order to be able to 
interpret the diagnosis to the non-medical agency or worker. We 
should be able to state clearly to the non-medical worker what her 
client is going to be like as a result of his illness—what signs of his 
illness he will always carry with him, what symptoms will indicate
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the need of further medical treatment and what symptoms may be 
expected and overlooked.

The final tool to be brought toward perfection is our own ter
minology—the vocabulary which we choose to convey our conception 
of the social unadjustments in a case. Here is the point where it 
seems important that we should in no way attempt to ape the profes
sion with which we work by an adoption of arbitrary phraseology. 
The term social diagnosis may be permissible as a literary phrase but 
it is a false objective for a medical social worker. In using the 
word “diagnosis” we have stolen from a highly developed profession 
a term which signifies a limited, accurate, definite and specific descrip
tion of a disease entity. Such an achievement for a social problem 
seems to me neither possible nor desirable. There is no particular 
wisdom in presenting the complexities of a problem confronting a 
patient in one or two words which do not give the complete story. 
In setting our hearts on making a social diagnosis we have allowed 
ourselves to become imitators, and since we are attempting to imitate 
a scholarly profession, we have felt that our ambition was in the 
right direction.

But our work should involve a careful elaboration of the material 
we work with rather than an ascetic condensation. The ramifications 
of the patient’s problem need a clear and thoughtful statement 
which will give that patient’s problem with the details that make it 
his. The complications in any crisis or semi-crisis defy expression in 
an arbitrarily chosen phrase, and it is the complications which the 
medical social worker is supposed to be aware of, to recognize and 
to appreciate in their effect on the sick person with whom she is 
dealing.

It requires courage, I think, to see the limitations of your own 
profession, and to say, “These are the things which this job is meant 
to accomplish and these are the special tools which will be necessary 
for the achievement.” Those tools may not bear comparison with the 
doctor’s or with the lawyer’s or with the chemist’s. But it is sure 
defeat to try to absorb a technique and terminology from another 
profession as a means of making our job wear a professional mien. 
Medical social work needs to be aware of its own identity, to have 
a feeling of individuality apart from the medical profession which it 
serves. It needs to be convinced that the work of skillfully eliciting 
material in an interview, of elaborating this for the purpose of giving 
someone else a better understanding of the patient, and finally of
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detecting and describing the social chaos of the case is a real job 
requiring a good deal of special knowledge, equipment and adaptability. 
With a conviction and an honest judgment of the importance of these 
functions, medical social workers might be content to admit the 
boundaries of their profession and to proceed to develop its possibili
ties with simplicity and originality.



BIRTH CONTROL AND SOCIAL WORK*

IRA S. W ILE, M.D.

New York, N . Y.

A  letter recently sent to a chairman of one of the committees of 
the White House Conference requested a hearing on the relation of 
birth control to maternal mortality. The offer of proffered assistance 
was rejected with the stupid answer, “I quite agree with you that if 
the contraceptive advice were followed there would be no maternal 
mortality.”

This lack of social outlook suggests, perhaps, one reason for dis
cussing birth control and social work at the time of the meeting of 
the National Conference on Social Work.

It is socially significant that birth rates throughout the world are 
falling. The rate of 16.2 in England during 1929 and the diminished 
birth rates in France and Germany as well as in the United States are 
social facts. In the United States the birth rate in 1927 was 20.6 as 
compared with 25.1 in 1915. It is not without interest that the year 
after Premier Mussolini called upon Italian women to give Italy a 
child a year for five years the number of births in Italy decreased by 
forty thousand. It is furthermore significant that Catholic Italy 
evidenced a fall in the birth rate from 26.05 in 1928 to 25.09 in 1929. 
These are important social facts that can be ignored no more than the 
sad story of the starving millions in China, India and other sections 
of the globe.

It is, perhaps, also worthy of passing notice that according to the 
United States birth records for 1927, one forty-six year old mother 
gave birth to her twenty-seventh child and one thirty-nine year old 
mother celebrated the arrival of her twenty-fifth offspring. A calcu
lation of her probable age at marriage leads one to inquire concerning 
child marriages in the United States. There were 1508 women be
tween twenty-eight and forty-nine years who bore their fifteenth

* Read before the National Conference of Social Work, Boston, Mass.,
June 1930
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child: 26,447 women between twenty-three and fifty-four years of 
age bore their tenth child, and 101,967 women, nineteen years and 
over, had their sixth child. There is thus a striking suggestion of 
early marriage and rapid child bearing. In proof thereof, I need 
but note that 2,459 children were born to mothers under fifteen years 
of age: 29,754 children had mothers under sixteen years of age. 
It is interesting that 242,863 children, more than ten per cent, of the 
total births of 1927, were borne by mothers between fifteen and nine
teen years of age. Perhaps one should not talk entirely in terms of 
mothers. There were thirteen fathers between the ages of ten and 
fourteen years, while 29,587 children were fathered by males between 
the ages of fifteen and nineteen years. In the face of even these few 
facts there would appear to be ample reason for the consideration of 
birth control in connection with a discussion of social work.

Since the history of man, the regulation of population has been a 
social measure. Nature’s crude and primal method of regulating 
society quantitatively has been by means of disease and death. Since 
the beginning of recorded time man has sought to regulate his com
munal group by thwarting nature in some way. His aim has been to 
modify the population in terms of quantity and quality as required by 
the exigencies of the time and place. Modern social reformers would 
view askance the killing of the aged, the practice of infanticide and 
the definite limitations of twins in extreme cases by the destruction 
of women having this particular atavistic habit. These methods, 
however, were strongly advocated, definitely practiced and solely in 
the interest of group welfare. They were born out of a rational 
primitive social concept that the individual should not lower the sur
vival value of the group. Hence, early practices to secure the limita
tion of population possessed social economic relationship to such 
problems as the available food supply, the necessities of free move
ment of the group without the burden of such restraining dependents 
as cripples, the diseased and the aged. There was even a desire to 
preserve the character of the group in terms of the social value of the 
individuals whether as workers in the field or as soldiers on the 
march.

Society’s second effort to thwart nature transferred some of its 
earlier basic interest in the group to the social viewpoint of protecting 
maternity. With this altered social outlook there appears, for ex
ample, the development and acceptance of abortions. There was 
primarily the therapeutic abortion to save the life of the mother. It is
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this phase which has been recognized by gynecologists for twenty- 
five hundred years but which received a temporary setback through 
the development of the belief in souls as sponsored by Pauline 
Christianity. One finds the crystallization of this viewpoint in the 
present day practice of physicians who legally may perform abortions 
for and on women afflicted with tuberculosis, diseases of the heart and 
kidneys or suffering from mental diseases. The importance of this 
therapeutic measure can be appreciated most by realizing that for 
many years physicians did not dare to teach these same diseased 
women how to avoid the pregnancy which called for the life protect
ing abortion. I regret to say that there are still some who have not 
progressed beyond this viewpoint. A further development of the 
desire to improve the status of mothers came from the recognition of 
abortions as social rather than medical instrumentalities. This in
volved the individualistic idea that a mother might secure an abortion 
in the interest of her personal and familial happiness. This motive 
for abortion thus is founded upon economic and social bases. The 
social abortion as a mode of population control is more radical but 
has been recognized in the folkways of people of many nations for 
many years although hypocrisy always has sought to conceal its 
social prevalence. It remained for Norway and Russia during recent 
years to legalize this mode of population control.

The third stage in the development of population control has 
grown out of the modern idea of attacking the dysgenic factors in 
natural growth. There is now less stress upon the therapeutic abor
tion or, indeed, upon the social abortion in the light of a desire to 
establish population control upon a prophylactic basis. Prophylaxis 
is the sustaining core of medicine as it is of social work. Hence one 
finds populational control involving various measures that will re
strict, limit or control conception.

The first mode of preventive procedure that merits mention is 
sterilization. Today twenty-four states have eugenic statutes, the 
last one being to the credit of North Carolina in 1929. Sterilization 
of the mentally diseased or the criminal protects society as well as the 
individual. The actual utilization of the protective legislation con
duces to the health and welfare of individuals, families and the com
munity as a whole. The mere fact that legislation has operated on a 
eugenic platform does not disguise the fact that it is a violent contra
ceptive method that has social approval.

The second measure of social prophylaxis involves contraception.
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Birth control as a term possesses merely negative meaning to many 
people. This has been unfortunate because as a matter of fact it is 
concerned with the principle of regulating conception and controlling 
birth so that children shall come into being by choice rather than by 
chance. Contraception is advocated as an attack upon non-purposed 
procreation in the interests of the individual, the family, the com
munity and the race. In its generic sense, the birth control movement 
stresses the public acceptance of contraception as an existent fact in 
our social life. The protagonists of birth control furthermore believe 
that contraceptive information should be at the service of the poor as 
well as the rich, the ignorant as well as the learned, the unskilled as 
well as the professional groups in the community. These advocates 
foster the view that the more intelligent employment of contraception 
would enhance the life values of individuals and would promote the 
welfare of the state. They regard the individual as a social unit, 
having social functions over and above those inherently biologic and 
procreative. They view birth control as a social concept and its prac
tice as a form of social service to the degree that it heightens person
ality values, increases individual effectiveness and happiness and 
raises the standards of social living.

The ideas involved in birth control and likewise the principles for 
which birth control advocates stand, are natural social developments. 
They represent the viewpoint of civilized, humane and socially con
scious communal existence as they are the outgrowths of social 
evolution.

The change of life involved in a shift from an agricultural to an 
industrial age profoundly alters the status of children. However 
much a child may have been an asset to his agricultural parents, he 
is a profound liability in an industrial era. This shift in juvenile 
status is responsible for a large measure of modern social activity, 
from the vital interest in the prevention of child labor to the develop
ment of an intelligent vocational guidance. The quantity production 
of children is no longer regarded as enriching a family, but rather 
as one means of impoverishing it and as a definite social burden when 
they are born to parents whose economic foundations are insufficient 
to carry them. The child has been the main victim of the home with 
too rapid and too much propagation and he still is the one most 
penalized.

The prophylactic viewpoint in social work would seek to make 
unnecessary much of its own service. Bearing this in mind, the
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giving of contraceptive advice when and where needed promises to be 
a valuable adjunct to social guidance and supervision. It is obviously 
natural for ideas concerning the limitation of offspring to emanate 
after a reasoning analysis of the numerous problems bound up in 
defectives, delinquents and dependents. The interest in eugenics, the 
desire to limit the number of the unfit, the search for methods of 
diminishing the burdens of poverty most naturally come to a common 
focus in contraception as a reasonable means of limiting the supply 
of these undersirable elements in social organization. The mechaniza
tion of our world and the strong tendencies to urbanization further 
complicate child life; and the disproportion between work and 
workers, between producers and consumers, calls for a form of ad
justment that reaches the foundations of social organization. The 
answer does not lie in the further development of machinery but 
rather in the further development of humanity in terms of controlled 
human reproduction. Our civilization is consuming human life in 
many ways that can be obviated by a more intelligent regulation of 
the birth rate. Birth control and birth release are in the interest of 
quality as well as of quantity. Unfortunately, we are still uncertain 
regarding many factors that merit cultivation as desirable human 
qualities but even quality is not beyond scientific regulation. There 
can be no doubt that over-production of the species is disadvantageous 
to social units, small or large. Too much always threatens sufficiency.

The newer standards that have developed direct attention to the 
unwisdom of urging larger families. The Rooseveltian principles 
have not been followed by those who applauded them. The manda
tory educational laws, the development of continuation schools, the 
higher standards in industry and the higher home standards carry 
with them economic as well as social conditioning factors. The higher 
standards of obstetrics even make the cost of being bom more than 
ever before. The demand for mandatory school attendance increases 
the liability values of children. Improved values in education and 
vocational training raises the cost of childhood. Dublin has already 
shown that it costs approximately $7,400 to raise a child to the age 
of eighteen years while the net future earnings of an eighteen year 
old boy in the lower wage earning class is probably less than $29,000. 
The new social worth of education, as represented in the dispropor
tionate increase of girls in colleges and the increasing demand for 
college graduates in department stores, demonstrates that large fami
lies are likely to be penalized in the economic struggle. Fewer people
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per home, in better health, with finer training and improved educa
tional opportunities, leads to greater personal satisfaction and a more 
adequate economic independence.

The development of social thinking upon matters pertaining to 
sex and marriage has transformed our age. Childbearing is no 
longer viewed as the center of all family life, with the cook stove and 
the church as companion places sanctified for liberating the feminine 
soul. Personal existence is enriched through a recognition that there 
are values in marriage independent of parenthood. Procreation as 
the objective of marriage is no longer accepted as its total goal. 
With the modification of our outlook upon sex education and sexual 
freedom, with the transformation of our views and our psychology 
concerning marriage, a change in birth rates becomes a natural con
sequence. The sexual taboos being relegated to a mystic past, there 
grew a scientific view of all the phenomena bound up in procreation. 
Abortions were recognized as procedures undesirable, moderately 
hazardous, psychically demoralizing, economically costly and socially 
wasteful. It was a natural evolution, therefore, to have ideas of 
contraception formulated. The diminishing birth rate for the past 
forty years demonstrates the wide extent and effectiveness of contra
ceptive practices. It is especially striking that the greatest birth de
clines have been among the more intelligent sections of the com
munity and among those of the higher economic groups.

The liberation of women, the establishment of their industrial, 
political and social parity with men brought about a marked change 
in feminine attitudes toward procreation. The early ideas regarding 
women as sexual objects underwent a marked change. Women have 
repudiated their subjection by legal enactments and have vigorously 
resented their traditional subjection to masculine dictates concerning 
their sexual lives. The freeing of woman could only be accomplished 
through the regulation of her procreative function. The failure of 
the graduates of women’s colleges to reproduce themselves is not to 
be attributed to inherent diminished fertility any more than the 
failure of large proportions of female college graduates to marry is 
to be attributed to innate frigidity. The facts indicate that college 
men, likewise, have not reproduced themselves and that a considerable 
proportion of them fail to enter wedlock. These deviations from the 
general populational norms for marriage and childbearing, perhaps, 
have more relation to an intelligent approach to their personal prob
lems than to biologic defects. One cannot say, however, to what
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extent education is a dysgenic force so far as reproduction is con
cerned. The fact remains, however, that the freedom of women in
volves the idea of controlling their procreative power.

Why should the social workers be interested in birth control ? 
There are definite reasons why it should appeal to them as individuals 
just as these reasons apply to any non-social worker. There are, 
however, special and definite values which are emphasized or should 
be emphasized in the minds of social workers by virtue of their 
familiarity with human affairs. The social worker in hospitals and 
dispensaries, the psychiatric social worker, the family case worker, 
the social worker whose service is in day nurseries, orphan asylums, 
in schools or in industry must be conscious of the deathly influences 
that are bound up in new and superfluous births. I wish to indicate 
how birth control lessens the death element in life giving.

No one would gainsay that, in those countries where birth control 
has been accepted and practiced with social approval, the infant 
mortality rate is lower than in countries where the practice is not 
countenanced. A low infant birth rate carries with it a low infant 
mortality rate. The size of population is no index of its state of 
health. The birth rate is not even an index of population growth. 
The limitation of offspring carries with it a higher survival value 
during childhood. The fewer children born the larger proportion 
of them who reach maturity. I may say in passing that where contra
ception is widely practiced, the birth rates of various social groups 
in the community tend to approximate a reasonable norm instead of 
having a low birth rate among the higher economic groups and a 
higher birth rate in the lower economic groups, as appears to obtain 
in this country. The facts of the birth rate, however, in America 
must be evaluated carefully because of the influence of our earlier 
high immigration.

In addition to the diminished economic cost, personal anxiety and 
familial suffering that is involved in a high infant mortality rate, 
there is ample evidence that contraception properly employed lowers 
the syphilis rate and therefore raises the physical fibre of communal 
life. Whatever diminishes the presence and dissemination of syphilis 
is socially advantageous.

The scoffer may of course remark that of course the limitation of 
offspring to the vanishing point will do away with all diseases, with 
crime, delinquency and dependency. Such a one forgets about the 
countless normal beings who desire offspring and whose lives are
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deemed incomplete without the rich development of strong parental 
trends. Knowledge of contraception, where widely spread, has not 
reduced childbearing to a point below communal needs for the main
tenance of a stabilized population.

Every social worker recognizes the social injustice of a high ma
ternal mortality rate and every social worker is cognizant of the 
demoralization of the family that results from such a fatality. It is 
striking that in the United States during 1926 the maternal mortality 
rate approximated 6.6 per thousand live births as contrasted with 
2.9 for Netherlands and 2.6 for Denmark, with equally low figures 
for Norway and Sweden. And in all of these foreign countries birth 
control is comparatively an old story. One recognizes at once that 
the wider practice of contraception would diminish maternal mortality 
rates from abortions such as are now secured for therapeutic reasons 
and more particularly from those more fatal abortions secured clan
destinely for social and economic causes. The social worker can ap
preciate the advantages of birth control with its preventive benefits 
for women who are victims of heart disease, tuberculosis, Bright’s 
disease or mental depression.

There is ample evidence that a high maternal mortality carries 
with it an increased infant mortality, just as it is known that the still
birth rate appears to increase with each successive birth. The dimin
ished birth rate, contraceptively determined, then, enhances the life 
values of the population, raises the level of health of the community, 
but at the same time it safeguards the economic and social welfare of 
individual families.

The practice of contraception in order to secure a rational spacing 
of children carries with it higher health values for mothers many of 
whom are more or less confirmed in invalidism because of the stress 
and strain of too rapid child bearing. To be ever pregnant or nursing 
does not add social value to motherhood. To the extent that a knowl
edge of contraceptive measures will lessen the undermining character
istics of an active fear of pregnancy, there will be fewer nervous 
housewives and more stable motherhood. Removing the dread of 
another unwanted child will sustain the courage of many parents who 
wish to be intelligent in the care of their children, and to afford them 
larger opportunities for successful nurture upon a plane commen
surate with social demands. With the limitations of familial numbers 
there follows the possibility and probability of higher home standards 
for all. Fewer children in the family insures better food, clothing,
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recreation, education and training in vocations as well as more com
plete human relationships.

The social worker can appreciate the intellectual gains that arises 
from birth regulation. The ability to satisfy demands for higher 
education, the opportunity to enjoy recreational outlets, even the 
chances for the cultivation of leisure, carry with them social implica
tions that tend to raise familial standards of living. The intellectual 
life has its place in programs of familial rehabilitation, but no less 
in a program for establishing homes upon a plane of social adequacy. 
Every social worker will recognize that with fewer children per 
family among the poor the home pressures will be so much decreased 
that there will probably be a diminished need for child-caring institu
tions. A large part of the space in orphan asylums is occupied by 
children who are not orphans but who are there because of large 
families in homes economically and socially dependent. The social 
cost of institutions caring for the results of the surplus birth rate is 
probably out of proportion to the economic value of the inmates. In 
all likelihood, although the extent cannot be proven at the present 
moment, contraception would bring about a marked decrease of 
mental defectives, both those of congenital and acquired types. The 
raised standards of home nurture, the elimination of room congestion, 
the acceptance of children as producers of familial happiness rather 
than as long-time dependents, would have a pronounced effect upon 
the care of the children, the development of social habits, the promo
tion of a sound mental hygiene and the fostering of useful personali
ties. Those who are engaged in familial case work will appreciate the 
meaning of such social gains.

Let me point out some general social benefits that appear rea
sonable to expect as a result of a wider practice of regulation of 
offspring through birth control and release. Contraception among 
all classes of the community would undoubtedly lead to a decrease in 
delinquency and crime. This may be conjectural but it is not unrea
sonable. There can be no question concerning its effect upon de
pendency. A study of the “Hundred Neediest Cases” indicates that 
more than half of these pitiful social problems would have been 
obviated had there been contraception to limit the social burdens of 
the families involved. Numbers of children may be more devastating 
to the parents than the environments upon which they blame their 
misery. Destitution arises from human factors which are as impor
tant as the monetary elements in lowering economic levels. Some of
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the demoralizing stresses on income are within the control of parents. 
The largest family is most likely to become the neediest though not 
always the one with an appeal that draws Christmas money.

Economic dependence is based upon various causations. Funda
mental is the fact that money is not very elastic, and that in familial 
life it can be stretched to its limit only by lowering its productive 
values for each personality in the family group. Whatever lessens 
the soul nourishing value of an income serves to disorganize family 
life. Familial discontent in a large variety of situations is multiplied 
by reason of the interactions of personal feelings and personal for
tunes. Large families and small incomes put severe pressures on par
ents and increases the inter-parental strains. At the same time they 
roughen the course of the relations between the various children and 
endanger the mutual satisfactions, pleasures and pattern values of 
the parent-child relationships. Hence the tendencies to dependency 
decrease family morale, increase the emotional instability of familial 
life and tend to disorganize it. While divorces are more common 
among people without children, it is striking that desertion is most 
frequent among families with numerous children as an escape from 
economic discouragement. The breaking up of familial life under 
these conditions throws a tremendous and unwarranted burden upon 
society. Contraception is at least one solution to the problem.

A further social benefit from contraception would be a decrease of 
children born out of wedlock. Bastardy should not be a penalty for 
ignorance. Promiscuous sex life would probably diminish and mar
riage would be consummated at an earlier age. This tendency is 
already evident. There will be an increase in the marriage rate for 
purpose of mutual support among individuals who today hesitate to 
marry because they fear the hazards of procreation, because of small 
income and possible illness or the belief that they may transmit so
cially undesirable traits. In general it may be said that the social 
advantage of contraception lies in the improvement of family morale, 
the promotion of economic competence, the satisfaction of social 
ideals, the sustaining of spiritual goals, and the conservation of all 
the social equilibrium that constitutes normality in family life.

Social workers are further interested in the problem because they 
believe primarily in social honesty. They are fearless in facing the 
realities of life. They are accustomed to thinking in terms of cause 
and effect, in terms of relationships and personalities, in terms of 
laws and customs. Let us then recognize at once that there are some
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facts relating to birth control which are not generally known, some 
of which concern the law which so often is blind to justice. The 
social worker perhaps requires reassurance as to the legality of giving 
contraceptive advice in terms of the legislation of the state in which 
he works. I am not primarily concerned at this time with dealing 
extensively with state laws which can and should be studied and 
questioned by specific groups in their respective communities.

I do wish to state, however, that birth control clinics may exist 
according to law in all the states of the Union except three. Birth 
control clinics are contrary to the law in Pennsylvania, where, at 
present, two openly exist in a normal way with the acceptance and 
cooperation of numerous social groups in the community.

In Colorado no “knowledge” of contraception can be brought 
legally into the state but the state-supported Colorado General Hos
pital maintains a useful birth control clinic.

I am glad to mention in Boston, that in Massachusetts there is 
no general law against contraceptive measures or advice. There 
have been no Supreme Court decisions on the statutes as they relate 
to physicians. According to legal information published in the New 
England Journal of Medicine of January 28, 1930, “the law goes no 
further than to prohibit the sale, lending, giving away, exhibiting 
and manufacturing of contraceptive articles and to prohibit certain 
kinds of publications designed to give information as to how those 
articles may be obtained.”

One rejects as socially hypocritical the reactionary attitudes of the 
medical profession as manifest in their unwillingness to take a definite 
position upon the subject of contraception as a social instrument. I 
am happy to note, however, a very definite change in the attitude of 
the medical profession as indicated by the giving of special courses 
in contraception and sterility in a number of medical universities. 
Furthermore there has been a noteworthy advance as a result of the 
published deliberations of such organizations as the New York 
Academy of Medicine, through its Committee on Public Health Rela
tions, and the forward looking Committee on Maternal Health of 
New York City. The Board of Trustees of the American Medical 
Association has even reached the point of considering resolutions 
that would recommend “the alteration of existing laws wherever 
necessary so that physicians may legally give contraceptive informa
tion to their patients in the regular course of their practice.” The 
physician is thus slow to change his official opinions so that they may
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conform with his actual practices. If the fall in the birth-rate is not 
attributable in any way to physicians, then it is patent that social 
practice has gotten beyond the need for the support of medical 
opinion.

The question of religious opposition towards contraception is 
unimportant at this time. The acceptance of the theory of contra
ception does not carry with it any mandate for its practice in viola
tion of religious beliefs. It is none the less interesting to note that 
in birth control clinics, where analysis of patients have been made, 
the percentage of denominational attendance has paralleled approxi
mately the denominational distribution of the population. The re
ligious issue has no part to play in birth control clinics nor in the 
social acceptance of contraception in theory or in practice. There is 
ample evidence of changing opinions within the one church that has 
manifested the greatest opposition to birth control. One cannot deny, 
however, that in practice contraception has been accepted very gen
erally by the worshippers of all denominations as is shown in the 
diminishing birth rate of Protestants, Catholics and Jews. Agnostics 
or atheists probably have on the average as many children as wor
shippers have. There is no church Canon Law which relates to con
traception or can be so construed except insofar as contraception is 
erroneously identified with abortion. This, of course, is irrational 
and unjustified. The avoidance of creation is thoroughly distinct 
from the destruction of that which has been created. Otherwise 
celibacy were criminal.

The social worker, in due honesty, recognizes that contraceptive 
practice exists and that it is mere hypocricy to discuss the subject 
even partially on a theoretic plane. For example, consider the ridicu
lous situation in the State of Connecticut where it is forbidden by 
law “to use any drug, medical article or instrument for the purpose 
of preventing conception.,, And yet, in 1929, the birth rate in the 
State of Connecticut was only 17.7 as against 20.6 for the whole 
United States. By way of comparison, to indicate that it is not 
merely a matter of geographic location, during the same year Massa
chusetts had a birth rate of 19.4, Rhode Island 19.5 and New York 
19.9. Be it well noted, Connecticut is the only state in the Union 
that forbids the use of any contraceptive. It may be merely a coinci
dence but it is noteworthy that the only birth rates in the Union lower 
than those found in Connecticut were in the States of Delaware, 
Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana. And in the last three

\
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states mentioned, doctors are not permitted by law to give contracep
tive information.

I think that no social worker will deny the value of supporting 
the efforts of the American Birth Control League and associated 
state societies to make the laws of the various states and the nation 
harmonize with the facts. Legal sanction is lagging behind social 
sanction. The New Jersey law permits contraceptive practices for 
“just causes.” The New York State law permits the giving of con
traceptive information by physicians for therapeutic purposes and the 
therapeutic purpose may involve a prophylactic outlook. How fre
quently social workers find the need of contraception as a measure 
for setting up families in a position for readjustment upon a more 
sound economic foundation and with greater assurance of social 
stability! Are these judgments to be denied because of intellectual 
dishonesty and prudish hypocrisy! It is a common experience to 
find the goal of legal sanction only after the social fact has been es
tablished as common knowledge and practice. One may ask now 
whether the alteration of Federal and State laws is to be further 
delayed while the birth rate mockingly continues to diminish. A 
puerile and vicious Comstockianism was responsible for much un
sound and unwarranted legislation. But that does not suffice to 
excuse the continuance of such hypocritical laws upon the statute 
books in the face of a constructive common practice and its social 
acceptance.

In other words, birth control is no longer a question of belief but 
a social fact. The birth rate of the United States has fallen from 
25.1 in 1915 to 19.0 in 1929. This fall admittedly has been due in the 
main to contraceptive practices despite Federal and State laws upon 
the subject of giving information or selling drugs and instruments 
for such use. The average number of children born to mothers in 
the United States since 1924 has approximated 3.3. If you would 
know what an unchecked birth rate is, contrast the birth rate of 
France during 1926 of 19.2 with that in French West Africa of 35.77. 
England and Wales in 1926 had a birth rate of 18.8 but in British 
India it was 33.0.

According to Dr. Dublin, the figures for the birth rate, reduced 
as they are, are still very deceptive, as a considrable portion of our 
breeding continues from a large immigrant population and a genera
tion that has had a high birth rate. According to him, the true rate 
of increase in population must be figured on the basis of the difference
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between fertility and mortality. And this was only 4.3 in 1923 and 
had been reduced to 1.7 in 1928. There is social hope in these figures 
suggesting that in the United States we are gradually coming to a 
stabilization of population. Certainly there is more social promise 
in a stabilized population than in an unregulated quantity produc
tion. The character of a population is more significant than its num
bers. Quality looms larger than quantity.

Despite all laws, and because of the intelligent leadership of 
Margaret Sanger, Mrs. F. Robertson Jones and numerous other 
women and men, professional and lay, throughout this country and 
Europe, birth control has come into the forefront of social move
ments. The limitation of families as a prudential factor has passed 
all theoretic discussions. Contraception is an acknowledged practice 
participating in the regulation of the types and numbers in our popu
lation. The question of social import is whether or not contracep
tive information shall be made available for all groups in the 
community regardless of their economic or social standing. The 
democratic spirit of social cooperation involves a wider dessemination 
of contraceptive knowledge. Today there exist twenty-eight birth 
control clinics in the United States and their number is increasing. 
They should be more widely used by women’s organizations, by 
teachers of medicine, by hospitals and by workers in charitable insti
tutions of all forms.

The general public is not blind to the significance and value of 
contraception. The facts of life serve as ample reason for the con
tinued social regulation of population. It remains to be seen, how
ever, how wisely society will employ its knowledge for the protection 
of its constituent social units. The social workers of this country 
are cognizant of the dire calamities incidental to a birth rate out of 
harmony with an ecomomic capacity to yield support or an intellectual 
ability to nurture. They, above all, are the individuals who should 
support the birth control organizations in their efforts to change 
existing laws so as to permit social workers to have greater freedom 
and success in dealing with many of their specific familial problems. 
There will be an increase of birth control clinics in and out of hospitals 
and I can safely prophesy the more general utilization of their organi
zation by social workers.

The daily life of social work reveals the immense value of contra
ception to social welfare in terms of personal health, personality 
growth, familial organization and economic stability. Birth control

76 Birth Control
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has its place in social service because it is so primarily both social and 
service. It shifts the emphasis of social life to practicalities rather 
than to traditions. I t  no longer makes child-bearing a fetish, an 
event that, per se, is a social advantage. Procreation is socially bene
ficial only when it creates for society an asset and not a liability. 
Birth control, meaning “children by choice,” certainly promotes this 
social concept.



THE PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP*

E. V. EMERY, M.D.
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Yale University, New Haven, Conn.

The parent-child relationship is fundamentally a biological rela
tionship arising out of the complex biological process of human 
reproduction. Two biological units called man and woman experience 
the complex biological process called mating. The complex process 
of gestation ensues. In good time a third biological unit, a helpless 
infant, appears; and with its appearance is established another 
biological process called the parent-child relationship. Under the 
influence of the parent-child relationship, the three biological units 
continue their biological development, the man and woman progress
ing to maturer parenthood, the infant progressing to maturer child
hood, to manhood or womanhood, and eventually to parenthood. In 
this wise, may the biological chain become complete.

The parent-child relationship is only one phase of this biological 
process, but it is an important one. It cannot be relegated to a minor 
role by being called merely one step in the process, because it is in 
operation continuously throughout the entire biological process of 
human reproduction and development. No human individual is ever 
entirely free from this relationship or the effects of it. From the 
point of view of heredity, the validity of this statement is very 
apparent, but it is equally true from the social and psychological point 
of view.

As a rule, the parents continue to influence the individual at the 
social and psychological level until well after the period when he has 
become a parent in his own right. Each parent tends to re-live with 
his own child many of the phases of the relationship which he had 
lived previously with his own parents, often re-dramatizing both

* Read before the National Conference of Social Work, Boston, Mass.,
June 1930
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faithfully and unwittingly the generation-old patterns. Even after 
their deaths, the indirect influence of the parents is tremendous.

At its best, the parent-child relationship is a continuous and con
structive process functioning with all the effectiveness and certainty 
of a biological process; but like all biological processes, it is subjected 
to considerable variation and at times to gross pathology. At the 
psychological level one can even see the parent-child relationship 
destroy itself, as it were. Disturbances in the parent-child relation
ship may lead the individual directly or indirectly to choose a single 
blessedness and so to deny himself the privilege of parenthood.

From a biological point of view, the human parent-child relation
ship is unique in several of its aspects. In the first place, the human 
mating process, which is almost cruel in its elementary form, has be
come most intricate by the addition of elaborate systems of social and 
psychological patterns which reflect themselves in each individual. 
In the second place, the period of human gestation is markedly 
longer than that of most other animals. In the third place, the 
human infant is completely helpless at birth and is dependent upon 
the ministrations of others all through his long childhood to an extent 
that is unknown elsewhere in the animal kingdom. All these factors 
make it possible for the social and psychological factors associated 
with the mating process, with marriage, and with the family, to 
become more effectively operative in the parent-child relationship.

In modern civilization we find the mating process, which is ef
fectively direct if unrestrained, held in leash more or less successfully 
by a complicated system of social controls. The sequence of love, 
courtship, and marriage is far from a simple process economically, 
socially, or psychologically. Each individual, man or woman, is com
plex in his love patterns. So involved are these patterns that relatively 
unrelated motives may determine the selection of a mate. Many 
of these motives may have a destructive influence on the parent-child 
relationship. For instance, one sees marriage used as an escape 
from the wearisomeness of self-support. One sees it used as a means 
of running away from an unhappy home situation, and as a flight 
from parental authority. It may spring from a need to relieve one
self from a heavy but false sense of obligation to the parents. Again, 
marriage may serve to satisfy social ambitions, or to revenge oneself 
on a parent or former lover. In other cases, marriage may follow 
an episodic impulse, perhaps an alcoholic indulgence, or guilt over 
too free sex behavior. Marriages arising out of such motives are in
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reality a symptomatic expression of the underlying problems of the 
individual concerned. Marriage should be the natural expression of 
something fine and constructive. It should arise as the positive ex
pression of a creative force, and not the manifestation of destructive 
patterns.

In marriage as a goal, each individual is seeking to find the source 
of happiness, his ideals of romance satisfied. This is in addition to 
the seeking of satisfaction for his sex urges and his desire for chil
dren. In seeking these other values he is searching for a solution to 
his personal problems, his need to be loved, to be mothered, to be 
protected, to find in his partner in marriage a necessary counterpart 
to himself. He hopes to find in marriage the realization of his wishes, 
his dreams come true. He attempts to find in the other person a con
crete symbol of all these strivings and needs. Both husband and 
wife expect and demand much of each other. Both are human. 
Both may measure up to the expectation of the other. Either or both 
may fail to meet the needs of the other.

Marriage is the individual’s most intimate relationship, with the 
exception of the parent-child relationship. It demands the har
monious adjustment at a most intimate level of two individuals who 
are not united by the tie of blood relationship. It is a relationship 
in which two individual egos, having developed in different environ
ments, try to find in each other the satisfaction of all their needs, 
many of which are contradictory and capable of producing conflict 
within the individual and disharmony between the two.

From a biological point of view, the urges connected with the 
reproduction of our kind and the urges connected with the preserva
tion and development of the individual are both very fundamental 
and strong. In man as in animal, they are primitive and crude. 
Much training is necessary to make them socially acceptable in man. 
The refining of these urges is the major function, and one of the 
results of the human parent-child relationship which is made possible 
by the long period of immaturity and dependence in man.

Not only are these two urges crude, primitive, and in need of 
refinement, but in many of their aspects they are inherently contra
dictory to one another. The conflict between these urges shows itself 
within the individual at the psychological level. It also shows itself at 
the social level in conflicts that arise between parent and child. As 
an example of the former, we see the child’s conflict between his wish 
to have his own way and his wish to submit to his parent in order to
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hold the parent’s love. Or we see the conflict in the parent between 
his desire to follow his own devices and to meet the needs of his 
family. Here the contradiction and conflict is within the individual. 
It is a matter of self or the other. It is a matter of the welfare of 
self or the welfare of the race.

As an example of the contradictory nature of these urges at the 
social level,'we see the parent with a strong urge for self-preservation 
and self -development reject the child, and so neglect to give the child 
such experiences as would make possible the normal development of 
the child’s love life. On the other hand, we see the parent with a too 
all-encompassing love for the child over-protect the child so that he 
may never be permitted that degree of responsibility for his own 
behavior that is so necessary for the development of a wholesome 
self-sufficiency. In this way the parents’ emotional problems and 
conflicts express themselves in the child’s behavior and the child’s de
velopment or lack of development.

The urges connected with the reproductive processes tend on the 
whole to draw two or more individuals together. They make for the 
preservation of the group and the survival of the race. Love, in its 
broadest meaning, is probably the most fundamental force holding 
social groups together. This is especially true of the family. Each 
husband, each wife has need to receive love from the other according 
to his individual predetermined patterns. Each has need to be able 
to give love to the other according to his individual predetermined 
patterns. These more or less specific needs were shaped largely by 
their childhood experiences in the family life of their childhood 
homes. Their needs may or may not be met by their mates in mar
riage. They may or may not satisfy these needs in their relationships 
to their children. Their patterns may function constructively or 
destructively as their children develop.

On the other hand, the urges that have to do with self-preserva
tion (self-defense and personal aggressiveness) tend to force indi
viduals apart and tend to destroy love and harmony between them. 
Competitive situations are created by the individuals, and this tends 
to bring division and strife. They make for survival of the indi
vidual and for the advancement of his ego interests.

Each individual has ego patterns, the demands of which he strives 
to satisfy. In the marital relationship, the ego patterns of husband 
and wife may complement each other, or they may produce conflict 
between them. The patterns of the individual parents always have
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their effect upon the child. If the ego adjustment between the parents 
is complementary and comfortable, the effect on the children is apt 
to be constructive, while if the parents are in conflict at the ego level, 
the effect upon the children is almost always destructive, with pre
dominating patterns of fear, hate, envy and jealousy.

Under ordinary circumstances, the mating process furnishes suffi
cient incentive and community of interest for these difficult adjust
ments to be successfully achieved. Ideally this adjustment will be 
achieved before the biological process of gestation comes into 
operation. If the adjustment is wholesome, gestation will be a con
structive experience for both parents because it contributes a new 
purpose, interest and value to the relationship by raising the union to 
the level of a mutual creative force. But the advent of gestation may 
function as a seriously threatening experience if a wholesome adjust
ment has not been effected. It may threaten the health of the w ife; 
it may incapacitate her so that she cannot carry her share of the 
load. It may threaten the loss of her beauty and figure, and so sever 
one of the bonds between husband and wife. It may cause her in
terest to shift from the husband to the prospective child. This in turn 
may destroy her value for the husband. He may feel rejected and 
deprived of the love satisfactions that had previously been his.

The child in prospect is a psychological force. His anticipated 
presence may be welcomed and accepted by either or both parents. 
It may be rejected by either or both. The reaction of the husband 
and wife towards each other and towards the prospective child during 
this period depends to a great extent upon their individual emotional 
patterns, and the nature of the emotional relationship existing 
between them. At any rate, the drama of the parent-child relation
ship is old before the advent of the child upon the scene. Mighty 
biological, psychological, and social processes have been in operation 
and have produced attitudes in the parents and interactions between 
the parents which may augur well or ill for the child.

With the arrival of the infant, a new actor enters the drama. 
Every actor in this drama has his own influence on the development 
of the plot even when his role has been partly determined before his 
appearance. The new infant plays an important role whether as a 
realized joy or as the personification of a great regret. His attributes 
and the way he plays his role are not without their influence upon 
the others. His acceptance or rejection may even be determined by 
his weight. A “little mouse” of three pounds has very different
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stimulus value from that of a lusty infant of ten pounds. The sex 
of the child may be an important factor; while beauty or homeliness 
may kindle parental love and pride, or change them into disappoint
ment. Such reaction, though never voiced, may be very deep, and 
remain forever as significent determiners of the nature of the parent- 
child relationship.

During the months immediately preceding his birth, the child, 
although potentially a separate biological entity, is almost an integral 
part of his mother’s body. Nourishment, heat, and oxygen are all 
supplied to him without effort on his part. He is protected from 
practically all sensory stimuli. His mother’s ears, eyes, taste, and 
touch are his protection since his own sensory apparatus cannot 
function. With birth, much of this is changed, and yet it is changed 
surprisingly little.

For nearly two decades, or for about one-third of his existence, 
the human being does not reach maturity and is more or less de
pendent upon others for services that are essential to his existence. 
For fifteen or twenty years he is dependent upon others for his 
shelter, clothing, and food. For two or three years he is dependent 
upon others for his every need, even more or less dependent upon 
others for his locomotion.

Although his sensory organs begin to function shortly after birth, 
they are inadequate to his needs for a long period. It is still his 
mother’s eyes and ears that are his protection. It is she who gives 
him the clews as to the emotional values of the objects which his 
uneducated senses interpret to him so incompletely. He touches, 
sees, or hears an object, but at the same time he receives sensory 
impressions from his mother—impressions that are emotionally laden, 
impressions that reveal the mother’s emotional reactions to the object 
both with respect to her own and the child’s orientation to that 
object.

As a result, the child senses the object not only with his own 
senses but, as it were, with the mother’s senses as well. The child 
sees and hears most things with his parents’ eyes and ears until rela
tively late in childhood. Both before birth, and for many years after 
birth, his whole orientation with respect to the world outside of 
himself can only be understood if we realize the extreme extent to 
which he is biologically dependent upon his parents and the degree 
to which he identifies himself with them. It is this fact of prolonged 
immaturity and dependency more than any other, that determines the
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social and emotional nature of man in general. It is the experiences 
acquired by the individual because of this biological fact that largely 
determine his individual character and behavior patterns. It is this 
that makes the parent-child relationship so significant to man. It is 
this biological fact, together with the human cerebral cortex that 
makes it possible for man’s so-called instinctive life to be different 
from that of the animals. In other words, this biological fact causes 
man to be what we call human. For instance, it is man’s prolonged 
period of dependency and his vitally serious need for the services of 
others that causes human love to be other than an impulsive sex urge 
or the more or less momentary protective reaction seen in the animal 
mother for her young.

Man’s prolonged dependency is one important factor in causing 
insecurity to play the important role that it does in man’s affective 
life. Man is seldom totally weaned until twenty, and sometimes 
never. For his security he must have the love, regard, and ministra- 
tive attention of others to a degree that is unparalleled in other forms 
of life.

Man must be protected and nurtured during his long period of 
immaturity; while at the end of this period he must emerge weaned, 
independent, free, capable and secure within himself—a heavy burden 
and responsibility to put upon that very human process, the parent- 
child relationship.

Paradoxical as it may seem, the child must learn from the parent- 
child relationship to have a need for others, while at the same time he 
must learn to be able to get along with relatively little of the minis
trations of the others. Paradoxical as it may seem, the parent must 
want, love, and care for the child, and yet be forever setting the child 
free.

In a sense, childhood is a period of continuous spoiling and pro
gressive weaning. It is the period in which the infant becomes aware 
of his biological and psychological individuality, becomes aware of the 
imperativeness of his need for many other individuals, and yet event
ually acquires the ability to live relatively independent of these other 
individuals. It is the period during which he must learn to get along 
with and without these others, and during which he must learn to 
live comfortably and effectively with and for himself.

If  the parent-child relationship is to achieve this momentous task 
for the child, it must furnish him with those experiences that will 
insure the wholesome development of his love life, the emergence at
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maturity of a relatively free ego; while at the same time it must 
furnish him with an inhibiting and controlling mechanism that will 
make him safe to himself and to others.

The emergence of the child’s ego is an interesting, but at times 
distressing phenomenon for the parents. Soon after birth the child 
becomes aware that his wishes and needs can be satisfied only by 
means of another—the mother or her substitute. Before long he 
realizes that his wishes are not always complied with and satisfied. 
He soon becomes aware that the mother has her wishes which may 
not always coincide with his wishes. During the first year, he be
comes increasingly certain of this knowledge. As his activities in
crease from grabbing and pulling to sitting up, crawling and walking, 
the distinction between his wishes and the wishes of the mother be
comes strikingly apparent. He has already experimented a great deal 
with methods of trying to gain the satisfaction of his wishes. Even 
at the age of six months, the “battle of wills” is on. His ego battle 
for domination and against submission is well commenced. It is a 
subtle and continuous psychological battle for the survival of the 
psychological fittest. At first his methods are crude and are improved 
only by trial and success. But as time goes on and his acquaintance is 
extended to his father and perhaps to his brothers and sisters, he 
begins to learn more rapidly.

Now he not only learns from his own successes, but he begins to 
learn from his failures. Soon he starts to use as his own the instru
ments which others have used against him. By these means he hopes 
to convert defeat into victory. He also observes the methods that 
father, mother, brother and sister use on each other with success, 
and so adds these to his armamentarium.

But there are other facets to the ego phases of the parent-child 
relationship. The parents symbolize for the child an ideal of all
powerfulness, knowing, seeing, and doing all. This ideal tends to 
give direction to the child’s strivings. It furnishes, as it were, the 
bricks out of which he builds his ideal of himself. It arises out of 
his identification with his parents at the ego level. Each contact with 
the parents, each disciplinary or other episode has its influence in 
shaping these patterns; but of much greater importance than these 
are the more subtle attitudes which the parents manifest in unwitting 
ways towards life, towards others, and towards themselves, but which 
become built into the child through the mechanism of his identifica
tion with the parents.
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Much of the drama of the parent-child relationship is played at 
this more subtle level, the concrete episodes being merely the outward 
proof of the less apparent but much deeper strategies of the plot. It 
is these more hidden forces that shape the development of the child’s 
ego patterns and give individual character to his love life.

Psychologically, man’s behavior can be described as a compromise 
between his urge to act as the result of appropriate stimuli, and his 
tendency to inhibit his urge to act. In every situation there is, as it 
were, a “yes” and a “no” ; sometimes multiple “yeses” and multiple 
“no’s.”

The more primitive urges, freely expressed, soon bring the infant 
into conflict with the parent. The child’s wishes are the “yes” ; the 
parents’ wishes are the “no.” As compromise takes place, the child 
gradually learns to inhibit and control his own impulses. He antici
pates his parents’ “no.” His parents’ “no” becomes an inhibitory 
trend which he builds into himself as a means of counterbalancing, 
controlling, and socializing his primary urges to act. It is in this 
way that the child learns to say “no” to his own impulses. The 
parents represent authority; they represent society and its standards. 
The parents’ “no” is society’s “no.” The parents are responsible to 
society for the behavior of the child. The child is responsible to the 
parents. The child, by building into himself this inhibitory mechan
ism, holds the potentialities of becoming responsible for his own be
havior.

The child’s protest against authority has been so often discussed 
that it is seldom realized that he has other reactions to authority 
besides protest. Paradoxical as it may seem, older children often 
wish to have authority exercised over them even when they may be 
protesting the most. The adolescent’s attachment to his parents is 
frequently continued by him because of his need for their authority.

As the young adolescent ventures forth with increasing freedom, 
and on an ever-extending scale into the new experiences of life, he 
finds himself definitely confronted with the problem of self-control, 
self-mastery, self-discipline. During his childhood the parents in 
their authority relationship to him, assumed responsibility for his 
behavior and more or less effectively controlled his impulses as they 
arose, with the result that as he developed, he may have come to 
depend upon his parents’ authority as the instrument for controlling 
his behavior.
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The wish to avoid responsibility for his own behavior expresses 
itself in many ways. The state recognizes this trend in its law
making and law-enforcing machinery, and in so doing assumes the 
role of the threatening and punishing parent. Many individuals are 
unable to carry out any act outside of their ordinary routine unless 
they have received sanction from someone in an authoritative role. 
They seem to need someone to limit their behavior on the one hand, 
and to give sanction to their behavior on the other. Sometimes they 
seek some formula, some philosophy of life, some magic prescription, 
with which they can limit and sanction their own behavior. They 
are trying to find a substitute for the authority of the parent. An 
idealization of a parent long dead may be the instrument used to 
settle the problem of selecting a vocation, or selecting one’s friends. 
Such idealization may form the frame in which the individual strives 
to re-live his parent’s life, draped as it were, in the cloak of his par
ent’s personality, guided and controlled by the parent’s patterns.

So complete a bondage to the parent at the authority level is 
based on love and the parent’s and child’s need for each other. Here 
there is almost complete obliteration of self in contrast to potential or 
overt assertion of self, as seen in the pattern of protest against au
thority. Here we see the inhibiting pattern destroy the self, or at 
least destroy its freedom to be itself and live its own life.

True freedom for the individual lies in between bondage and a 
compulsive need to protest, or more correctly, it consists in an ab
sence of both. The need for inhibition or the need for authority is 
relative. Such patterns should be so organized in the individual that 
they assert themselves only when the facts of the present situation 
warrant it. To be inhibited oneself, or to have need to force authority 
on another, when the facts of the situation do not demand it, is to be 
destructively bound to authority. It is only the free parent who 
can set his children free. The child’s need for authority, or his 
protest against authority, constitutes a serious temptation for the 
parent with frustrated ego drives, or for the parent with unsatisfied 
love urges.

With a wholesome parent-child relationship, the child at maturity 
should have a relatively free ego life. That is, he should be able 
to secure for himself adequate satisfaction by means of socially 
acceptable aggression, competition, and acquisition. He should have 
developed such inhibitory mechanisms as will make him safe to him
self and to society. He should be capable of being relatively respon
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sible for his own behavior. He should have taken unto himself the 
control which had previously been exerted by his parents in their 
authority relationship to him.

We have placed a heavy burden upon the parent-child relation
ship. It must socialize the primary biological urges and the stimulus- 
response mechanism, bringing them to the fullest service of the free 
individual and a free society. In so doing, the parent-child relation
ship will serve its biological function and propagate itself as an in
creasingly constructive force from generation to generation.



THE HEALTH OF THE WORKER OF TO-DAY*

SIR THOM AS OLIVER, M.D., F.R.C.P.

Emeritus Professor of Medicine, University of Durham College of 
Medicine, Newcastle-upon-Tyne

It would be a disconcerting circumstance, if, after half a century’s 
operation of the Public Health Service Acts and the large amount of 
Industrial legislation which has been introduced, events did not show 
considerable improvement in the health of the working classes. In
surance actuaries inform us that as a result of the gradual improve
ment in the health of the British people, the longevity of the race has 
increased 10 years. Experience shows that occupational mortality 
rates have considerably decreased within the last century. Pre-war 
prosperity provided wide-spread employment for the people; wages 
in many industries were higher then than now, the standard of living 
had risen, the working classes were enjoying greater leisure and were 
more able to obtain better food and clothing. The war came, and 
instead of the hopes held out that if we were successful the condition 
of the working classes would be improved, and this land made fit for 
heroes to live in, the reverse has been the case. From an industrial 
and social point of view, so far at any rate as the working classes are 
concerned, victory in arms has not brought the anticipated results. 
Instead, we find ourselves an overtaxed people, and carrying an in
creasing burden of unemployment. The fruits of the war would have 
been less a failure, if, at its close, all classes had diligently set to 
work and through production tried to regain lost markets. France 
and Belgium tackled the problem in the proper spirit with the result 
that these countries today are more prosperous than ours and have 
less unemployment. What made this country great, and gave her, in 
years gone by, a stable position among the nations were thrift and 
integrity, also the fact of work being cheerfully undertaken and 
loyally carried through by the middle and lower classes. Among the

* Presidential Address in the Section of Industrial Hygiene, Congress of The 
Royal Institute of Public Health, Portsmouth, England, June 1930.
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objects which gave a sense of security particularly to the workers 
was the sound financial position of their sickness and Benefit Socie
ties. It is with groups of men as with individuals, there must be 
monetary reserves, since some occupations are more risky to health 
and life than others. Much information as regards the health of the 
workers may therefore be gained by studying the experience of Ap
proved Societies based upon the demands of the sick and injured 
members upon their treasury. Sir Walter Kinnear, Controller of the 
Insurance Department of the Ministry of Health, at a recent meeting 
of the Faculty of Insurance, made some rather disquieting statements. 
In a group of 500,000 insured persons, he found, on comparing the 
experience of 1927 with the year 1921, that in 1927 the claims of 
male members had risen by 41 per cent., those of unmarried women 
by 60, and those of married women by 106 per cent. In 1921, 14 
out of every 100 men claimed sickness benefit: in 1927 the propor
tion had risen to 23. Among unmarried women the respective pro
portions were 12 and 21 and among married women 19 and 38. One 
hardly sees why with all the efforts which have been made to improve 
the health of the community, claims of illness should have increased 
by 60 to 100 per cent, within the space of 6 years. Since 1924 these 
claims have been rising, partly, it may be, owing to the general indus
trial depression, but as against this must be placed the fact, that the 
claims are out of all proportion to the increase in unemployment, it 
is clear that some other explanation must be sought for. A similar 
opinion from an equally authoritative source has been voiced by 
Alderman H. J. Blakeway at the Annual Conference of the National 
Deposit Friendly Society. This society has a membership of over 
one million. He informed his audience that within the last 30 years 
the average duration of sickness had increased from 1 6 ^  days to 28 
and this without there being any marked percentage increase in the 
number of claimants. Of 2,260 cases submitted to the Medical 
Referees under the National Insurance Act, 1,034 were at once 
cleared off the funds of the society. This circumstance of itself sug
gests the necessity of the exercise of greater care in furnishing and 
repeating medical certificates of unfitness.

As already stated it is generally admitted that the health of the 
community has steadily improved during the last few decades of 
years, and to this more than one cause has contributed. Standards of 
living have changed, personal, domestic and occupational hygiene has 
improved, laws of health have been brought more under the cogni
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zance of the public, to all of which progressive medicine and surgery 
have lent their aid.

Dr. A. Bradford Hill (Journal Royal Statistical Soc., Pt. 11— 
1929) dealing with 33,000 males employed in the printing trades 
confirms the opinion long entertained of the high incidence of phthisis 
in men following this vocation, yet who from all other diseases have 
remarkably low mortality rates. A high phthisis rate occurs in the 
early years of their calling, and owing to its slow evolution the dis
ease is responsible for l/3 rd  of all disablement between the ages of 16 
and 50. The highest phthisis mortality occurs between the ages of 
16 and 29: between 30 and 39 some of this disadvantage is lost, and 
although there is a lower phthisical incidence between 40 and 59 it 
again rises between 60 and 69. Until the age of 40, printers are 
remarkably free from rheumatism, heart disease and disorders of the 
digestive organs.

Cotton weavers, of whom females constitute the majority, form a 
younger population than is met with in most industries; their work 
is mainly confined to one particular area—the County of Lancashire. 
One fifth of the claims made by them for sickness benefit and time 
lost is due to maladies of the digestive organs. Male workers in cot
ton mills similarly suffer. Diseases of the respiratory and circulatory 
system, also rheumatism each contributes l/10th  of the total illness 
experienced. The tuberculosis rate is not high.

In considering the health problems of the working classes a dis
tinction must be drawn between morbidity and mortality rates. The 
duration of an illness is regulated by its nature and by the resistance 
of the patient. Pulmonary tuberculosis for example, may in some 
instances endure for years whereas pneumonia is of comparatively 
short duration. Disease as might be anticipated is a more frequent 
cause of time lost than accident. The mortality rate of industrial 
groups is, compared with the general population, on the whole higher 
and it increases progressively up to 54 years of age, the death rate 
for the age period 45 to 54 years being 43 per cent, higher than that 
of the general population, while in the next period 55-64 years of age 
the rate is 34 per cent, higher. These figures rather suggest that 
industrial exposure is to some extent responsible for the differences 
between the classes. In the early years of industrial occupation, as 
might be expected, the mortality rates will be low, because the men 
are still young and their vital resistance is good. If there is one dis
ease more than another which carries off the young workmen it is
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tuberculosis. In some trades the general mortality rates may be 1 to 
\y 2 times higher than those of employed persons generally. This 
may be due to the greater risks run, to the fact that the effect of 
industrial hazards experienced is often cumulative, also to the cir
cumstance that the occupational toxaemias which silently develop fre
quently lead to degenerative changes of heart, blood vessels and 
kidneys, with their secondary effects upon the nervous system. The 
age periods in which the largest number of men are employed in 
industry are those between 25 and 45. That is the occupational peak 
—after 45 to 65 the number of persons employed in industry de
creases, but this does not necessarily mean that all of the workers are 
physically unfit, for, until the recent outcry against men working over 
60 years of age, and the provision by Government of pensions for 
those over 65, men were frequently working in the coal mines of 
Northumberland and Durham over 70 years of age. After 65 there 
is not the least doubt that there is in most people a decline of physical 
efficiency, the consciousness of which makes them more careful in 
their work, for they know, that if they are injured or laid aside 
through sickness, not only will their recovery be slower than when 
they were younger, but that should health be regained, they will have 
difficulty in being reinstated.

With the passing of each decade of years for all of us the dura
tion of illness usually increases, a circumstance which raises the ques
tion, at what age is man at the height of his physical efficiency ? This 
has been stated to lie between 35 and 40. If this were the case there 
would be some excuse for Osier’s statement “too old at 40.” Physi
cal efficiency however is not a question of years but of heredity: it 
is a personal matter influenced by the environment of home and 
occupation. Medically speaking a man should work as long as he is 
capable, and so long as his production is satisfactory to his employer. 
The Trade Unions’ contention that after 65 years of age a man 
should retire so as to create opportunity for younger men is in a 
sense reasonable and understandable, but to penalize men for having 
done work, and who are still capable of doing it, can hardly be re
garded as equitable. Our duty as medical men is to conserve the 
health of the working classes, keep them fit and thereby prolong their 
lives. We have nothing directly to do with the economic and com
mercial problems of age and industry. If we would see the period 
of usefulness extended beyond the sixth decade of life, not only should 
working men of this age period but men of all classes professional
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and industrial submit to a voluntary medical examination. American 
experience shows that 30 per cent, of the physical defects detected 
are capable of correction and that several years of usefulness may 
yet be attained. The fault is ours if we allow the process of ageing 
to go on without using means to prevent or control it. At present in 
the United States according to Dr. Eugene Fiske, the physical condi
tion of man after 40 is declining, while in Great Britain it is improv
ing rather than deteriorating, and he asks the question why this 
difference in the two civilizations? What is it which is sapping 
American vitality after 40? It may be a consequence of the great 
industrial expansion and development which are so hastily being 
pressed forward in the United States. The way to look at the ques
tion is from the side of values. Is a moderately long life with its 
possibilities of contentment and leisure to be the object aimed at, or 
is the life to be a shorter one, each day of which is to be lived to its 
fullest, and with little pause for reflection ? The burden of prosperity 
is carried with difficulty, not less by nations, than by individuals. The 
search for wealth may be laudable enough, but, once accumulated, the 
danger lies in the manner of spending it.

Occupations may be health giving and favorable to physical de
velopment as in agriculture and most of out-of-door work, or they 
may be risky to life and limb as in coal-mining, or again they may be 
unhealthy as in the manufacture of lead products, also in steel grind
ing and gold mining. Well might we ask then, has occupational 
health improved with the passing of laws ? There are still too many 
serious accidents in coal mining from falls of roof, several of which 
could be prevented. It is to be hoped that the substitution of steel 
for timber props will ensure greater safety in this direction. That 
this matter is receiving attention I may mention that the coal owners 
of the North of England are about to appoint a special investigator 
to consider how falls of roof may be prevented, since these constitute 
50 per cent, of the accidents in coal mines. Accidents have increased 
in some coal mines during the last few years, owing to the greater use 
of electricity as a motive power and illuminant. Personal contact 
with live wires or metal has caused death. During the hewing of 
coal by hand, miners are frequently forewarned of the impending 
fall of roof by the creaking noise which precedes the crash, and have 
therefore time to remove themselves from the down-coming crash, 
but, since the introduction of coal cutting machinery the men com
plain that owing to the overpowering noise of the machine they do
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not hear the informing warning. As a sufficient number of years has 
not yet passed since the introduction of coal cutting machinery it 
remains to be seen what will be the effect upon the health of the 
men for much will depend upon the character and amount of the 
dust evolved. Coal dust although it clogs the lungs is less harmful 
than stone dust. In order to win the coal in larger quantity, the disc 
of the cutting machine is not always placed so as to penetrate the 
coal but the stone underneath. From this shale considerable quanti
ties of dust are raised, and although this dust may not contain such a 
high percentage of silica as that generated in the South African Gold 
Mines, it may yet contain a sufficient amount to inflict serious damage 
upon the lungs.

In addition to dust, miners may be exposed to the harmful influ
ences of high explosives with their baneful effects upon the heart and 
digestive organs. Such ailments as “beat hand” and “beat knee” are 
still met with in considerable numbers. These traumatic maladies, 
although mainly of minor importance, often assume serious character 
if they become septic, but as the winning of coal by machinery in
creases “beat hand” will decline. It is interesting to note that “beat 
hand” is more prevalent in certain coal fields, and “beat knee” in 
others. The explanation may possibly be that in the older 
coal fields the larger seams have been exploited, so that the men, 
working in narrower seams, are more on their knees than where the 
seams are larger.

During the last three decades nystagmus has considerably in
creased among coal miners, and as the disease qualifies for compensa
tion, the circumstance has become a serious cost to the mine owners. 
The late Professor Snell of Sheffield attributed the malady to imper
fect illumination at the working face in the mine, the men frequently 
lying on their side and overstraining the ocular muscles, but as the 
malady attacks men working in brightly illuminated mines, there is 
clearly something more required to cause the eye trouble than defec
tive illumination. Dr. Robson of Cardiff regarded the malady as tox- 
aemic in origin and due to the absorption of carbon monoxide gas, but 
several analyses of gas taken in mines where nystagmus is prevalent 
showed carbon monoxide to be absent, and the oxygen content of 
the air to be above the standard required by the Coal Mines Act of 
1911. The problem of its causation has thus not yet been solved. Dr. 
Freeland Fergus of Glasgow suggested that a small group of bac
teriologists, pathologists and epidemiologists should be got together
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to investigate the matter, since it might be of microbic origin, and if, 
after inquiry it was found to be such, steps could be taken to immunize 
men working in nystagmus mines. All persons working underground 
are liable to nystagmus, but hewers of coal form the largest number, 
60 per cent., stonemen 16 per cent., and shifters—that is the men 
who remove the debris brought down by the use of explosives—7 per 
cent.

Dr. Freeland Fergus’ suggestion has already received recognition 
for the South Yorkshire Coal Trade Association had appointed a 
small commission to study the relationship of underground illumina
tion and nystagmus, also the treatment of the disorder. Its report 
has just been published. Dr. W. J. Wellwood Ferguson, who is a 
member of the commission has given a valuable digest of the report 
in the Iron and Coal Trades Review, May 23rd. He reminds us that 
the malady does not usually show itself until miners have worked 
underground from 20 to 30 years. The oscillation of the eye-balls is 
believed to be an effort to obtain rapid stimulation of the surviving 
cells around the macula of the retina, and that it is a local reaction 
rather than a disease of the nervous system. As regards treatment, 
the report is hopeful for considerable improvement has followed the 
administration of 15 grains of Calcium lactate and two capsules of 
Radiostoleum (Vitamine D) daily. Although brighter illumination 
has not abolished nystagmus, miners can do their work better in it. 
Professor Poole of Armstrong College is at present carrying out a 
series of experiments to test the value of vita glass, also colored glass 
and the influence of “flood light” whereby there is a wider diffusion 
of the light, and helpful results are anticipated. It is interesting to 
note that 25 per cent, of the miners affected with nystagmus do not 
know that they are the subjects of it.

Another dusty occupation is gold mining. A quarter of a century 
ago the working life of a driller in a South African gold mine was 
6 to 7 years. To-day it is 10 years. Men are tempted by the high 
wages offered but the work is dangerous, for the hard siliceous dust 
evolved from the rock when inhaled over a period of years frequently 
induces fibroid induration of the lung, in other words pneumokoniosis, 
a non-tuberculous disease at its inception, but later on the altered 
pulmonary tissues becomes attractive soil to tubercle bacilli. The 
Transvaal Chambers of Mines seriously tackled the problem of sili
cosis by obtaining highly trained medical men to enquire how the 
lung disease might be prevented. A Medical Research Institute and
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periodical, medical examination of the miners, with automatic sprin
kling of water during the process of drilling, also the introduction 
of improved ventilation and mechanical measures for the removal 
of dust have been markedly efficacious in improving the working and 
health conditions of South African gold mining. In a similar man
ner, the Sheffield Cutlery trades, formerly a cause of a high death 
rate of comparatively young men from pulmonary disease and tuber
culosis, have lost to a great extent their evil name, and the same re
mark applies to the improved health conditions under which the 
pottery trades and the manufacture of lead products are conducted. 
By the substitution of sesquisulphide of phosphorus for the raw white 
material, which years ago was the cause of much suffering and death, 
the manufacture of lucifer matches is now a healthy industry. We 
can therefore claim that industrial hygiene and preventive medicine 
have not only averted a considerable amount of probable suffering, 
but have warded off death.

I shall only allude to one other occupation and it is that of boiler- 
smiths and ship building engineers. Councillor Barker, an official of 
the society informs me that in engineering shops the workers are 
exposed to fewer risks to life than they were half a century ago. 
There is better illumination, the floors receive better attention and 
are kept cleaner by the adoption of means for the removal of such 
dust as is created by the running of emery and carborundum grind
ing wheels, by the introduction into the workshops of drinking foun
tains supplied by pure water, and by the provision of guards to 
protect the eyes of the workmen. In the ship building yards men 
are no longer exposed to the same extent to inclement weather, for 
much of the riveting is carried on in sheds and not in the open air. 
The introduction of pneumatic tools too has lightened labor, so that 
altogether the work conditions in ship yards have considerably im
proved. Within the last 15 years the longevity of the men has in
creased 5 years, instead of the average age at death being 53 years it 
is now 58.2.

I have had the opportunity of studying the mortality statistics of 
the Boiler Makers’ Society since 1917. In the society are included 
men employed in iron ship building, in the making of boilers for 
steam ships and locomotives, also in such constructional work as is 
required in the building of iron bridges, and maintenance work at 
collieries. In 1917 the society had a membership of 82,965—the
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deaths that year numbered 978; of these, cancer was the cause of 60 
deaths, tuberculosis 80, pneumonia 54, bronchitis 55, heart disease 
119 and diseases of the nervous system 64. From this date the mem
bership gradually rose until 1920 when it reached its highest peak 
104,448; with a mortality list of 920. By degrees the numbers of 
members declined. As a result of the spurt there had been introduced 
into the occupation a large number of apprentices, but the wave of 
industrial prosperity having reached its highest crest began to fall. 
As a consequence many of the younger members left owing to our 
Country’s loss of trade, the occupation had ceased to attract new 
comers and the average number of the older members were passing 
away. In 1927, that is 20 years after the date I first recorded, the 
membership of the society had fallen to 68,305 and in that year there 
were 799 deaths of which cancer was the cause of 83, tuberculosis 51, 
pneumonia 59, bronchitis 80, heart disease 171 and diseases of the 
nervous system 76. Two years later, that is 1929, with a membership 
of 64,568 the deaths numbered 988 of which cancer was the cause of 
100, tuberculosis 54, pneumonia 110, bronchitis 86, heart disease 224 
and diseases of the nervous system 84. Contrasting the figures of the 
3 years they a re :—

1917 1927 1929
C ancer........................ . . . .  60 83 100
Tuberculosis.............. ........ 80 51 54
Pneumonia ................ ........ 54 59 110
Bronchitis .................. ____ 55 80 86
Heart d isease ............ . . . .  119 171 224
Nervous sy stem ........ . . . .  64 76 84

Setting aside for the moment the decline in membership with the 
procession of the years, the figures show a rise in the cancer death 
rate from 60 in 1917 to 100 in 1929: a reduction in the tuberculosis 
mortality rate which is in keeping with our experience generally, also 
a marked increase in deaths from heart disease which while being the 
cause of 119 deaths in 1917, and of 171 in 1927 had risen in 1929 to 
224, the membership meanwhile having fallen from 82,965 in 1917 
to 68,305 in 1929. Allowing for the difficulty of correctly interpreting 
medical death certificates, also for mistakes in diagnosis, the figures 
are not without interest. The work of the boiler-smith is hard, and 
until recently the men when so employed were exposed to all kinds 
of weather so that there was the possibility of considerable cardiac 
strain being experienced, a circumstance which may explain the high
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death rate from heart disease and to which rheumatism, which is not 
an uncommon complaint of the men, may have been a contributory 
cause.

Reviewing the subject generally it may be said that the health of 
the worker of to-day is better than it was half a century ago: the con
ditions under which labor is carried on have improved, the hours of 
work have been shortened, so that the working man has more rest and 
leisure than previously, also, that but for the industrial depression 
matters would have been still better than they are. The one circum
stance which stands out prominently and calls for special comment 
is the lengthened duration of sickness and the greater length of time 
taken to recover from wounds and fractures than formerly, notwith
standing improved methods of medical and surgical treatment and 
despite the fact that there has been no corresponding increase in the 
number of claimants. As the types of illness from which the working 
classes suffer have not changed, and there has been no recognizable 
impairment of their vital resistance and power of recovery, it is clear 
that apart from the aged members, it is not the duration of the illness 
per se which is the demeaning agent, but the period given to convales
cence being unduly protracted.



ECONOMIC OLD AGE—INDUSTRY LOOKS AT THE
PROBLEM*

NOEL SARGENT

Manager, Industrial Relations Department, National Association 
of Manufacturers, New York, N . Y.

(1) “Incapacitated members of the community shall be supported 
in comfort, decency, and self-respect by those who have the capacity 
to do so. . . . State relief will be rendered according to need.”

(2) It is a fallacy to believe “that hiring age limits in employing 
companies are at the root of the old age dependency problem.”

(3) There is a personal responsibility upon “each person . . . 
upon attaining the age of maturity, to work and save.”

(4) “Public viewpoints and industrial viewpoints are not in
herently opposed to each other!

(5) “The public expects industry to produce economically the 
things which people want.”

I shall now briefly present the position taken by organized indus
try with reference to economic old age within industry and with 
reference to post-industrial economic old age.

American industry, with particular emphasis on and study of the 
manufacturing industry, is constructively benefiting and aiding the 
older worker, and continually endeavoring to meet new problems 
which arise.

A 1928 study of employment relations activities in the eight lead
ing manufacturing States—Massachusetts, New York, New Jersey, 
Illinois, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan and Connecticut— (National 
Industrial Conference Board “The Economic Status of the Wage 
Earner in New York and Other States” ), being an analysis of 4,655 
establishments, each having 50 or more workers, employing a total 
of 2,505,815 workers, gives the following interesting information:

(a) 464 plants employing 279,069 workers provide a supple
mental bonus for length of service.

* Read before the National Conference of Social Work, Boston, Mass.,
June 1930.
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(b) 432 plants employing 623,853 workers have some form of 
stock purchase for employes.

(c) 697 plants employing 1,012,722 workers provide death bene
fits through mutual benefit associations and 820 plants with 
1,098,390 workers similarly provide sickness and accident benefits.

(d) 1880 plants with 1,130,217 employes furnish group life in
surance.

(e) 662 plants with 364,290 employes furnish group health and 
accident insurance.

(f)  660 plants with 989,983 employes have pension plans for 
long-service workers.

(g) 494 plants with 627,164 employes have organized savings 
plans for employes.

Various size groupings of plants have pension plans as follows:

Number of 
Employes 
in Plants

Per Cent, of 
Plants Having 
Pension Plans

1-49 ..............................................................  1.2
50-100 ..........................................  3.7

101-500 ............................................................. 11.9
501-1000 ........................................................... 27.5
Over 1000 ....................................................... 41.6

You will, I am sure, be interested to know that the Employment 
Relations Committee and Board of Directors of the National Associa
tion of Manufacturers recently adopted the following statement:

“The National Association of Manufacturers urges the continuing 
study by employers of existing experiences with private disability 
and retirement systems. It urges their establishment wherever practi
cable and where means of the employer permit; it suggests the further 
study of private collective or group systems of age retirement where 
individual employers may not find it feasible to individually establish 
such systems.”

It is sometimes alleged that few workers are employed long 
enough to be eligible for plant pensions, but such statements are 
fallacious, being based on length-of-service analysis of all employes 
and not on the length-of-service of the older workers. Our analysis 
of the length of service of the 12,101 older employes of 25 industrial 
concerns, selected at random, employing a total of 140,807 employes 
(all but 2,500 being in manufacturing establishments) gives the fol
lowing results:
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Years of Service ( %  in Parentheses)
With Present Number of Workers in Age Group Total 55
Firm 55-59 60-64 65 and over and over
20 and o v e r ................  713 (12.5) 760 (20.9) 685 (24.7) 2158 (17.8)
25-29 ............................  399 ( 7.0) 272 ( 7.5) 175 ( 6.3) 846 ( 7.0)
20-24 ............................  511 ( 9.0) 312 ( 8.6) 289 (10.4) 1112 ( 9.2)
15-19 ............................  692 (12.1) 443 (12.2) 353 (12.7) 1488 (12.3)
10-14 ............................  1347 (23.5) 797 (22.0) 499 (18.0) 2643 (21.9)
5-9   1185 (20.8) 659 (18.2) 543 (19.6) 2387 (19.7)

Under 5 ......................  852 (15.0) 385 (10.6) 230 ( 8.3) 1467 (12.1)

>
VA

Total ........................  5699 3628 2774 12101

We find that 42.6 per cent, of the 55-59 year old employes have 
been with the same firm 15 or more years; 49.2 per cent, of the em
ployes 60-64 years old; and 54.1 per cent, of the employes 65 years 
or older. We discover, then, that about 54 per cent, of employes 65 
years of age or over employed in industry will be eligible for pensions 
if with plants having such plans.

I direct your attention also to the statement of Glenn A. Bowers 
that “an increase has also taken place in the proportionate number of 
workers 65 years of age and older in manufacturing and in all other 
industries from 1900 to 1920.” The same tendency has continued. 
A detailed analysis of 1,189,006 workers in 1923 and of 2,632,822 in 
1928 shows a higher percentage of workers in the older age groups 
the latter year.

a Per Cent. All Workers Over Age
V Years 40 50 60 70

1923 .............................................. 31.88 14.49 4.65 .74
1928 .............................................. 33.74 15.03 4.92 .87

With reference to group life insurance analysis of the amount in 
force in the United States December 31, 1927, (figures of ten leading 
companies, doing about 88 per cent, of the business) gives the follow
ing division:

Number of
Industrial Classification Lives

Manufacturing ......................................  2,283,611
7^ “Transportation and Public Service” . . 773,898
^  Commercial ( “Trade and Service” ) . . .  295,769
^  “Clerical and Professional” ..  370,988
\  All other ................................................  221,386

i ____________

Amount of 
Insurance 

$2,889,367,411 
1,290,256,084 

451,649,741 
859,278,365 
370,325,985

Total 3,945,652 $5,860,877,586
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This table, covering practically the entire manufacturing industry, 
shows the average manufacturing group life insurance policy to be 
$1,265; the 2,595,011 lives covered (we have included estimate for 
the smaller companies doing 12 per cent, of the total group business) 
constituted 31 per cent, of the 8,353,325 wage-earners in 1927 shown 
by the United States Census of Manufactures.

Group life insurance was launched in 1911; the amount has 
steadily risen, the volume in the United States being (in round 
figures) :

1912 ........
1913 ........
1914 ........
1915 ........
1916 ........
1917 ........
1918 ........
1919 ........
1920 ........
1921 ........
1922 ........
1923 ........
1924 ........
1925 ........
1926 ........
1927 ........
1928 ........
1929 (Est.)

$ 13,000,000
31.000. 000
64.000. 000
99.000. 000

153.000. 000
347.000. 000
627.000. 000

1.146.000. 000
1.662.000. 000
1.599.000. 000
1.847.000. 000
2.469.000. 000
3.195.000. 000
4.299.000. 000
5.426.000. 000
6.379.000. 000
8.034.000. 000
9.300.000. 000

We find, too, an increasing number of industrial companies intelli
gently considering the question of adapting older employes to jobs. 
For example, of 316 Kentucky industrial firms investigated 171 or 
54 per cent, were found by the State Department of Labor to have 
regular provision for changing the older workers to less laborious 
and less dangerous positions. As an illustration of how industry is 
applying itself to constructive study of this problem I present a 
typical example—the Norton Company of Worcester, Massachusetts. 
This concern believes that the average worker wants to keep active in 
factory work as long as possible. The company recognizes the danger 
of overloading the organization with workers who are paid more than 
their services are actually worth.

In consequence, it has adopted a plan which has three distinguish
ing charcteristics: (1) considering individually each older man to 
determine his actual working capacity; (2) keeping each in the best
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of physical condition possible under the circumstances, and (3) so 
arranging the work that each man is physically able to use the large 
experience which he has gained during his productive years with the 
company. The plan is administered through the cooperative efforts 
of three departments of the company—Medical, Production and 
Employment.

The Employment Department has for its function the transferring 
of those of the older men who because of physical reasons are unable 
to work any longer in the department, to a department for which they 
are physically fitted, the decision being arrived at after consultation 
with the Medical and Production Departments.

It has been found that there are at least 32 types of positions in 
this plant which may be filled by older workers with profit to them
selves and the company.

An allowance fund has been established which is drawn upon to 
pay each older worker the difference between what he actually earns 
and the amount he is paid. This prevents a hidden charge against 
production. The fact that at present of 39 men 65 years of age and 
over only 3 are unable to earn fully the wages paid them is an 
indication of the satisfactory operation of the plan.

I have endeavored to very briefly present a bird’s-eye view of 
those parts of industrial relations problems which relate, directly or 
indirectly, to the programs of post-industrial old age in which you, 
as social workers and students, are particularly interested. I wish, 
however, to most emphatically declare that it is entirely unfair for 
individuals and groups to criticize industry because any of those 
plans are not in universal use throughout industry. It should be 
clearly understood, first, that no single plan is a panacea for industrial 
or social problems and that what might meet conditions in one plant 
and work well there may not be at all suited to another plant; 
second, that industry should receive credit for its widespread interest 
in all phases of employment relations and the increasing experimenta
tion with and use of constructive measures of improving manage
ment—employe relations and the welfare of industrial workers both 
while employed and in their post-industrial years.

We next consider the attitude of organized industry toward the 
public position on post-industrial economic old age. It is, I am sure, 
not necessary to elaborate on the argument that industry is clearly 
entitled to a viewpoint on the public position, first, because indus
trialists are themselves a constituent part of the public; second, be
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cause industry is perhaps the largest payer of taxes and is interested 
in seeing that taxes are both reasonable in amount and efficiently 
spent; and, finally, because industry has a logical right and duty to 
consider the effects upon itself of public policies. If, as the preced
ing speaker asserted, “the public expects industry to produce 
economically the things which people want, assuming that proper 
standards in working conditions are maintained”—then, indeed, the 
public itself must not adopt policies which will place unnecessary 
economic burdens upon industry, burdens which will render it per
haps impossible to universally practice such “proper standards in 
working conditions.” And, moreover, if, as the preceding speaker 
again asserted, “the public may reasonably expect of its citizens the 
fullest exercise of their energy, ingenuity, and thrift,” then the public 
has no reasonable right to adopt policies which will lessen the incen
tive to such individual “energy, ingenuity and thrift.”

“The National Association of Manufacturers favors a sound and 
efficient state system to relieve destitution in old age.

“ (a) It is for each state to determine in terms of its own condi
tions whether such relief is to be institutional or otherwise or through 
a system in which institutional care is supplemented by other well 
considered methods.

“ (b) It is for each state to determine in the light of its own con
ditions whether such systems of relief should be administered 
through a central agency or through counties and whether the plans 
adopted are to be mandatory or optional in form.”

The National Association of Manufacturers just as definitely, 
however, declares itself opposed to “adoption of any general system 
of public old age pensions by any state predicated upon a declaration 
that arrival at a certain age with a minimum amount of property or 
income constitutes evidence of destitution, and thereby assures a 
definite monetary income to such individuals.”

Right at this point, it appears, we need more precise general 
understanding of the terms used. What do we mean by “public old 
age pensions” ?

We must first carefully differentiate and distinguish from public 
old age pensions the following: public pensions for military service; 
public pension or retirement systems for judges, teachers, civil service 
workers, and other classes of public servants; public or private relief 
provisions for carefully discriminating care of actually indigent 
persons in their own homes or in institutions, and industrial or plant
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pension retirement plans. The principles of none of these are op
posed by organized industry.

The essential elements of the public old age pension laws and 
proposals to which organized industry has declared its opposition are 
three, namely:

(a) Definite age at which payments will begin.
(b) Payments in money only.
(c) Definite actual or maximum amount of such monetary pay

ment specified.

Such public old age pension plans may or may not provide restric
tions as to the amount of income or property the recipient may 
possess. Most American laws and proposals arbitrarily assume that 
an individual is “destitute” and in need of a “pension” if he has 
property valued at less than $3,000-$5,000.

These pension plans may or may not have citizenship, residence, 
non-criminal record and similar qualifications and provisions, and 
be contributory or non-contributory in character. None of the ten 
state laws or the various state and federal proposals provide for 
contributions by prospective beneficiaries.

It will be observed that I have referred to only ten state old age 
pension laws, whereas the preceding speaker mentioned eleven, in
cluding the 1930 New York act. Properly speaking, the New York 
act is an old age “relief” measure, and not an old age “pension” law. 
The New York law does not provide that the relief given shall be 
exclusively by monetary payment but, on the contrary, permits relief 
in the form of rent payments, food, clothing, medical care, and so 
forth, as may be deemed necessary in the individual case by the 
proper local authorities. Nor does it specify any definite or maxi
mum amount of relief which shall be given in individual cases. The 
representatives of the American Association for Old Age Security, 
as a matter of fact, unsuccessfully urged amendments to provide 
monetary payments only and maximum individual grants of $600 an
nually. As adopted the bill was advocated by the Associated Indus
tries of New York, representing the organized employers of that 
state.

Such an old age “relief” measure seems much more in accord 
with the increasing use of social case work, as advocated by Mary 
Richmond and Sir Charles Loch, than a provision for monetary 
public old age pensions, which must necessarily be non-discriminat
ing in character.
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It is not, indeed, the comparatively modest financial provisions of 
present state old age pension laws and proposals to which we object. 
But we all know that if a bad principle is adopted it tends to spread 
and we know further that initial costs are only a beginning which 
will later bring vastly greater costs imposing an uneconomic burden 
upon industry.

We are, as I have indicated, opposed to the fundamental idea of 
assuring to individuals a definite monetary income from the public 
treasury upon arrival at some fixed age. Such a principle if applied 
lessens incentive to individual energy, ingenuity and thrift; by les
sening these qualities the public not only harms the individuals con
cerned but tends to lessen the economic efficiency of industry, which 
must employ workers with decreased energy and ingenuity.

We do not, unfortunately, have time to examine the German, 
Danish and English experience which proves that assuring individuals 
of a fixed public monetary income upon arrival at a given age 
penalizes thrift and increases indigency.

We may, however, appropriately observe views of two great 
economic authorities of this Commonwealth. Dr. Thomas N. Carver, 
of Harvard, declares that he is “opposed to public old age pensions” 
because they tend to impair the “economic virtues of industry, thrift, 
forethought, economy, and mutual helpfulness.”

The late Professor Allan A. Young, of Harvard, declared:

“If  old age pensions could be counted upon, the motives which 
prompt people to accumulate and hold on to these small savings 
would be weakened. In the first place, the need would be less. In the 
second place, the saver, during his old age, would gain nothing from 
the income from his savings if the amount of his annual pension 
were to be reduced correspondingly. It is to be expected, therefore, 
that many such persons either would not save at all or would spend 
their savings before reaching a pensionable age. Instead of helping, 
by their savings, to increase the production of wealth they would 
depend upon the transference to them, through funds raised by taxa
tion and paid in the form of pensions, of a larger share of the wealth 
that has been produced by others.”

American industry is increasingly studying the problems of 
economic old age within industry and is increasingly removing the 
necessity for public or private economic relief for retired employes. 
American industry is heartily in favor of state relief of “destitution in 
old age,” either through institutional care or such care “supplemented 
by other well-considered methods.” It opposes any public policy,
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such as embraced in public old age pension laws, which recognizes 
and establishes the principle that individuals can count upon a definite 
monetary income from public funds upon arrival at some given age. 
Such a principle in practice impairs the exercise of that individual 
energy, ingenuity and thrift upon which depends, in the final analysis, 
not only personal achievement and character, but industrial efficiency 
and national prosperity.



SOCIAL BACKGROUND OF THE AMERICAN 
INDIAN*

HERBERT J. SPINDEN

Curator of Ethnology, Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, N . Y.

We see today throughout the United States socially broken 
Indians, mere remnants of tribes and nations of a different race than 
the white man, who in their present poverty and defeat do not seem 
capable of reaching our standards of success. Hope of improving 
and preserving these remnants of the red race must rest upon an 
understanding of inherent capabilities of the American aborigine as 
reflected in past achievements. We cannot safely and fairly judge 
this race by the present state of tribes which have suffered rapid and 
cataclysmic readjustments in their manner of living.

The conditions in evidence today are a composite product of many 
disturbing factors which affected the original inhabitants of the New 
World after the voyage of Columbus, such a s :

(A .) Political repressions and inequalities which in one form or 
another denied sovereignty and the undisturbed possession of land 
and other property to Indians.

(B.) The introduction of many forms of disease unknown in 
America before the advent of Europeans to which Indians had no 
acquired immunity.

(C.) The destruction of staple sources of wild food among non
agricultural Indians, such as buffalo, salmon and various root crops 
in our own West.

(D.) Conflicts in group loyalty between new and old forms of 
religious thought and the ethical springs of action.

Not taking due account of these untoward factors, which touch 
both individual and community life of the American Indian, many 
persons have made snap judgments that Indians are hopelessly in

* Read before the National Conference of Social Work, Boston, Mass.,
June 1930
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ferior and defective. These persons point to a relative lack of 
success in the attempts of the Federal Government of the United 
States to educate Indians as a criticism of Indian ability. But it 
appears that this lack of success is explained in large measure by the 
virtues rather than the defects of the red man’s character. The 
avowed method of the early educators of Indians at Carlisle and 
elsewhere was to obtain possession of Indian children as young as 
possible, take them as far as possible from their homes, keep them 
as long as possible in a denatured isolation that reflected neither 
Indian nor European manner of life, and then send them back to 
reservations with book learning and some craft training, neither of 
which they could ever expect to apply.

A more complete and well-rounded program for creating human 
trash was probably never devised and I hasten to add that this educa
tional policy is not now followed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
How any educators ever could have thought that negation of the 
primary human virtues of love for one’s parents and respect for 
honorable traditions of one’s community would lead the Indian up
ward is more than I can understand. It seems to me that group 
pride should be awakened and carefully cultivated among our Indians, 
especially pride in the ancient crafts and achievements that have added 
to the wealth of the world.

What are the past achievements of his race in which the Indian 
may properly take pride, and comfort, and by which his ultimate 
capabilities should be judged by our own white race? They amount 
to nothing less than a recapitulation, by independent discovery and 
development, of the most important bases of high civilization. The 
Indian came into America from northeastern Asia thousands of years 
ago when all the world was probably in the Neolithic or New Stone 
Age. His cultural heritage from the Old World covered only the 
simplest arts. He was a hunting and fishing nomad and all those in 
Asia and Europe were also fishing and hunting nomads. Then in 
the tropical regions of his new home he conceived the idea that food 
plants could be tamed by irrigation and cultivation. He proceeded 
to domesticate what is probably the most valuable and important 
series of economic plants ever produced by man, certainly the most 
important ever drawn from the same proportion of the earth’s 
surface.

He did more than tame these plants, he developed them to meet a 
wide range of climatic and soil conditions and carried them further
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from the original wild types than any of the economic plants which 
are native of the Old World were carried. By this I mean that com, 
beans, squashes, potatoes, tomatoes, peppers—not to mention cotton 
and tobacco which have economic values in other lines than as food— 
were more completely domesticated by the American Indian than 
wheat, barley, rice, peas, lentils, cabbages, watermelons, etc., were by 
the farmers of Asia, Africa and Europe. Although nearly all these 
American plants were indigenous to the tropics, important items were 
adapted to a wide territory in both temperate zones, and the total area 
of distribution, at the time the white man came to these parts, was 
from southern Canada to central Argentina. Today about four- 
sevenths of our total agricultural production in the United States are 
the dividends of Indian providence and most persons consider Indians 
improvident!

In social organization the American Indian ran the whole gamut 
of culture from the primitive hunting band in non-agricultural terri
tory to vast political organizations that might well be called empires. 
The Mayas, who built stone cities in Central America, were the most 
illustrious nation. They invented a system of writing and made 
notable discoveries in mathematics and astronomy. In the building 
arts they furnished a close parallel to the high civilizations of the Old 
World, with independent constructions in adobe, stone, mortar and 
rubble, and even bricks, and with independent uses in architectural 
decorations of stucco, fresco painting and moulded tile work. I wish 
I  could tell you about Maya astronomy but that subject is too techni
cal for easy explanation.

The ancient Peruvians hold the world’s record for the finest and 
most diversified achievement in the textile field, embodied in fabrics 
that can well serve as models of excellence for our present machine 
age even though we may never be able to equal them in sheer crafts
manship. The textile industry has for thousands of years been 
man’s important industry—perhaps it still is. Therefore, highest 
achievements in this greatest industry on practically every count 
should not cause the Indian to hang his head.

Shot through and through as we are with the predatory traditions 
of Old World civilizations—or rather, I should say those of the Near 
East and Europe—we feel a sneaking contempt for the Aztecs and 
Incas because they were conquered so easily and a sneaking admira
tion for some of the wild tribes like the Sioux who did not accept 
our mild words and rough deeds without a fight. The real facts are
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that the most populous parts of America were easily conquered be
cause they were in a state of urban civilization and therefore subject 
to physical and moral coercions. It cannot truthfully be said that the 
Mayas and Aztecs were cowards—they simply were compelled to pay 
the penalties of organization against a predatory foe who advanced 
with the cross in one hand and the sword in the other.

Now it is perfectly true that most of the tribes inhabiting the 
area of the United States were on a lower plane of civil organization 
than the Mayas or the Peruvians. The Pueblo Indians of today are 
descendents of the Cliff Dwellers. The Mound Builders, so-called, 
of the Mississippi Valley were undoubtedly the ancestors of tribes 
with a more or less broken down culture when the first white settle
ments were made in, let us say, Ohio. But to a large extent this de
terioration was probably post-Columbian, being brought about by 
introduced diseases, such as smallpox, which swept up from the 
Spanish settlements in Cuba and Florida a hundred years or more 
before Jamestown and Plymouth were founded. At any rate, social 
retardation need not mean basic inferiority. The races of northern 
Europe were barbarians a few hundred years ago. Perhaps it is an 
advantage not to have your culture behind you when you set out to 
be an important nation. Obviously it is easier to refine a barbarian 
than it is to strengthen a worn-out esthete. But real qualities of 
character are indispensible and the greatest of these is loyalty to an 
ideal of the common good. This virtue of loyalty the Indian 
possessed and still possesses.

The Indian is like the high-spirited horse that one of our modern 
poets describes as “the bronco that would not be broken of dancing.” 
The typical red man would rather die than be reduced to slavery. 
Is that a defect of character? In his book called The Negro in 
America, Sir Harry Johnson begins by blaming the Indian for the 
introduction of negro slaves into the New World, saying that if the 
Indians had been willing to submit to hard labor and heavy blows 
and had not died out when reduced to slavery, there would have been 
no need to call on Africa to redress the labor problem in America. 
I am afraid some fault might be found with Sir Harry Johnson’s 
attitudes which implies that the Indian should have submitted to 
slavery freely and graciously. Indeed the sacrifices that he will make 
for freedom are well illustrated today in Guatemala. On the moun
tain road to Quetzaltemango 8000 Indian burden bearers compete 
with motor trucks in carrying enormous loads up and over the moun
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tain. They do this not for profit but because the cargador escapes 
classification as a peon and cannot be farmed out as such to the coffee 
planters.

We make a mistake when we judge men and women as good 
material for citizenship simply because they are willing to worm and 
squirm out of previous poverty and repression by the exercise of their 
acquisitive instincts.

If we judge the American Indian purely on points, as human 
stock, taking into account his physical and mental equipment and 
past performances, we must come to the inevitable conclusion that 
he ranks high among the races of mankind. I believe we are ad
mitting annually to our country and to ultimate citizenship thousands 
of persons less qualified to add valuable ingredients to our national 
character than the American aborigine. Him we already have with 
us as a heartbroken and maltreated refugee in the land that his 
fathers owned and to him we owe a debt of gratitude for values we 
received, which lie, in all truth, beyond the dreams of avarice.



EDITORIAL

On Social Policy in Hospitals
A revaluation of administrative policy in the modern acute (gen

eral) hospital from the social point of view, in accordance with the 
philosophic method practised by Descartes, must lead the student to 
question the acceptance of certain influences on the evolution of the 
modern hospital, whereby patients are classified to their disadvantage 
according to the duration of their disease. The social worker who 
serves the hospital in the execution of its social policies has cause 
to wonder at the current practise of separating out and segregating 
the chronic groups in places where they will be far removed from 
expert medical care at a time when they need it most. The thoughtful 
social worker can hardly escape the inference that this is not alto
gether due to the lack of acute beds which must be employed to the 
greatest advantage of the greatest number. Other factors are opera
tive.

One might indeed raise a number of questions. What should 
be the criteria of selection, admitting the eligibility of an excessive 
number of cases for admission? When should a patient after ad
mission cease to be interesting to the hospital staff? Should expert 
scientific service (staff, facilities and equipment) be reserved for any 
group of patients because of the limited duration of their disease? 
Should we ever abandon a patient when he most needs scientific 
care? (When the hospital recognized the out-patient department 
and the follow-up clinic for ambulatory patients as vital parts of 
its service it conceded the value of integration.) Should we continue 
to build bigger and better hospitals and even medical “centers” (for 
the acute only) without reconsidering our traditional policies, and 
thereby continue the process of complicating and often nullifying our 
social effort?

The process of differentiation whereby contagious, mental and 
even obstetrical patients are separated out and segregated is easily 
defended on social grounds, but the desire of hospital authorities for 
specialization based on duration of disease, whereby the chronic
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groups (loosely termed chronic, incurable and aged) are similarly 
isolated and often forgotten, can have no defense that has a humani
tarian basis.

The true medical center seeks to learn and to teach the natural 
history of disease in all its phases—acute chronic and incurable, from 
infancy to old age—in a group of buildings that separates patients 
physically for their spiritual well-being, yet gives them without ex
ception the most expert medical care available now for one of these 
groups only. It simplifies the social service problem and gives to 
every patient of its best. This is an age that understands the value 
of the merger. Will the voluntary hospitals, that have so often led 
the way, yield to good social policy and group themselves on a more 
humane social basis?

E. M. Bluestone, M.D.

The Baby’s Education
HELEN  T. W OOLLEY

Director, Institute Child Welfare Research, Teachers College, 
Columbia University; Committee on the Infant and Preschool 
Child, White House Conference on Child Health and Protection

It may seem absurd to talk about a baby’s education, but modem 
research in child development is teaching us that human beings learn 
more in the first few years of life than they do in any other equal 
period. Intelligent interest in the proper training of infants, there
fore, is growing and the fact that the White House Conference on 
Child Health and Protection included a consideration of the normal 
preschool child and his educational problems, when it met in No
vember, is merely a sign of the times.

Kindergartens are no longer a novelty and we are gradually be
coming used to the idea of nursery schools in many of our large 
cities, but when all is said and done a baby’s first teachers are usually 
his mother and father and upon their wisdom and patience as 
teachers depends much of the baby’s future happiness and success 
in life.

Some of the things a baby “learns” to do, of course, are simply 
part of his growing up and parents and teachers have very little
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to do with the process, aside from providing a favorable environment 
and good food, enough sleep, proper clothes, exercise and fresh air. 
But many of the baby’s accomplishments depend entirely upon his 
home training. This difference between the parent’s functions as a 
“good provider” and as an educator is clearly illustrated by the dif
ference between the two great accomplishments of the baby’s first two 
years—walking and talking.

A baby really does not need to be taught to walk. First he 
crawls on all fours, and then because he is a human being, and not 
a puppy or a kitten, instead of developing greater speed on all fours 
and letting it go at that, he gradually learns to walk erect, “like a 
little man.” Proper food will, of course, have made his legs strong 
and dependable, and proper clothes will leave his body unhampered, 
and mother and father can help by holding his hand or collar to 
guide his first uncertain steps, but after all, the final triumph belongs 
to mother nature.

Talking, however, is a different matter, for when the baby’s 
vocal organs mature and he begins to make articulate sounds, his 
family become his teachers whether consciously or otherwise. He 
learns whatever language he hears with the very intonations and pet 
phrases of his elders—the Chinese baby, for instance, does not in
herit any vocal control which makes it easier for him to learn Chinese 
than any other language.

Most babies adopt sounds with meanings before they actually 
learn to talk. They make one sound which means “feed me, I am 
hungry,” another which means “play with me, I want to be amused,” 
and another which means “I am sleepy, put me to bed,” long before 
they have the words to express these ideas, but many babies begin 
to say a few words by the end of their first year, and a baby who is 
not talking, to a limited extent, at least, by the time he is 18 months 
old should be regarded with concern by his parents.

The names of people and familiar objects are the words which 
most babies learn first—mother, father, ball, milk, etc. Then come 
the action words,—run, walk, get up, get down, and the like.

At this stage mothers and fathers must be patient teachers in 
helping the baby to increase his vocabulary. For instance, the first 
animal he learns to recognize and call by name, may be his kitten, and 
all other four-footed, furry creatures immediately become to him, 
“kittens,” a squirrel is a “little kitty,” a dog—perhaps even a horse, 
is a “big kitty,” and the mother must for the moment turn naturalist,
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to point out the differences between these fascinating creatures. She 
must also be willing to listen to endless prattle about them.

No baby learns to talk without a great deal of practice. There
fore grown-up members of the family must be willing to endure 
and even to encourage baby speech, instead of becoming bored and 
falling back on the old adage that “children should be seen and not 
heard.” Of course the mother must teach her baby “manners,”— 
not to interrupt conversations and to give other people a chance to 
speak. But grown-ups sometimes forget that this rule should work 
both ways, and having taught the baby not to interrupt the conver
sation of his elders, they ruthlessly break into his conversation. 
Parents must teach correct pronunciation and correct forms of lan
guage, helping the baby to grow up and away from “baby talk,” in
stead of encouraging peculiar pronunciations, just because they are 
so cunning, and they must also learn to conceal their amusement, 
for babies are very sensitive to ridicule and quick to be inhibited by it.

If the baby’s first experience with grown-ups has led him to see 
them as great creatures, given to sudden whims and unaccountable 
bursts of laughter, he is likely to become shy and keep his youthful 
problems to himself. But if the baby grows to school age, knowing 
mother, father and adult members of his family only as teachers 
who are always helpful and kindly, a firm foundation has been laid 
upon which school and home can build his education.



LETTERS
A ugust 29th , 1930.

D ear E ditor:
Your kind letter suggests to me that I take it upon myself to 

bring your attention to another matter that is quite seriously con
fronting the legal aid field today. Questions of the relationship be
tween the legal profession and the medical profession extend very 
deeply into our field, and as yet I have found no really satisfactory 
way of solving the problems that arise.

The problems are of four sorts: (1) We find cases where people 
who come to the legal aid organization offices need medical attention 
either wholly or in part. Our problem there is to work out a method 
of advising them where to go to get the proper medical attention.
(2) We have cases where we take our clients into court in matters 
involving medical testimony of an expert character. Here, our prob
lem is to find out how we can secure the services of members of the 
medical profession to appear as experts where we do not have the 
funds required to pay the fee ordinarily presented by an expert.
(3) Quite often persons who are mentally unbalanced appear in the 
clinic, and even to our eyes they require considerable attention from 
some physician. Ours is a practical problem of how to get such 
people into the hands of competent medical authorities. (4) Another 
type of cases that come to us are those where complaints are made 
against members of the medical profession. We have many cases 
where people complain against lawyers, and we send them to the 
grievance committees of the various Bar Associations. In  similar 
fashion we have cases where people complain that doctors have over
charged them, have been guilty of professional negligence, etc., etc. 
We are thoroughly aware of the fact that complaints of this kind 
are usually unwarranted, just as they are where the applicant com
plains about some other lawyer. Our question is as to what shall 
be done with such applicants. Merely to show them the door is not 
to clear up the difficulty in the client’s mind, and that seems to be 
something that so far we have not been able to do.
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I have approached several physicians on these subjects, but I find 
hesitation on the part of medical societies to answer letters dealing 
with these matters. Perhaps they feel that we are actuated by a 
desire to criticize and disturb them. I can assure you that such is not 
the case, and that we are merely seeking for some machinery by 
which the medical profession and our legal aid group may sit down 
together on these troublesome matters and try to work out a solution.

The seriousness of the matter is apparent to us in our day-to-day 
contact with clients. I wish we could do something for them, but 
I am sure that we cannot do anything unless we have a friendly 
contact with the medical profession so that they will understand our 
disinterested attitude.

Any comments or suggestions that may come to your mind on 
this subject will be greatly appreciated.

Very sincerely yours,
John  S. Bradway.

Secretary, National Association of Legal Aid Organizations, 
3660 University Ave., Los Angeles, Cal.



NEWS NOTES

The Minnesota Public Health Association has adopted a novel 
scheme for getting health teaching across to the general public by 
presenting health plays in the form of Punch and Judy shows at 
country fairs. The puppets are imported from England and the 
health plays follow the familiar style of the old laughter-provoking 
puppet performances.

A preliminary survey of public health nursing by and for Negroes, 
conducted under the auspices of the Julius Rosenwald Fund has 
brought to light the fact that the most urgent needs of the Negro 
public health nursing group are better fundamental training for the 
Negro nurses and a willingness on the part of the whites to accord 
professional standing to the Negro nurse.

Miss Henrietta Additon, Consultant on Protective Measures of 
the American Social Hygiene Association, resigned to become Di
rector of the Crime Prevention Bureau of the New York City Police 
Department.

A recent issue of “Chicago’s Health” states that Chicago’s great
est hospital need is a modern convalescent home. An appeal is made 
for a philanthropist to come forth and contribute to the health and 
happiness of his fellow-man by providing for the city a 200-bed 
convalescent home with an endowment to provide the health-promot
ing, relapse-preventing benefits to the thousands of people needing 
convalescent care in order to return them to society free from life
long physical impairment.

The crowding of Federal prisons by young first-offenders has 
created an emergency which the United States Department of Justice 
is meeting by extending the probation system in the Federal District 
courts.
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The League of Red Cross Societies reports that the demands on 
the British Red Cross Central Clinic for Rheumatism, Regent’s 
Park, London, were so heavy that although the clinic only had been 
opened a few months it was necessary to close in August in order to 
double the accommodations. The clinic work was resumed in Sep
tember.

A fund of $25,000 to be known as the “Dr. Richard C. Cabot 
Educational Fund” has been given to the trustees of the Massachu
setts General Hospital, Boston. The income of the Fund, which was 
raised by gifts of small sums of money from doctors and social 
workers, who wished to show their appreciation of Dr. Cabot’s splen
did pioneer spirit in the field of social work will be devoted to an 
educational program in hospital social service.

An anonymous donor has given one gram of radium, valued at 
$65,000, to the New York Skin and Cancer Hospital.

According to the findings in a survey made by the Milbank Me
morial Fund workers in industry are healthier than the general popu
lation, and young employees are more prone to disease than elderly 
employees.

The Julius Rosenwald Fund has made a grant to the Mental 
Hygiene Institute of the Pennsylvania Hospital in Philadelphia for 
the purpose of bringing psychiatric service to people of moderate 
means.

The Brooklyn Bureau of Charities has opened a letter shop for 
blind workers. Typing and addressing is done by cripples, who are 
under the care of the Bureau, but folding, inserting, sealing and 
stamping are all done by the blind.

The School of Sociology and Social Service, Fordham University, 
is giving a course in public health nursing.

The Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa., has established a 
service for patients suffering from fatigue, worries, fears, malad
justment, etc. Services are provided for resident patients and out
patients.
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On Election day New York State voters rolled up an overwhelm
ing majority vote for the $50,000,000 bond issue for construction 
work and improvement in the housing conditions of the State’s unfor
tunates in State schools, hospitals, and prisons.

The Department of Hospitals, New York City, has 3 well- 
equipped clinics for the examination, diagnosis and treatment of 
cancer patients. The clinics are open from 9 to 5 week days and until 
12 Saturdays.

The U. S. Public Health Service recommends the incorporation 
of definite child hygiene courses in colleges where women are ac
cepted as students. The course recommended includes eugenics, pre
natal hygiene, infant hygiene, preschool hygiene and school hygiene.

The New York School of Social Work will conduct an Institute 
for the Personnel of Child-Caring Institutions, February 2 to 28, 
inclusive.

The Hertfordshire Branch of the British Red Cross plans to 
open a training centre for cripples in St. Albans.

As a result of the far-sighted wisdom of Henry Seybert, the 
institution in Philadelphia which bears his name has become an im
portant factor in developing a modern child-welfare program in that 
city, as is clearly indicated by the 10 years’ report of the institution 
which has just been issued. Dying in 1881, Mr. Seybert left a large 
sum of money for the care of the city’s dependent children, but gave 
wise discretion to his executors and trustees as to its use. The Sey
bert Institution has developed from what was mainly an institution 
for temporary child care into an agency with an extensive system 
of foster-home care. In addition, it is one of the chief supporters 
of an active medical clinic, and it has helped to finance the Penn
sylvania Children’s Commission, the demonstration child-guidance 
clinic, and the social service exchange, besides assisting in various 
research projects. Thus, Henry Seybert has continued to foster a 
living movement through the half century since his death, whereas 
some philanthropists who have bequeathed money for rigidly defined
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forms of charity, later disapproved in the course of social progress, 
have actually interfered with the carrying out of their own humane 
purposes.— World’s Children.

The new $125,000 children’s building of the Columbia County 
Tuberculosis Sanatorium has been opened. The addition of this 
building brings the total number of beds in separate buildings for 
children, in conjunction with county and city sanatoria of up-State 
New York, to approximately 1,000. The building is equipped with 
the most modern facilities for the treatment, education and recrea
tion of the children.

The idea of modern medicine was stated by Marchand in these 
words: “Seek truth. Discover causes. Learn how they disturb life 
and how order is reestablished. By science and persuasion preserve 
men. By science, gentleness and firmness combat death and reduce 
suffering. Guide, encourage and console in a brotherly and tolerant 
spirit. This is medicine.”—S. C. A . A . News.

BOOK REVIEW

The Management of Young Children. By William E. Blatz, 
M.B., Ph.D., and Helen Bott. New York: William Morrow & Co., 
1930. 254 p. Price $3.00.

The management of young children is the first responsibility of 
parenthood. Perhaps guidance is a better term than management. 
Blatz and Bott have set forth what they regard the principles under
lying child training, particularly in terms of the relationships to be 
fostered between child and parent. Throughout the book one notes 
a broad conception of child training, free from dogmatism and spe
cific formulae and with insistence upon an individualized approach to 
the problems of social living.

The book is designed for use by study groups, hence the mode 
of presentation which involves first a didactic chapter, then an out
line followed by special illustrations selected from parental inquiries. 
Most chapters contain one case history indicating the history, diag
nosis, recommendations and results in relation to a typical difficulty 
in child adaptation.
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The general contents are presented in four main headings: The 
Nature of Control, The Physical Environment, The Social Environ
ment and Types of Motivation. Throughout there is an appreciation 
of the scientific background of child training with due regard for our 
present day limitations concerning the social implications of juvenile 
development. Stress is placed upon the learning function as the 
basis of habit formation, with a recognition of the difficulties due to 
the interweaving of children’s natures and social demands. Back of 
every discussion lies an intelligent effort to understand, to be con
structive and to guide children rather than to assume facts, criticize 
and demand of them.

Nurses and social workers will find much of value, especially as 
the background contains the basic idea that the attainment of social 
living is the most important task of child training. The book is non
technical, well-balanced, readable, practical, elastic, applicable and 
serviceable for all who are interested in studying the responsibilities 
and functions of modern parenthood.

Ira S. W ile, M.D.

Dermatology and Syphiology for Nurses. By John H. Stokes, 
M.D. Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co., 1930. 311 p. Price $2.50.

This is an excellent book for nurses. There is nothing in it on the 
anatomy and histology of the skin, and only a very brief chapter on 
the physiology of the skin. The first half of the book is devoted to 
short descriptions of the common skin diseases, and some of those 
less frequently encountered. In these, in addition to an outline of 
the treatment of the diseases, are interpolated charts, or tables of 
special instruction for the nurse concerning her part of the treatment 
and care of the patient.

The second half of the book takes up the consideration of both 
gonorrhoea and syphilis in a practical way. It also considers the 
principles of social hygiene, which include the economic factors be
hind these diseases. In this section the author decries branding these 
as venereal diseases because of the effect this has on causing people to 
conceal their condition, instead of applying for treatment.

His chapter on “Normal Ideals of Sex Life” is also worth while.
E. A lmore Gauvain .
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Immunity in Infectious Diseases. By Professor A. Besredka. 
Authorized translation by Herbert Child, M.R.C.S. (Eng.) L.S.A. 
Baltimore: The Williams and Wilkins Co., 1930. 364 p.

The author presents in this volume the results of a series of 
studies relative to the mechanism of immunity in the infectious dis
eases.

Divided into fifteen chapters the book begins with a consideration 
of the various theories of immunity, and with reference to some 
current misconceptions. Then follow chapters devoted to investi
gations relative to the bactericidal power of the leucocytes to bac
terial hemolysins, to the specificity of the streptococci and of anti
streptococcus serum therapy, as well as to the question of microbial 
endotoxins and of vaccination by various methods, including sensi
tized viruses. There is considerable space—most of the last five 
chapters—given over to a description of the function of the skin in 
infection and immunity and to vaccination by the cutaneous and 
buccal route. The theories and experimental basis of these methods 
are discussed and statistics are quoted to substantiate the preventive 
and curative value of antivirus therapy by these routes. This book 
is one of fundamental importance in the field of immunity. I t  is 
written in a clear, concise style. The printing is well done and the 
binding is attractive.

Joseph C. R egan, M.D.

NEW PUBLICATIONS

The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has issued the fol
lowing very important health pamphlets:

“The Home That is Safe.” This pamphlet written with the co
operation of the National Safety Council offers advice as to how one 
can prevent home accidents. As 24,000 persons lost their lives 
through avoidable accidents in the home during the past year the 
little booklet is timely.

“What is Rheumatism?” This pamphlet gives the various forms 
of rheumatism and distinguishes between this disease and the symp
toms and disorders to which the vague term “rheumatism” is applied. 
This practical and enlightening information written in cooperation 
with the American Committee for the Control of Rheumatism should
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do much to influence people to use the term "rheumatism” in terms 
of a physician’s diagnosis and beware of self-treatment.

“Give Your Heart a Chance.” The text of this pamphlet tells 
how to prevent heart disorders and what to do if one already has a 
cardiac condition, and is approved by the American Heart Asso
ciation.

“Infantile Paralysis.” This small publication is a complete re
vision of a previously published pamphlet on the subject and contains 
the latest information on probable transmission and serum treatment. 
The pamphlet is approved by the Milbank Infantile Paralysis Com
mission.

Copies of these four valuable pamphlets may be secured by writ
ing to the Welfare Division of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Com
pany.

Historical Sketch of the American Nurses’ Association prepared 
by Virginia McCormick and published by the American Nurses’ As
sociation, New York City.

This historical sketch will be of value to nurses and others who 
are interested in nursing work. The author only tries to emphasize 
the outstanding events in the development of the organization and 
to place the official association of nurses in its relation to the growth 
of the profession in the United States and to other groups. This is 
done step by step with the result that one has a vivid pen-picture of 
the growth of the profession, all that has been accomplished by nurses 
and for nurses through the Association.

Mental Hygiene News is the name of a monthly bulletin pub
lished by the New York State Department of Health in the interest 
of mental health and child guidance. The purpose of the bulletin 
is to promote a more general understanding of the underlying prin
ciples of mental hygiene among the lay public.

“I t’s Only Measles.” This small booklet is published by the John 
Hancock Life Insurance Company in an attempt to bring home to 
parents two truths; that measles in infancy is serious, and that the 
only way to prevent the disease is by avoidance of contact. This 
warning is of tremendous importance when we consider the fact that 
10,000 deaths attributed to measles or its sequelae of infants and 
young children are reported each year.
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The Psychiatric Social Worker’s Technique in Meeting Resist
ance. By Marion E. Rannells. Published in reprint form by the 
National Committee for Mental Hygiene, New York City. As there 
is a psychiatric element in every branch of social work it behooves 
social workers, whether engaged in psychiatric work or other fields, 
to read this splendid study of technique in meeting resistance in 
clients. The author knows her subject and analyzes the reaction 
of client and social worker alike. The citation of several actual cases 
adds interest to the text. The titles of recent important pamphlets 
relating to social work are listed on the back cover. Price of pam
phlet 25 cents the copy.

Proceedings of the 1929 Annual Conference of the National 
Society for the Prevention of Blindness. The subject of blindness 
and the prevention of blindness are attracting world-wide attention, 
therefore, this report is timely. The addresses delivered by the 
speakers cover practically every phase of the splendid work being 
done in this country to conserve vision, to prevent blindness and to 
alleviate the social problems of those already blind. This report is 
recommended to educators, medical men, social workers and em
ployers of labor.

The Yearbook of the Child Study Association of America, New 
York City, gives complete information regarding the Association, 
the program of the year and a report of the work of the past year. 
The list of cooperating agencies indicates how far-reaching is the 
work of this splendid Association. The included list of books pub
lished by the Association will be of invaluable aid to other organiza
tions engaged in child study and child welfare.

Annual Report of the Hospital for Joint Diseases. This in
teresting report covers the work of the hospital for the year 1929. 
During the year 99,349 hospital days of care were provided for 4,827 
patients and of these 57,362 were free. In addition the out-patient 
department provided 238,944 treatments. During the year Frederick 
Brown, president of the hospital, established 2 orthopedic research 
fellowships of $2,400 each to be bestowed annually. An interesting 
feature of the hospital work is that children in the hospital wards 
and at the Far Rockaway Country Home are instructed daily by 
teachers supplied by the Department of Education. During the year
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a survey of the cripples in New York City under 21 years of age 
was made for the hospital by the Bureau of Jewish Social Research. 
It was found that 10,000 young cripples need training, both academic 
and vocational. A project which may be developed in the future is 
a school in connection with the hospital for handicapped children. 
Such a school would not only furnish institutional care when neces
sary but would give educational and vocational guidance as well as 
the necessary medical attention. The entire report, covering the or
ganization of the various departments and department activities, is 
full of interest and gives one a comprehensive idea of the splendid 
work being carried on in behalf of the cripples of New York City.

ABSTRACTS
“Social Service for Student Nurses.” A. Brownlee. Tr. Nurse 

Hosp. Rev., 1930; LXXXV, 490.
The author considers social service training an asset to the nurse 

in any field of nursing activity. A nurse is constantly confronted 
with social problems. To meet these problems the nurse should 
have sufficient knowledge of social service procedure to either solve 
the difficulty or turn them over to those qualified to handle the situa
tion. In accordance with this idea a course in social work was given 
to student nurses at the Ravenswood Hospital, Chicago, 111., by ar
rangement with the University of Chicago. The course consisted of 
18 periods in classroom work. Field trips were made to hospitals, 
industrial workshops, juvenile court, family welfare organizations, 
etc. The first 3 periods were spent on the history of social work 
and special attention was paid to the causes of poverty and dependency 
and the motives people have for helping others. The other periods 
covered special problems, e.g., care of the aged, mentally defective, 
the physically handicapped, dependent and delinquent children, the 
unmarried mother, the unemployed, the transient, and the criminal. 
Stress was placed on the personality element in each situation, not 
only on the attitudes of the individual in need of help but on the at
titudes of society toward the individual and toward the problem. 
Case records were studied, local social resources were discussed, and 
a certain amount of research and reading was required. The stu
dents at the end of the course were asked to give their opinion re
garding the value of the course. The concensus of opinion was that
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the knowledge gained was valuable. The author is of the opinion 
that a social service course will eventually be added to the curriculum 
in most training schools.

“The Hygiene of the School Child.” John Hunter. Scottish 
Health Magazine, 1930; II, 55.

This splendid article or series of articles covering every phase of 
preventive and medical work with school children was published in 
instalments beginning in the May issue of the Scottish Health Maga
zine and concluded in the October number. The value of preventive 
medicine is emphasized. The part that heredity and environment 
play in child health and development are briefly but admirably de
scribed. The circulation, lymphatics, digestion, respiration, metabo
lism, skeletal system and the nervous system of childhood are de
scribed, compared and contrasted with those of adults. There is an 
interesting section on the importance of sleep and rest. The June 
and July instalment are devoted to the value of proper foods and 
the vitamines, with excellent advice regarding the selection, prepara
tion and serving of a child’s meals. Sunlight, cleanliness, oral hy
giene and clothing are the subjects of the concluding chapter. These 
articles are written in simple, unaffected style and contain a wealth 
of expert medical advice regarding every phase of the child’s mental 
and physical life. The series is decidedly worth reprinting in book 
form as a guide to parents, teachers and others interested in the 
educational, mental and physical development of children.

“A Rural Health Experiment in China.” Quar. B u i, Milbank 
Memorial Fund, 1930; V III, 97.

This interesting article gives an account of an attempt to pro
mote health in Ting Hsien county, China. The district in which this 
work is being carried on has a population of 400,000 people but not a 
single qualified physician. The experiment is part of the Chinese 
National Association of the Mass Education Movement, an organi
zation formed in 1923 by Y. C. James Yen, a Yale graduate. A 
grant of $50,000 was given by the Milbank Memorial Fund and Ed
gar Sydenstricker, director of the Fund’s research division, assisted 
in formulating a health program. The importance of health educa
tion in such a community and the tremendous obstacles to be over
come can scarcely be comprehended by Americans. Sanitation is
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unknown and over 90 per cent, of the people are illiterates, the ma
jority of them very poor, ignorant, and superstitious. They live in 
mud huts and are surrounded by filth and myriads of flies, mos
quitoes, bed bugs, fleas, and rats. Even the so-called middle classes 
keep their domestic animals in the quarters where they sleep, cook, 
and eat. The old-style Chinese physicians ascribe the cause of dis
ease to wind and heat and know absolutely nothing about asepsis. 
Ting Hsien is a fairly typical county. Dr. Yen and his associates 
began educational and agricultural extension work there in 1927 
and have made great progress. The Hsien or county government 
has given its support. In the autumn of 1929 Dr. H. Y. Yao, a 
graduate of Peking Medical College, was chosen as head of the health 
department and a successful health campaign was conducted. In 
the spring of 1930 vaccinations against smallpox were carried on 
with great success and the local health organization was further de
veloped. Health problems were studied and a comprehensive all
embracing health program mapped out. An outstanding feature of 
the rural health program in this interior Chinese county is the neces
sity for providing medical and nursing service as well preventive 
activities. There are, of course, no vital statistics but the death rate 
is estimated at 30 per 1,000 per year with a life expectancy at birth 
of only 35 years. The Memorial Fund is doing a splendid, construc
tive piece of work in opening the eyes of this class of Chinese to the 
importance of health conservation and disease prevention. The 
work is being kept within strict lines of economy in order that the 
Chinese themselves can continue the work.

“The Aim of Eugenics.” F. M. Wood. Compend Med. and 
Surg., 1930; V III, 297.

Race improvement is the much needed aim of eugenics. This is 
shown by the Army Alpha survey carried out subsequent to the 
World War. The approximate findings may be apprehended by the 
following summary: In every 100,000,000 of the population of the 
United States there are 5 per cent, or 5,000,000 of highest intelli
gence; 9 per cent, or 9,000,000 are of superior intelligence; 16 per 
cent, or 16,000,000 are above average intelligence; 25 per cent, or
25.000. 000 are of average intelligence. Dependable and self-support
ing—capable of directing and helping 55,000,000 humans; 20 per 
cent, or 20,000,000 are below average intelligence; 15 per cent, or
15.000. 000 are of low (5th grade) intelligence; 10 per cent, or 10,-
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000,000 are of moron (4th grade) intelligence. Incapable of self
support, 45,000,000 humans. With a population of approximately 
122,000,000 at the present time, estimating according to the per
centage in this table there are approximately 67,000,000 humans in 
our country who are capable and 55,000,000 who are incapable of 
adjusting themselves satisfactorily in our present social surround
ings. This table gives the status of universal capacity but we do not 
know individual mental capacity. No individual survey has been 
made. The program for physical fitness is much farther advanced. 
The author evidently approved of birth control for those who should 
not reproduce their kind but also regrets that birth control is practiced 
by men and women who could and should become the parents of nor
mal healthy children. The physician has a very definite place in the 
program of eugenics. He can advise wisely as to bringing children 
into the world. He is also in a position to encourage the mentally and 
physically fit to have as many children as they can support and 
educate effectively. An examination as to physical and mental fitness 
before marriage would benefit the race. When race improvement 
is considered in the same light as the development of fine flowers 
and fine live stock we will solve or partially solve the staggering 
problem of capable citizens carrying the burden of the hordes of 
physically and mentally unfit who are themselves a loadstone and 
whose children may be worse.
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